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Zusammenfassung
Autofahren kann eine einsame Angelegenheit sein. Während sehr viel Forschung im Bereich
Car2Car Kommunikation und Infotainment betrieben wurde und dadurch auch sehr viele tech-
nische Neuerungen entstanden, wurde die Interaktion von Fahrzeugführern untereinander noch
sehr wenig erforscht. Obwohl Tourismus an sich eine soziale Aktivität darstellt, haben Autofahrer
wenige Möglichkeiten mit anderen Touristen zu kommunizieren. Das vorgestellte Projekt siedelt
sich an der Nahtstelle von Tourismus und Autofahren an und zielt darauf ab während eines Aus-
flugs sich ad-hoc, zusätzliche Informationen zugänglich zu machen. Diese Arbeit erforscht eine
mobile Anwendung, die es ermöglicht Sofortnachrichten an Reisende mit ähnlichem Kontext zu
versenden und somit zu schönerenn Ausflugerlebnissen beitragen kann.
Für diese Entwicklung wurde das Prinzip des Nutzer-orientierten Designs adoptiert. Anforderun-
gen von Autofahrern wurden mit Hilfe eines Ideenfindungsworkshops und einer Feldstudie er-
mittelt. Die Ergebnisse haben gezeigt, dass Touristen sehr verschiedene Interessen und unter-
schiedliche Einstellungen gegenüber Erstkontakt mit Fremden haben. Viele Studienteilnehmer
betonten jedoch ihre Wertschätzung von sozialen Empfehlungen. Basierend auf diesen Ergeb-
nissen und einer späteren Expertenevaluierung wurden drei Versionen für einen Prototyp erstellt.
Mittels einer weiteren Studie mit potentiellen Endnutzern wurden die wichtigsten Funktionalitäten
(z.B. das Einsehen von Nutzerprofilen, das Wählen zischen Text- oder Audionachrichten und das
Erhalten von aktuellen Informationen) selektiert und weiterverfolgt.
Um Probleme in Bezug auf Benutzerfreundlichkeit und Implementierungsfehler aufzudecken,
wurde der Prototyp sodann in einer realitätsnahen Feldstudie getestet. Die Resultate liegen nun-
mehr vor und können für die Entwicklung von zukünftigen (sozialen) mobilen Touristensystemen
verwendet werden.
Abstract
Driving can be a lonely activity. While there has been a lot of research and technical inventions
concerning car-to-car communication and passenger entertainment, there is still little work con-
cerning connecting drivers. Whereas tourism is very much a social activity, drive tourists have
few options to communicate with fellow travellers. The proposed project is placed at the intersec-
tion of tourism and driving and aims to enhance the trip experience during driving through social
interaction. This thesis explores how a mobile application that allows instant messaging between
travellers sharing similar context can add to road trip experiences.
To inform the design of such an application, the project adopted the principle of the user-centred
design process. User needs were assessed by running an ideation workshop and a field trip. Find-
ings of both studies have shown that tourists have different preferences and diverse attitudes to-
wards contacting new people. Yet all participants stressed the value of social recommendations.
Based on those results and a later expert review, three prototype versions of the system were
created. A prototyping session with potential end users highlighted the most important features
including the possibility to view user profiles, choose between text and audio input and receive
up-to-date information.
An implemented version of the prototype was evaluated in an exploratory study to identify usabil-
ity related problems in an actual use case scenario as well as to find implementation bugs. The
outcomes of this research are relevant for the design of future mobile tourist guides that leverage
from benefits of social recommendations.
Ich erkläre hiermit, dass ich die vorliegende Arbeit selbstständig angefertigt, alle Zitate als solche
kenntlich gemacht sowie alle benutzten Quellen und Hilfsmittel angegeben habe.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
One of the most infamous sentences when driving is arguably the following: "Are we there yet?"
Especially children are very likely to get bored when traveling even when the distance is not far.
But also to grown-ups a route can become rather dull especially when being alone in the car. The
craving for an opportunity to communicate with others during a long, lonely drive has a long
history. In the pre-mobile phone era, this desire was especially felt by truckers who sometimes
spent weeks on the roads. Their only way of communicating with others were rest areas. For them
the invention of the Citizens’ Band-radio (CB-radio) provided an opportunity to connect with other
drivers. The system allowed short-distance communication between individuals on 40 channels.
Although still being used today by truckers, CB-radio has increasingly lost relevance with the rise
of mobile devices. John Dvorak even states “it is dead“ [45].
CB-radio was mostly used as a way to share information about road conditions or locations of
service stations. Truckers further used it to notify each other of speed traps, traffic hazards and
congestion. One of the most interesting aspects about CB-radio is inherent user motivation, since
truckers were not obliged to use it and contribute information to other drivers, but they did. There
was no payoff except for the “feeling of connectedness“ [119]. Humans like to belong to a group
[103]. However, this belonging implies connectedness to a group. Whenever we are not connected,
we feel alone. This explains one of the main reasons for the striking success of social networks
such as Facebook [179]. Poniewozik further argues that the ability to share information is changing
our lives entirely. Next to this need for connectedness evolves the need to pass on information.
But how do we use social networks on the road? Most communication tools were designed for
text input. Various studies have shown that texting while driving is not safe [69, 146, 12]. Fur-
thermore, there has been evidence that talking on the phone takes up a great amount of cognitive
load [41], which can make driving dangerous. This work aims to find answers to those questions
by developing and evaluating one approach for one subgroup of drivers: tourists.
1.1 Background
The research of this thesis is placed at the intersection of tourism and driving. In order to bet-
ter understand those two very broad domains we investigated the trends for tourism and studied
guidelines on how mobile guides should be designed in order to satisfy the most important user
requirements. For the second domain we analyzed recent literature on the question what output as
well as input modalities are best to convey data while driving. As we claim that the application
developed in context of this thesis encourages "serendipitous road trips", the third subsection of
this section provides both a brief definition as well as an interpretation of the term serendipity.
1.1.1 Modern tourism
The way we plan holidays has drastically changed over the last ten years. Some of the reasons
for this change are the increasing number of possibilities to find travel-related information online
and the options to book directly from a provider. In the past, people went to a travel agency
when wanting to book a holiday. Nowadays, the main source of getting travel-related information
is the Internet [121]. Travel agencies are only visited when wanting additional quotes in order
to compare prices. People who still see travel agencies as their main source for travel related
information are often those who do not trust new technology or prefer talking to a real person.
Malaka and Zipf referred to these two groups as the traditionalists "who want to stick with classical
paperwork" and experimentalists "who would like to try out new technologies" [95].
Moreover, there are others who do no planning at all. They would either always return to one spot
or rely on recommendations from friends who have been to a certain destination previously and
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recently. Instead of depending on professional editorial content [121] they prefer to turn to people
they know [128]. This trend of social navigation slowly yields a new way of travel planning where
tourists count on word of mouth conveyed through social networks and review forums [18]. In this
thesis we will take advantage of this development by giving tourists the possibility to benefit from
personal information also during their vacation.
While most research has focused on the effects of tourism, there is still little work about the
experience and practices of tourists [5, 51]. Brown and Chalmers pointed out that understanding
the "how" of leisure activities can lead to useful findings for the design of new technologies [26].
The tourist of the 21st century is said to look for a "diversified, flexible, increasingly independent
and mobile experience" [32]. Tourism statistics for the year 2009 showed an increase of trips made
for holidays by 6%. For trips undertaken by car the increase was by 2% [121]. In their issue from
July 2012 the magazine Travel+Leisure covered the in their opinion most important travel trends
[47]. In this issue it was postulated that paper tickets were a thing of the past as everything in
the near future will be handled online and virtually. With barcodes and applications like Apple’s
Passbook e-tickets do not even need to be printed anymore, but can be scanned directly from
the screen. Furthermore, Travel+Leisure postulate maps to become even smarter by integrating
techniques from crowd sourced construction updates to adventure-oriented mapping.
How technology is changing travel experiences Along with the rise of social networks and
smartphones, the way consumers interact with travel companies transformed. The inverse is true
as well in the way that internet is changing tourists. Werthner and Ricci pointed out that consumers
were increasingly less loyal and take less time between choosing and consuming tourism products
[181]. In contrast to customers of other industries, tourists show a high acceptance for e-commerce
[181]. Even as the total number of travelers decreases, online transactions in the travel and tourism
industry are increasing.
Tourists look for a different experience on their mobile screens instead of having a miniaturized,
mobile version of web sites of travel companies [128]. As people do not have time to wade
through large amounts of irrelevant information, the call for tailored information based on specific
interests is getting louder. This establishes the opportunity for the development of new services and
products. Customization is the key word for this process [181]. The sale figures of full packages
decreased by 10% in the year 2009 [121].Tourists want to be able to configure their own personal
experiences instead of booking pre-defined tourist packages.
Tourists are no longer passive recipients [59]. As especially young people tend to rely more
on their peers’ recommendations than on traditional sources of travel information user-generated
content becomes a growing factor. Through the use of social media consumers gain substan-
tially more power in determining production and distribution of information [54]. By reliving and
sharing their experiences on social networks and blogs tourists themselves become a source of
information [120, 167].
Another impact of social networks on our perception on holidays is that we often can no longer
consider holidays private or as a chance for escape or refuge. The urge to share current locations,
stories and experiences stands for tourists’ try to maintain a constant connection with their homes.
Gasser and Simun suggest that the modern tourist experiences travel more as an expansion than a
disconnection from their everyday lives [59]. Brown and Chalmers add that tourists are no longer
"isolated individuals but are part of a social group" [26].
The desire to digitally share experiences with others through comments and photos can also be
found when looking at road trips. Various researchers agree on driving being a lonely activity
[79, 125]. Some even claim that this loneliness might result in dangerous situations as boredom
can be a cause of risky driving [66]. Social scientist Katz further argued that driver aggression
occurs partly because of the lack of a possibility for social interaction [81].
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Along with these developments, the interest in the mobile tourism domain has increased [185].
Various tourist guides and in-car systems aim at facilitating keeping in touch with people at home,
providing relevant travel- or driving-related information and imitating traditional travel agencies
while at the same time allowing users to provide their own content.
As a summary, it can be stated that tourists use technology to keep in touch with their live at home
by using social networks. By sharing comments and photos tourists are able to access a plethora
of sources of information. Tourists do not only have to rely on editorial sources, but can seek
up-to-date reviews and recent photos from just any spot on Earth.
Designing for tourists
"Mobile technology can create value by satisfying [...] time-critical and spontaneous
needs, thus helping tourists save time, save money for search efforts and avoid overall
trip displeasure." [166, p. 2259]
Along with the rise of new technologies [185], the interest in developing mobile tourist guides
has increased in recent years [37]. On the other hand, the great variety of mobile devices poses a
challenge. Having to design and implement for different operating systems and screen resolutions
makes the development of mobile applications quite complex [85, 133].
The quote above gives an overview of what modern mobile guides can achieve when having been
designed according to the special requirements of tourists. Moreover, it summarizes the two key
challenges when developing for tourism: a) the time tourists have is limited and therefore infor-
mation has not only to be given in a short amount of time but also be of temporal relevance and
b) touristic plans are always subject to change as they highly depend on tourists’ moods or en-
vironmental factors such as the weather. Overall, tourist guides should enhance the experience
of tourists [67]. To achieve this goal researchers have investigated both tourist behavior and op-
portunities of modern technology and came up with several design guidelines for mobile tourist
guides. Brown and Chalmers concluded their work by expressing the implications of their study
in suggestions on how to design better tourist technologies [26]. Cheverst et al. supplement this
listing by providing a set of technologies that ought to be included in mobile tourist guides [34].
Tussyadiah and Fesenmaier explored first-person stories from online personal travel reports to gain
an understanding of tourist experiences [166]. Based on their analysis of traveler experiences they
postulated that mobile tourist guide should include certain features. An analysis that was not done
from the tourist’s point of view but focused on new challenges and opportunities for e-commerce
in the tourism domain is the work of Werthner and Ricci [181]. Their research approach also in-
cluded an investigation of what technologies can be expected to have a major impact in the future
development of mobile tourist guides.
The following paragraph summarizes those proposed guidelines.
Holiday planning usually begins with gathering data. This forms the information extraction
phase. Tourist guides are particularly valuable when they combine different data (sources) [26].
This information integration can be realized by letting systems execute queries that fetch data from
multiple sources. Now that the system holds the data, it needs to be presented to the user. Various
studies have tried different approaches to convey travel related information to users. Among those
approaches researchers used natural language technologies such as speech output, gesture recogni-
tion and tactile feedback. Moreover, animated characters have been used to support an augmented
interactivity. Including such characters can increase the perceived friendliness of a system and
thus boost its acceptance [34].
Content of mobile tourist guides needs to be relevant, detailed and delivered in a personalized
manner, ensuring that users can make use of the information. Relevant content further means
that tourists should be able to benefit and gain knowledge from the provided content. Relevance
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of information can be increased by tailoring content to a users’ context. A way to achieve is to
integrate recommender systems in mobile tourist guides. Furthermore, tailored consumer infor-
mation should facilitate the decision process of tourists. Recommendations for tourists pose pecu-
liar requirements as data needs to be tailored to multiple aspects such as location, transportation,
accommodations as well as tourists’ preferences. A helpful feature in terms of user-friendliness
would be letting the system learn the user’s preferences and automatically tailor the content ac-
cording to a user’s current needs. By combining both personal (i.e. user’s interest and current
location) and environmental (i.e. time of day, opening hours) the relevance of recommendations
could be increased significantly. Some information is only relevant when a certain situation or
scenario is given. Supporting dynamic information could be realized by only providing bits of
information when the context deems it to be appropriate. It was postulated that tourists’ greatest
need for information is when they first arrive at their holiday destination. Hence, systems could for
example broadcast important location-based information upon arrival at destinations (i.e. airports,
stations). Location and time aware applications could provide inspirational information about
what there is to do at a specific location or within reach and about when those sights are available
or open. This tailored data would enable tourists to plan routes and itineraries.
However, those systems should not focus on forcing tourists to strict and detailed planning but
rather encourage the "wandering" behavior of tourists and by way of showing nearby attractions
facilitate serendipitous discovery. As various studies have shown, tourists tend to be quite spon-
taneous [38, 185]. Mobile guides should be flexible as well and allow exploring a destination on
a user’s own accord. Hence, recommendations such as itineraries should be presented as a rough
guideline allowing tourists to alter plans dynamically as well as personalize them. However, in-
cluding flexibility to a great extent can significantly increase the complexity of a system and hence
negatively affect its usability. Werthner and Ricci equate tourists’ spontaneity with tourists’ mo-
bility [181]. Travelers expect to have access to services and therefore information wherever and
whenever they need it. This not only translates to the necessity of making guides accessible on
various devices but also requiring those to offer new and enhanced ways to support tourists while
they are on tour.
Weilenmann noted that tourists do not only want attractions and points of interests visualized (e.g.
on maps) but also the approximate location of group members [178]. This visualisation would
improve tourists’ awareness of group members as well as increase their feeling of connectedness
[83]. Overall, there is a high importance of integrating social aspects into mobile tourist guides.
A social feature is for example the possibility to share visits and experiences with others. The
action of sharing can be described as having two dimensions. In one, tourists tie their location to
companions, providing subgroups with an overview where the others are. The second dimension
addresses interacting with strangers (tourists that are unfamiliar to a user). Scholars argue that
enabling social interaction between tourists enhances individual experiences. As part of the post-
visit phase, tourist guides should allow discussing stories with people at home. During holidays
this social interaction can be extended to communication with other tourists.
1.1.2 Driving
Driving in a car represents a peculiar social situation. On the one hand, one tends to feel isolated
but on the other hand one is actively taking part in traffic. Juhlin described driving as a particular
form of public life where traffic can be seen as constrained social interaction [77]. Drivers are
constantly if not knowingly interacting with other drivers or pedestrians. Activating a turning light
is for example a clear expression to the others where someone wants to go and what his or her next
actions will be. However, these actions do not feel like we are taking part in social life. Freund
and Martin addressed this controversy by describing cars as something between a private box and
a public stage [55]. Private box because the car provides a seemingly protective shell that to a
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certain extent cuts the connection to the "outer world". Urry called cars "iron cages" referring to
both their protective function and them separating us from direct interactions with humans [174].
Cars do not really resemble humans and Thrift argues that we do not always keep the fact in mind
that they are indeed operated by humans [162]. He states that we do not associate cars with their
drivers but as a machine, leaving drivers appear as "non-humans". Consequently, our behaviour
towards cars is different than towards humans. Scholars argue that this might be one of the reasons
for why some people react to driving situations with very strong emotions especially when other
cars are involved [81]. Sitting in our "iron cage" we feel isolated from the rest [77]. This isolation
can in turn be a cause to feel lonely resulting in the drive becoming a lonely and hence boring
activity [78, 106]. It is noteworthy that loneliness or isolation is not always a negative thing,
Redshaw notes that some people enjoy being alone [125].
A lot of research has been dedicated to understand the complex field of traffic psychology and
to come up with ideas that let cars appear more human-like. Masatsugu suggested using LED
lamps in order to convey more complex messages [31]. Ideas Schroeter collected in his expert
brainstorming session included techniques such as using augmented reality to give cars a human-
like appearance or overlay cars with virtual faces representing both different emotions and different
types of people (i.e. business travellers, housewives, youngsters) [142]. Product designers seem
to be aware of the lack of possibilities to express oneself to others when driving a car. One
example for products developed for this purpose is the Drivemotion LED car sign [161]. By
pressing a button drivers can display various messages. Those messages can be smileys or concrete
(short) text. Enabling cars or devices mounted on and in cars to express feelings is one approach
researchers have explored in order to make the social nature of the driving activity more apparent.
Up to this point the presented research focused on establishing a communication channel between
vehicles. While there are numerous research projects investigating possibilities for enabling or
enhancing both vehicle-to-driver and car-to-car communication, there is still little work on driver-
to-driver communication. Two examples of existing approaches are CliqueTrip [83] and RoadTalk
[76]. The system CliqueTrip allows drivers in a caravan to see and interact with passengers in
another car. The authors evaluated different visualisation representations for the other car with the
goal to increase the feeling of connectedness between all passengers of the caravan. RoadTalk on
the other hand explored a more indirect method of communicating with other traffic participants.
The system allows leaving location-dependent audio messages along the way. As there is no way
to reply to those messages this communication is one-sided.
Whereas communication is desirable from a social point of view, communicating can become
quite dangerous especially whilst driving. In fact, among various other secondary tasks (e.g. eat-
ing and drinking, smoking, reading and writing, grooming, reaching for objects) the interaction
with passengers is listed as one of the non-technology-based sources of in-vehicle distraction [13].
Particularly for young drivers the presence of passengers has a strong negative effect on their
driving performance [3, 39, 130]. However, the main factor here is not distraction but behav-
iors caused by peer pressure or thrill seeking [148, 168]. Sources of distraction among drivers in
general associated with passengers are to a great extent conversations and interactions with pas-
sengers [86, 183]. Contrariwise, a study by Regan suggests that passengers play a mitigating role
by limiting interaction with the driver and even making the driver aware of complex situations
[126]. Overall, the reported results regarding the effects of passengers have been converse. As
the application developed in this work enables passengers as well as drivers to communicate with
other users it is appropriate to investigate whether and to which extend this communication might
be a dangerous source of distraction.
Various forms of entertainment and navigations systems belong to technology-based sources of
distraction. This category can be subdivided in "fixed" (built-in) vehicle systems and "nomadic"
(portable) devices [13]. A nomadic device that has continuously been in the focus of attention
regarding research to increase road safety is the mobile telephone. Similar to research regarding
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the impact of passengers on driving performance, scholars are at variance about the effect of phone
handling. While for example Juhlin notes that using phones while driving is less dangerous than
suggested [75], McKnight argues that all forms of cellular usage lead to a significantly increased
reaction time and the likelihood of overlooking hazardous road conditions [104]. Burns et al.
found that drivers were in average 50% slower to respond to hazards when using hand-held mobile
phones [29]. The usage of mobile phones can be categorized into several distracting tasks of
different modalities. For example dialing phone numbers or just holding the device are motoric
tasks whereas the conversation itself can be described as mentally demanding [88].
In order to get a better understanding which modality is the most dangerous while driving, we
will review recent literature on the impact of entering messages either text or audio based on
mobile devices. That texting while driving does increase the risk of getting into an accident has
been proven by numerous studies. The Virginia Tech Transportation Institute analyzed driver
distraction in general in commercial vehicles [111]. Their naturalistic driving studies found that
drivers of heavy vehicles or trucks are 23 times more likely to cause a safety-critical situation
when texting. Those dangerous situations were typically caused by drivers taking their eyes of the
road for more than half of the duration needed to compose the message. A study conducted at the
University of Utah in 2010 found that the crash-risk increased by a factor of six [146]. It has even
been claimed that using smartphones for social networking while driving is more dangerous than
drink-driving [12]. Several countries such as Germany, Australia and the majority of the United
States have reacted to this risk by banning the usage of handheld phones whilst driving. A study
conducted at the Monash University Accident Research Centre highlighted the difference between
retrieving and sending text messages [69]. They found that in particular texting has detrimental
effects on safety-critical driving measures such as detecting hazards, keeping lateral position and
responding to traffic signs. Moreover, participants spent up to 400 percent more time with their
eyes off the road than when not messaging. The center’s results further indicated that the risk of
getting into a crash is more than double as high when dialing on a phone compared to talking or
listening to a phone conversation.
The approach to remove the motoric task of holding the mobile phone by introducing hands-free
kits had intended to make the usage of phones while driving safer. While drivers do perceive the
use of a hands-free phone while driving as a safer option than using a hand-held mobile phone
[182], Treffner and Barret found that talking on a phone (even using a hands-free kit) negatively
effects a driver’s sensitivity to upcoming events and his or her awareness of the road environ-
ment [164]. In particular the task of braking as well as the obstacle avoidance task were affected
when conversing. In order to also reduce the effects of manual texting, wireless providers and
mobile application developers created apps that automatically convert speech to text. The Texas
Transportation Institute recently released a study that investigated whether there are driving safety
advantages in using voice-to-text apps [41]. Participants of this study stated that they felt safer
when using a voice-to-text app than when texting manually. Evaluations of hands-free kits proved
that although feeling safer, using those new apps is not safer. Indeed, Cooper et al. found that
voice-to-text applications do not offer a significant advantage for road safety when compared to
manual texting. They reason that both input forms require the same kind of mental concentration.
However, by noting that the technology for converting speech has not been perfected yet, they
indicate that future voice-driven applications may indeed make sending text messages safer. It is
noteworthy that the findings of scholars differ regarding voice-driven interfaces and whether they
reduce cognitive load of drivers (e.g. see [134] and [144]). By investigating the differences of
cognitive demands for both conversations via phone and talking to a passenger, Nunes and Re-
carte found that when using a hands-free kit the demands of a conversation heavily depend on the
messages’ content [109].
Our ability to efficiently divide attention is limited [24, 61, 73]. A study at the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity specified that the brain cannot give full attention to two tasks of the same modality at once
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[147]. The researchers of this project argue that for this reason talking on a mobile phone (audi-
tory task) for example can impair driving performance (visual task) even when using a hands-free
device. Comparing the cognitive resources used for distracting tasks, visual and motoric demand-
ing activities have been shown to have a greater distracting effect than auditory and cognitive
demanding activities [71, 145].
As a conclusion it can be stated that the usage of mobile phones is dangerous even when using a
hands-free kit. Furthermore, voice-to-text applications have not been perfected yet as to effectively
reduce divided attention. Overall, whether designing voice-driven interfaces does increase road
safety is still highly controversial among researchers.
1.1.3 Serendipity
With praising recommender systems and at the time fearing our choices might be restricted through
those systems, we are looking for something to help us navigate through huge amounts of data,
displaying only what might be relevant to us according to our current context, providing us with
recommendations from friends and taking our preferences and constraints into account while still
letting us discover new things. In that context, the term "serendipity" re-surfaced and became
increasingly important. Dictionary.com defines the word as "good fortune" or "an aptitude for
making desirable discoveries by accident" [172]. The origins of the term "serendipity" can be
found in an Oriental tale [23]. The tale tells the adventure of the three sons of the wise king of
Serendip. Those princes "were always making discoveries by accidents and sagacity, of things
they were not in quest of." The story illustrates an example where serendipity also requires skill or
an ability to discover something unexpected, as the princes would have not been able to conclude
accidently made observations to such an accurate description if it hadn’t been for their sagacity.
Reviewing different definitions of serendipity, the disparities of the term can be revealed.
Serendipity can be seen as a mere event, a personal ability or a combination of both. Campa
and Zielonka stressed that "accidental discovery" is not a synonym for serendipity [30]. Trying to
make sense of the concept of serendipity with the meaning of now-a-days as being a "happy acci-
dent" the oriental tale does not offer a very good example of serendipity as it lacks the "desirable"
effect of such a discovery. None of the involved parties, neither the princes nor the camel driver,
gained constructive insights or knowledge from the princes’ observations. History offers various
incidents which can be attributed to serendipity. When Columbus set out to discover a western
sea route to eastern Asia in 1492, he accidently (re-)discovered the continent of America. While
not having found the desired noble metal, his travels eventually led to the long-lasting coloniza-
tion. Research is actually prone to serendipity as sagacity is involved at most times. For instance,
Fleming’s discovery of penicillin is a very happy and indeed epoch-making accident in terms of
healing.
1.2 Significance
The organisation Tourism and Events Queensland, founded in 2012, realized that in order to in-
crease repeat visitation and visitor dispersal in the Australian state of Queensland, they needed to
understand the habits and profile of drive travellers. Knowing the motivation of this tourism group
would ensure that their consumer needs can be met. Already in 2008, the former organisation
Tourism Queensland (TQ) conducted an extensive consumer research with the goal to identify do-
mestic visitors’ holiday needs and wants [170]. Not having focused on the drive market in specific,
their results provide a broad understanding of modern tourist needs in general. The study further
identified six segments of tourists. Those six segments illustrate how entirely different people
understand holidays and how their requirements differ. So instead of creating one tourist guide
for all of them, mobile guides should tend to all sorts of consumer needs. A lot of travel websites
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have realized this opportunity and the necessity by developing recommendation services as well as
filtering systems in order to provide users with information that take their individual interests into
account. The literature review part of this work reviews and analyses current research on how to
provide relevant information to users. It also addresses concepts, which focus on using technology
to reduce the amount of data users have to struggle through.
Being a key part of their tourism industry, the Queensland government recently introduced their
Drive Tourism Strategy for the years 2013 to 2015 [163]. The overall goal in those years is to
revitalize drive tourism in the state of Queensland. The Queensland government wants their drive
tourists to be both safe and comfortable while exploring their state. The Queensland government
believes that revitalizing drive tourism has the potential to encourage visitors to travel beyond
major tourism destinations and to stay longer at regional centres as well as promote driver safety
whilst creating new travel experiences. To accomplish all this, they introduced a seven phased
action plan consisting of the following topics:
1. meeting consumer needs
2. quality and safety maintenance of roads
3. improving signage
4. building roadside infrastructure
5. providing accommodation
6. offering visitor and technology applications
7. organizing marketing and promotion
As part of point number one, the Queensland government initiated studies that analysed different
market segments. In this context, various types of travellers in the context of drive tourism were
identified. Based on the length of their stay those types may be divided into two main groups,
namely the overnight tourists and tourers. The group of overnight tourists can be further seg-
mented into short break and long haul visitors. Short break tourists only travel for one to three
nights, whereas long haul tourists are away from home four nights or more. Touring visitors are a
subgroup of long haul visitors and stay in three or more different locations during their trips. The
second main group are the tourers. Members of this group stay at least four nights and have three
stopovers during their trip. To be considered a drive tourism tourer this trip has to involve driving to
at least one destination for leisure purposes. Especially local companies have an increased interest
in tourers due to their longer length of stay and higher number of stopovers. Those stopovers may
lead to a higher economic benefit for those local companies. In order to understand in more detail
what consumers expect, they further examined consumer travel patterns and their motivations.
The promotion of the development of new information technologies and tourism applications for
mobile devices (such as the one developed as part of this work), intended to enable (drive) tourists
to research, organize and book accommodation and experiences online and while on the go. Over-
all, those innovative applications should improve the quality of traveller information products. As
such, the information should realize the attributes of being unbiased, reliable, accurate and timely
in order to prevent unnecessary cancelations or not-bookings.
1.3 Research strategy
Usability is one of the great pillars of software engineering. A system that no user can operate
is in every sense useless. The same holds true for travel guides. If tourists do not know how to
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use the application they will not be able to get beneficial information from it. Usability studies as
part of the testing phase in software engineering aim to ensure that future users will be able to use
the software. However, the ability to use a system is only one part of user acceptance. People are
more likely to use something if they get something in-return; be it the joy of using it (i.e. games)
or valuable information (i.e. journey planner). Furthermore, using tourist guides or applications
are and should never be the primary task of tourists as their main goal is in most cases to enjoy the
landscape, do fun activities, experience a different culture or just relax.
Figure 1.1: Diagramm of the applied research strategy for the propsed work
Keeping this and the prospect that it would be used during driving as well in mind, the application
to be designed needed to allow an easy access to relevant information while keeping the required
amount of cognitive attention low. Based on those requirements, we opted for a user-centred
design approach. Potential users of the system should be involved in the design process right
from the start and during all development phases. It is crucial to know the users’ needs before
developing a system. Most mistakes in terms of usability as well as functionality are made early
on in the development process. While those are very easy to fix when discovered soon, it might be
the case that whole modules need to be re-written in order to dissolve the issue when waiting until
deployment to get feedback. The major goals of our research are the following:
• Creating a sense of connectedness between strangers
• Enhancing tourist’s during trip experience
• Exploring the potential of social recommendations
• Analyzing the user acceptance of text-based vs. audio input while driving
As both driving and tourism are very broad and yet complex domains, which the authors of this
thesis have not been familiar with before, it was not enough to only study recent trends and inno-
vations in those domains. Therefore, the literature review was extended to include both an investi-
gation of past approaches in order to get an overview of what had previously been researched and
tried as well as an analysis of what actual users thought of those approaches. Recent research does
not always represent the current levels of technology but tends to find solutions for future scenar-
ios. For our work we were additionally interested in what technologies were currently being used
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by users and what those systems focused on and whether they met users’ actual requirements.
Consequently, our fundamental research analyses both the academic and the commercial aspect
for the domains driving and tourism.
Fig 1.1 illustrates the process of this work illustrating all individual stages and milestones during
the development of the application. The findings of related work review showed that few research
and apps have focused on designing for the usage during holidays. Furthermore, none of the appli-
cations and approaches targeted drive tourists. Our research intends to fill that gap. By conducting
an ideation workshop, where we invited people not involved in our research to brainstorm and dis-
cuss about how a mobile tourist guide could enhance their holidays, we collected ideas and general
requirements for an application used by tourists while on holiday. Given this insight we develop-
ment a first idea for our application. As a next step, we investigated users’ acceptance of such
an application. By way of inviting potential tourists on a road trip, we aimed at having the study
setup resemble an actual use case scenario. In order to simulate the specific tasks of our proposed
system, we employed an existing application that provided one main feature of the system’s idea.
We asked the participants to use this application during the trip and later on conducted an interview
where we asked participants about their experiences of the field trip. The participants stated that
being able to communicate with fellow travellers enhanced their experience of the trip. They also
provided us with valuable feedback for the initial idea. Based on the findings of both the related
work review and the ideation workshop we designed a first prototype. After having gotten input
as well as constructive feedback from potential users, we sought the opinion of experts in the field
of human-computer interaction and software developers. We presented them mock-ups of the first
prototype and explained the approach. The expert’s comments gave reason for the first iteration of
the prototype. For the second version we removed and added features but kept the overall design
and the core functionalities. In this stage of the development process we recapitulated our findings
and compared it to the current prototype versions. Realizing that by having incorporated almost all
user requirements, we decided to design a third version of the application, which only consisted of
the core functionalities and a rather minimalistic user interface. This left us with three versions of
one and the same application. Following the user-centred design approach, we presented potential
users those three versions, instructed them to complete three tasks with each version and consecu-
tively asked them to rate these prototypes. The results of the interactive prototyping session led to
another iteration of the application design and to the final version, which was then implemented.
As a last stage a second field trip was organized. This field trip was very much similar to the first
but with the important difference that now the implemented prototype was used.
The overall research question that we wanted to solve with the presented approach is the following:
How can mobile location-based recommender systems enrich the experience of drive
tourists in a safe and enjoyable way?
1.4 Structure of thesis
The structure of this thesis directly responds to the research strategy applied for this study.
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the topic. We present recent trends in tourism as well
as recent findings regarding the impact of using mobile technologies while driving. Furthermore,
the significance of this study and the applied strategy to answer the research question is laid out in
this chapter.
Chapter 2 consists of two parts. In the first part an overview of research projects in the field of
mobile tourist guides is given. It summarized major findings as well as highlights opportunities for
further research. The second part is devoted to commercial mobile applications. It reviews both
apps designed for tourists and for drivers, which had been in two of the most important markets for
apps at the time this review had been conducted. By further taking users’ comments into account,
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this part discusses the limitations of those apps. The chapter finally positions the proposed work
in the identified research gap.
Chapter 3 covers the study design and the findings of the conducted expert ideation workshop
mentioned in the research strategy.
Chapter 4 describes the setup for the conducted field study and presents the results of the analysis
of the social interaction during that trip. As the study consists of a questionnaire, the actual road
trip and a follow-up interview, both sections cover each of those three parts.
Chapter 5 presents the first prototype, which resulted from the findings of chapter two to four.
It covers the prototype’s interface design as well as its core functionalities. Consecutively, the
chapter discusses the assessment of the participants of the expert walkthrough study. The chapter
finally describes how the results of the first iteration of the prototype by outlining the second
prototype.
Chapter 6 begins with the presentation of the third prototype, which is based on the re-evaluation
of all previous findings. This section is followed by an overview of the setup and results of the
interactive prototyping session.
Chapter 7 gives a technical overview of the two components of the proposed system. It covers both
the client side, which is a mobile application and the server side consisting of a web service and a
database. By addressing the mobile application the final version of the prototype is presented as
well.
Chapter 8 describes the course of the field trip and presents its findings. It further discusses
whether and how found bugs and ideas of participants could be integrated into the application.
Chapter 9 summarizes all findings of the conducted reviews and studies and concludes this work
suggesting future research projects in this field.
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For many people holidays are either a reward for their hard work or an escape from their daily
lives. Sometimes both. Either way holidays are something precious as it usually costs a lot of
money and the number of days people can take off work are limited. When not taking an extended
period of time off work, our holidays are most often not longer than a few weeks or even days.
Anything that is rare becomes valuable. Thus, we want to make the most out of our limited time.
Going on a city break entails visiting as many sights as possible. Or when exploring a country, we
want to see as many places as possible. But how do fit everything we want to do into our itinerary?
And how much is feasible?
Researchers refer to this (commonly known) problem as the Tourist Trip Design Problem [175].
Solving this problem has been the objective of various studies [57, 152, 153]. Some tried to come
up with algorithms that calculate a method to accomplish seeing everything we want. Others
designed systems, which aim to help with creating itineraries. People who like to have their day
structured divide their holidays into smaller sections and try to come up with plans for each of
those sections. These plans are meant to keep their list of to-dos organized and help them keep
track of both time and things already seen.
2.1 Mobile tourist guides in academia
This section reviews recent literature about trends in tourism and mobile tourist guides. First, it is
covered how tourists search for information by defining information search models an overview
of the most important data sources such as published means and online sources. Another section
highlights the increasing importance of integrating context-awareness into new systems and un-
derlines the benefit of locaion-aware applications. A third chapter discusses how different output
modalities are used to minimize visual distraction for both tourism and in-car systems. The section
concludes with a recapitulation of how the Internet has changed our perception of holidays.
2.1.1 Searching for information
Before any plans can be made, tourists first need to know what there is to see and do. People
with high involvement go through an extended problem solving process: recognizing the problem,
evaluating the alternative and making the decision [15]. It has been pointed out that figuring out
what there is to do is the first problem tourists face in unfamiliar places [26]. Tourism can thus be
called an information-based business, where decisions are based on abstract models of products
[181]. Information about those products is acquired through various channels. Tourists rely on
details that can only be assumed to be accurate. Contrary, McCleary and Whitney see the process
of information acquisition as a strategy to minimize risks [101]. The phase of infomration acqui-
sition is of high importance as it is then the buying decisions can be most effectively influenced
[140].
The number of regular trips where people would always travel to the same destination at the same
time is decreasing [48]. Consequently, people need to do more planning than they had done when
returning to familiar areas [53]. Furthermore, tourism encompasses a broad range of activities.
While some people’s main goal during their holiday is sightseeing others just want to go shopping
or "enjoy the atmosphere" in the city or place they visit.
Even in the during phase of the travel experience, meaning when tourists are already at the sight of
their holiday, they still need to solve various practical problems. The problem of having to decide
what and how to do what reappears. For example when wanting to use public transportation [26].
They need to figure out what kind of services there are, where the stations are located and where
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to get off. Payne et al. added that tourists also tend to change their plans while they are still in the
process of vacation planning [116].
Information search models Gathering data consists of multiple layers [26]. Firstly, there is
the question of what to do, which is closely followed by the question of how to do the activity.
Keeping the limited time tourists have in mind, the decision of when to do different activities is
also very important. Moreover, the time highly depends on where the activity or sight is located as
tourists do not want to waste their time rushing from one end of a place to the other but combine
activities that are located close to each other. Brown and Chalmers emphasized that the "problem"
of having to gather data is in no sense negative [26]. Instead, tourists find enjoyment in trying to
solve these problems.
The model for understanding tourists’ information seek behaviour proposed by Gursoy and Mc-
Cleary suggests the existence of two layers for both types of information sources and the factors
that influence search behaviour [65]. The existence of internal and external sources is based on the
definition of Engel et al.: [information search is] "the motivated activation of knowledge stored
in memory or acquisition of information from the environment" [22, p. 494]. Internal sources
include experiences obtained through previous (similar) trips and knowledge acquired through
ongoing search [143, 177]. The experiences tourists heard from others also belong to prior knowl-
edge as an internal source. This prior knowledge has two components: the subjective familiarity
and the objective expertise [2]. While familiarity represents the early stages of learning, expertise
grows at later stages of learning. Several researchers argue that internal search almost initially
takes place when tourists face a decision [51, 177]. If the internal search provides sufficient in-
formation, external search becomes redundant [14]. Along with the development that tourists
nowadays tend to explore new destinations instead of returning to familiar places, the internal
search only in few cases generates enough data for tourists’ decisions. Hence, the information
search is predominantly external and involves a variety of sources [51].
Studies have shown that there is a plethora of factors that can have an influence on external search
strategies [155]. Fodness and Murray structured those factors in several categories such as situ-
ational variables (i.e. time constraints, perceived risk), consumer characteristics (i.e. education,
family lifecycle) or product characteristics (i.e. purpose of trip, mode of transportation) [53].
One general factor, which has been found to influence information is cost. The cost of information
search itself has three separate components: time spent, financial cost and effort required [177].
It has been agreed that time spent is the most important kind of external cost [8, 156]. While
Stigler pointed out that this cost is not equal for everyone as some people have more time than
others and value it differently, Gursoy et al. highlighted that some people even take pleasure in the
information search process and for example like reading about exotic or popular destinations [65].
The two main factors that influence internal search are cognitive effort and expected outcome [65].
Bettmann et al. noted that this effort mainly includes cognitive processes and the effort devoted to
retrieval of internal information [16].
Information sources There are several types of sources for tourism information. Gursoy et al.
noted that as the involvement of tourists increases, they are likely to make use of more than one
external source for their information search [65]. A study conducted with automobile travellers
found that more than half of them use more than one information source [52]. Furthermore,
travellers tend to combine those sources. In 1993, Snepenger and Snepenger suggested that there
are four types of external information sources: family and friends, destination specific literature,
media, and travel consultants [150]. With recent developments and innovations in technology the
Internet and also social media should be added to this list. It may be argued that social media could
already belong to either the category family and friends or media. When Snepenger and Snepenger
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published their work, social media has not been that big of a phenomena like it is nowadays. A
different possibility would also be to split the category family and friends into two categories:
online and offline recommendations. However, with this split the information that tourists rely on
information from people they are familiar with would be lost.
Fodness and Muray suggested to existence of seven different search strategies [53]. Which strategy
is chosen depends on the type of planning problem (i.e. routine or extended holiday). Another
relevant factor for deciding on a search strategy is the purpose of the trip. While the splitting
the travel market into business and leisure travel is the most common, Chadwick expanded the
purpose of travel in four categories: business, visiting friends and relatives, personal business and
pleasure [33]. The purpose of the trip determines the extent and also the type (external or internal)
of information search [60]. Moreover, the transportation mode influences the process of how
tourists gather data. Fodness and Murray argue that even the type of vehicle effects information
search behaviour as with recreational vehicles (RV) tourists have a wider range of options at their
destination [51]. According to them RV travellers are usually more experienced and thus are more
likely to rely on internal information sources.
What source is chosen not only depends on its availability but also on the tourist’s personality.
Traditionalists for example prefer travel agencies, guide books and brochures - all in hard copy.
The reasons for why they cling to traditional means are diverse. Some state it is because they are
not familiar with modern information sources or they do not know that those exists [95]. Others
argue that new technologies lack the depth of information guide books offer or the interaction is too
complicated. In addition, as most new technology requires a network connection tourists cannot
or do not want to use those sources as roaming costs are still highly expensive. It is noteworthy,
that study results have revealed that trip characteristics better explain the process of information
gathering than sociodemographics of travellers [17].
Published information: guidebooks and maps The most important sources of information in
the category of traditional means or published information are guidebooks and maps [26]. While
both types have already been computerised, digital versions had only limited success. Brown
and Chalmers argue that this might be due to the lack of knowledge about how these sources are
actually used by tourists [26].
A clear advantage of print-out guidebooks is their structured and standardised form. The infor-
mation they offer is broad ranging from lists of important sights to accommodation. Moreover,
guidebooks offer detailed description (e.g. telephone numbers, operating hours) at a glance [26].
However, offering a lot of detailed information makes it difficult for tourists to find specific infor-
mation. In contrast to digital versions they cannot make use of an automatized word search feature.
In addition, once the information has been found tourists in some situations struggle to apply this
information to their surroundings. The information in the guidebook has to be interpreted. For
example when the text is talking about an old historic building, tourists need to find this particular
building in reality. Brown and Chalmers noted that the same problem applies to digital information
sources [26]. A solution to this interpreting might be the use of augmented reality, where data is
directly displayed onto its subject in reality. Another, more traditional approach to solve this issue
is the use of landmarks. It has been pointed out that landmarks are an effective way for orientation
[28, 62, 123].
The way tourists interact with the physical form of guidebooks hint to another important feature
of this type of information source, which should be included in digital forms as well. Brown
and Chalmers found that tourists often use their fingers to bookmark certain pages in order to
compare or combine several details [26]. They also observed that tourists often used guidebooks
and maps in combination, using both characteristics and geography to find things. This might
be an additional indication that data provided by guidebooks or maps alone is not sufficient for
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touristic purposes.
However, guidebooks have the disadvantage of being constrained in the sense of that they try to
satisfy the interests of the majority of tourists rather than attending to specific interests of indi-
viduals [34]. As it is not feasible and economical to print a guidebook for each possible type of
tourist, their content has to be very broad to include relevant information for all. Virtual systems
on the other hand have a great potential to provide personalized content.
Several studies have highlighted the importance of maps for (touristic) way-finding [70, 93]. Llyod
pointed out that tourists with maps achieved better results in navigation tasks than locals who have
lived in a particular area for many years [91]. Maps do not only serve the purpose of planning a
route from point A to point B, but are often used for orientation or checking the rough direction
[26]. Furthermore, the results of the second field trip done in context of this thesis’ research
will show how tourists use maps to get a general overview over a particular area and get ideas of
where they could stop. The participants used maps to learn details about the area that they were
going to visit. Studying maps prior to the actual visit helped them orient themselves later on.
Another important function of maps is the visualisation of promising areas. Tourists would look
for clusters of markers on a map, conclude that those areas must offer several interesting places
and hence decide that this particular area is worth visiting [26]. In general, tourists only seldom
head for a specific location but more for a general area or direction. This supports our hypothesis
that tourists are open for last-minute suggestions on where to go and are likely to amend their plans
in favour for recommendations from fellow tourists. Bieger and Laesser found that information
from professional (traditional) sources only play a significant role when making a definite decision
or for nonstandardized tours [17].
Online information Next to personal recommendations from friends and relatives, the Internet
has grown to be the most used source of travel-related information in the pre-trip phase [17]. In fact
the number of Europeans who use the internet to plan their holidays (59%) outnumber those who
do not [121]. During eight months (January to August) in 2009 the percentage of Internet users
increased by 4%. The development of the numbers for people who use the internet for booking was
even more impressive (19% to 45%). This trend verifies Stigler’s proposition that the effort spent
on external search will increase immensely [156]. Hence, internal information will become more
attractive. Already in the year 1999 Werthner and Klein rated the Internet as the most effective
source to seek information [180]. A more recent study from the year 2001 showed that even 95%
of web users gather travel-related data in the Interent [87]. Gursoy et al. noted that the popularity
of this medium has had a strong impact on the cost-benefit ratio between internal and external
search [65]. They argue that not only searching websites is easier and faster than reading through
brochures and visiting travel agents but also the monetary cost is relatively low. One reason for this
is that Internet processes high levels of interactivity and can be customized to a great extent. By
tailoring data based on users’ interests, users are only presented relevant content [107]. However,
if online services fail to offer such a tailoring, searching through the overwhelming amount of
information the Internet offers can become frustrating [122, 157]. Scholars agree that even though
much effort has been spent to design websites according to the various requirements of tourists,
they are still not perfect and have a lot of potential for improvement [128]. A recent study by
the Travel Industry Association of America found that the great majority of travellers begin their
online planning with search engines [171]. Search engines arguably are the "gateway" for online
travel-related information [184]. Other scholars describe search engines more negatively by stating
they would dictate the way information is presented and define practical boundaries [68, 131, 154].
In contrast to published means, which are static and convey information through the lens of mar-
keters, by supporting many different forms of communication (search engines, online travel book-
ing sites, websites of destination marketers) the Internet enables users to assert their need for
information and the way how they search within a frame that is according to their personal context
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[113]. The advantage of allowing consumers to choose how they want to search and how con-
tent should be represented is arguably one of the reasons for the increasing importance of online
sources including social networks.
Word of mouth More than 30 years ago Brucks postulated that especially tourists unfamiliar
with virtual sources are more likely to rely on recommendations than on any other external source
[27]. The main reason for this is arguably those tourists’ lack of expertise on how to scan and
also digest information from those sources. By asking peers and people who have previously been
to the destination in question tourists presume that they will only be told relevant and important
facts. Hence, those tourists save themselves the process of seeking and structuring data. A study
conducted by Fodness and Muray in 1998 found that recommendations from friends and relatives
ranked most important, whereas travel agencies were used only by 8% of the respondents [52]. In
1991 an empirical study conducted by Murray indicated that tourists especially rely on personal
sources when reviewing services [105]. As the most frequent information paths start from friends
and relatives, which might originally stem from word of mouth, Bieger and Laesser argue that a
customer loyalty management is crucial for all tourist service providers [17].
One of the biggest advantages and reason why people turn to personal information is that in con-
trast to data from suppliers and marketers the content here is provided and generated by tourists
who share the same interests (i.e. good service, low prices). Blackshaw defined social media as
consumer-generated content, which encompasses "media impressions created by consumers, typ-
ically informed by relevant experiences, and archives or shared online for easy access by other
impressionable consumers" [20]. According to this definition social media can be viewed as per-
sonal source of information. Indeed social media has gained overwhelming popularity as a source
for vacation planning [64, 114]. Social media is said to provide a collective intelligence that
makes the content more valuable and relevant than content that has been written for the mass [90].
Along with the growth of social media, consumers are gaining more power over what and how
information is distributed and used [160].
This fact is not entirely positive. For example Blackshaw and Nazzaro pointed out that content in
social media is a blend of fact and opinion, sometimes even rumor [21]. The origin of statements
is hardly ever labeled making it almost impossible for other tourists to judge whether bits of in-
formation are accurate. The trustworthiness of social media content [94] and its impact on travel
decision making are among numerous research interests. In contrast to traditional means of infor-
mation, social media and word of mouth in general can have an impact on tourists’ experiences
after the actual vacation [120, 167]. This impact is to a great extent caused by the sharing of experi-
ences that can be done in various ways: posting stories, leaving comments and reviews, uploading
pictures and videos [64]. Xiang and Gretzel further noted that not only frequently used websites
like tripadvisor1, virtualtourist2 and IgoUgo3 but also numerous small sites such as personal blogs
gain importance as information source in the tourism domain [64].
Xiang and Gretzel noted that past research on online tourism has mainly focused on the inter-
actions between the traveler and the tourism industry [64]. In the case of social media the two
interacting parties are both tourists. This composition encompasses different relationships and
hence different search behavior, which have yet to be appropriately analyzed. The results of those
studies can then be used to solve issues of tourism marketers and highlight possibilities to incor-
porate the benefits of social media into their strategies [49, 64]. General purpose search engines
use popularity and recent updates to calculate ratings of websites. As social media websites are
updated frequently through new posts and contain a lot of hyperlinks they are "crawled" more
1tripadvisor - www.tripadvisor.com
2virtualtourist - www.virtualtourist.com
3IgoUgo - www.igougo
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frequently and consequently receive better ratings than static websites containing destination in-
formation [184]. Therefore it is suggested that websites of travel operators integrate consumer and
user-generated-content [137]. Their overall goal should be to become as search engine friendly
as social media already is [64]. Moreover, keywords that tourists use for vacation planning are
more likely to generate more social media search results [64]. Consequently, the knowledge of
what keywords tourists use for vacation planning will allow tourism marketers to develop more
effective websites [184].
As a summary it can be stated that while tourists still use traditional means for external information
search, more and more tourists shift their focus of search strategy to online sources like the Inter-
net or various forms of social media. Marketers and advertisers should design information sources
for both expert and novice tourists as those with low expertise find it harder to process data and
filter the most relevant. Therefore the communication strategy should feature overviews in which
the most important facts are listed as well as detailed descriptions of all kinds of attributes. Over-
all, tourist information search is a dynamic process where several (personal and external) factors
influence the extent and the sources used for vacation planning [51].
After gathering all data, tourists have to comprehend it and choose those things they are interested
in and those which can be done in the available time frame. Once the activities are found, the
actual planning starts; the decision when to do what. Brown and Chalmers argued that the focus
on how tourists make decisions and what information they use to make those decisions is the most
important part of tourism for the purposes of designing new tourism systems [26].
2.1.2 Context-awareness: relevant information when needed
Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity.
An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.
A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or
services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task. [1, p. 5]
In addition to this definition, context has been defined as a named set of situations [139]. A
situation represents the state of the environment using (property, value) pairs. A person can be in
an unrestricted number of contexts at any time [118]. Context can be recognized using a variety
of methods. Data can be entered manually by users (e.g. interests), computed using log files
or browsing statistics (e.g. preferences), measured by sensors (e.g. temperature), acquired from
databases or websites (e.g. opening hours) or fetched from other services (e.g. GPS coordinates).
Rheem summarised the most profound needs of tourists and proposed a mobile strategy [128].
She stated the essence of being a travel company is more than just selling airline tickets and hotel
rooms, it is about offering customized, locally relevant goods, services and deals. Gursoy et al.
stressed the importance of understanding that different tourists have different types of information
needs and appealed to destination managers and marketers to adapt their offers to those require-
ments [65]. In order to be able to filter data in a way that only relevant information remains, the
first step is knowing what to look for. Using technology terms, context serves as a filter and the
action of filtering is referred to as context-awareness, the outcome is the actual recommendation.
Personalized recommendation services aim at suggesting products and services to meet users’
needs and preferences. Beyond that, recommender systems in the tourist domain try to solve the
Tourist Trip Design Problem [175]. Garcia et al. differentiated three recommendation techniques
in his work [58]. The demographic technique classifies users according to their profile details.
Caching the interests of users of different categories, this classification is used to prompt recom-
mendations for new users who belong to the same category. The content-based technique com-
putes recommendation based on previously rated items of a particular user. Using this technique
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allows increasing the user satisfaction by recommending items similar to the ones already accepted
by the user. The third technique, like-based filtering works with general user likes specified by
the user in his or her profile.
Kenteris et al. postulated the existence of three categories of both commercial applications and
research approaches for mobile tourist guides [82]. Firstly, there are guides with pre-installed
applications that have rigid content and thus cannot be customized according to user preferences.
The next category consists of applications, which access mobile web portals in order to browse
for tourist information of interest. The third category are guide devices that use either wireless or
mobile network connections for obtaining information. The problem with the last two applications
is that whenever a user is out of coverage of the mobile network he or she has no access to any
service. For this reason Kenteris et al. developed a tourist guide, namely the myMytileneCity
guide, which follows the push model concept. The actual guide is produced in two stages. In
stage one the user chooses relevant content from a website. Based on this content the system
automatically generates a custom application. As a second stage the user downloads a complete
application directly on his mobile device. The user may then subscribe to the "push content"
service. This service will forward new content to the user’s application as soon as it is available
on the website. This procedure allows for an automatic information update with minimal user
intervention. A user evaluation of the myMytileneCity guide revealed that users appreciated the
adaption of the application’s content to their personal needs. However, they missed features which
would allow users to exchange reviews and impressions with other tourists as well as ready-made,
personalised itineraries that dynamically adapt to current context. The study participants further
suggested integrating a functionality allowing tourist-to-tourist communication.
While most recommender systems are designed to only take the preferences of only one user into
account, several research projects investigated how recommendations could be generated by taking
the interests of an entire group into account [6, 98, 110]. McIntosh and Goeldner stressed that the
composition of a traveling party influences the behaviour of travellers [102]. Applied to the tourist
domain, single travelers are the exception (apart from backpackers) and hence it makes sense to
calculate recommendations that suit the interests of an entire group. A study conducted in the US
has shown that 79% of leisure visits are done as group of two or more people [169]. In order to
generate group recommendations, different approaches have been explored. One of those systems
is e-Tourism, a taxonomy-driven domain-independent search engine introduced by Garcia et al.
[58]. This service gives recommendations for tourist activities based on group interests. Given
several individual preferences, there are three methods to compute group recommendations. Ag-
gregation pools all individual preferences to make a single set of preferences. This method does
not necessarily come up with preferences that represent the group as a whole. The intersection
method, on the other hand, obtains a set of preferences, which are shared by all members of the
group. The disadvantage is that there is always a slight risk coming up with an empty set. The
third method combines the advantages of both previous methods. Using incremental intersection
group preferences are a function of all known individual preferences. Garcia et al. found that most
existing recommender systems use aggregation methods. They showed that when using all three
methods together, their application worked well in most situations, as it combined the advantages
of all methods.
The system CATS is a conversational critique-based recommender, which manages both personal
and group profiles [100]. As a first step recommendations are generated based on individual
interests. Those recommendations can then be critiqued allowing the user to express a preference
over specific features. Finally, a group recommendation is calculated by combining individual
user models and thus represents the interests of the entire group.
A system that aims to convey and maintain the group setting and also the feeling of connectedness
to its users is the Travel Decision Forum [74]. While only one user can interact with the system at
any time, the other group members and their preferences are represented as animated characters.
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Even though this system also generates a group model based on individual preference profiles,
here each member has to specifically agree to the proposed recommendation. In addition, users
can critique the recommendation. Those critiques are then used to modify the recommendations.
The applications discussed to this point all base their recommendations on personal context. Per-
sonal context involves all information about people. This information can be users’ interests or
preferences but also their time and location based constraints. In contrast to this type of context
there is environmental context. As the name suggests this context summarizes information and
data about the environment. This could be weather conditions, speed or acceleration, GPS coor-
dinates of users or sights as well as opening hours. Whereas environmental context in most cases
consist of concrete values that can be measured exact, personal context (especially preferences) is
very subjective. It is best and accurately obtained by having users enter the information.
Cheverst et al. aim at incorporating both types of context for the computation of tailored tours [35].
Information about the major attractions in a city such as opening hours and weather conditions
forms the environmental context. Apart from personal tours the application further provides access
to interactive services such as accommodation booking and generates an overview of all attractions
that are close to a user’s current location.
Souffiau et al. approach to generating personal tours tailored to both personal and environmental
context involves an algorithm modelled as an orienteering problem with time windows and is
solved by a metaheuristic procedure [151]. Their mobile application lets tourists request a personal
trip proposal. By combining personal interest scores with scores for sights, this system generates a
highly relevant trip suggestion. A type (i.e. trees, churches) and category (i.e. nature, architecture)
score are used to represent a user’s interest. For the final trip generation two sets of data are
used. On the one hand, meta information from filtered sights and on the other hand the tourist’s
operational constraints, which had been entered by the user in the first step. Those constraints
include available time, black-out times as well as mobility information. The system’s output, a
customized personal trip should maximize the interest of the tourists, while keeping environmental
context into account.
Another example of how different sorts of context and information are used to generate person-
alized tours is the research framework Deep Map [95]. The goal here is to efficiently combine
data from different sources (websites, reservation system, multi-media databases). The system is
laid out to easily include more features such as 3D maps and natural language detection. Com-
bining the approach to both represent preferences of a group and generating customized tours, the
system intrigue uses sociodemographic information about all group members to define homoge-
nous subgroups [6]. Based on this resulting set of preferences and their conflicts a relevance value
is calculated to estimate the weight of individual preferences. This information is then used to
generate a recommendation for a customized tour.
In summary, systems generally require personal context to be entered manually whereas envi-
ronmental context is recognised automatically [43]. Smartphones are quite useful for acquiring
environmental context as most off-the-rack phones already come with sensors such as GPS and
compass. An emerging trend for context-aware systems is to independently collect personal con-
text (for example [89]). These smart systems automatically filter information in the background
without any user intervention. Google can be considered as cutting-edge for this technique. Their
search engine keeps track of previous queries, accumulates all sorts of data and eventually knows
and learns people’s preferences as well as home addresses. Contextually relevant information is
eventually pushed to those who have Google Now4 installed. Another example is Google Calen-
der. This application sends notifications when it is time to leave for a scheduled event. This is
achieved by calculating the travel time based on the current location and sometimes even traffic
situation. Researchers try to mimic autonomous gathering of context. For instance, Tsai and Liu
4 Google Now —http://www.google.com.au/landing/now/
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analysed users’ browsing logs as well as blog contents to derive users’ interests for their person-
alised blog recommender [165].
Preferences and interests are not static. For example having liked spinach as a toddler does not
necessarily mean that a person still likes it as a grownup. Saving interests, which have been derived
from logs is one step in order to automatize entering preferences. However, this process has to
be done continuously and regularly. Interests change. Furthermore, interests are dependent on
situations. For example, during a trip through the Alps a tourist might be especially interested
in cabins, which offer accommodation and food. During a trip in a big city, a tourist might be
interested in seeing attractions. In 2007 Ricci and Nguyen addressed this issue and presented
a critique-based mobile recommender system [129]. Their system lets users express situation-
specific interests as well as long-term collected preferences.
Even though recommender systems try to help reduce and organize heaps of information, they
hold risks as well. While systems become increasingly autonomous the privacy of users is eroding
as those systems know everything about them. It is a tightrope walk between systems we con-
trol through data input and omniscient software that acts on its own accords. Suchman addressed
likely problems with context-aware systems and highlighted the potential mismatch between a
user’s goal and the intelligent behavior of machines [158]. Schilit et al. reviewed existing context-
aware communication systems and characterized them in terms of level of autonomy [136]. They
distinguished between context acquisition and communication action. A manual acquisition of
context requires users to enter their context by filling out fields or forms. Systems with automatic
acquisition however sense context information. With smartphones for example providing one’s
exact location is made perfectly easy by built-in GPS. With communication action Schilit et al.
refer to the action that is either automatically triggered and carried out or suggested by the system
based on the provided or gathered context. In their research they found that maximizing the auton-
omy of systems should not be the goal. While calling for help in daily-life, users simultaneously
fear that humans are "removed from the loop" while systems are taking over control. Schilit et
al. claim that some applications with a high level of autonomy lack a common sense. Solving
this tension however proves to be very difficult as designing a complex decision system comes
close to creating an artificial intelligence. Recommender systems should improve relevance. The
system should filter a given set of data and only display relevant information. They neither should
withhold information nor should they spam users with putatively important notifications. More-
over, the time the system notifies users should be considered carefully as users do not want to be
constantly interrupted. In order to improve awareness autonomous and manual mechanics need to
be balanced.
Static vs. dynamic information Tourists dynamically alter their plans according to changing
conditions and needs. Most mobile tourist guide apps, which allow context-aware scheduling of
activities neither support dynamic route generation nor reconfiguring routes once they have been
created. Gursoy et al. stated that materials for information search needed to be updated regularly
as tourists’ needs and wants change [65]. Yu and Chang pointed out that tourists have a high
frequency of rescheduling their trips [185]. Thus, a service is needed which does not only provide
static context-aware information but updates information based on current situations, positions
and therefore reacts to change of plans [135]. In order to support often changing requirements of
tourists during their trips, Chiu and Leung proposed a ubiquitous tourist assistance system [38].
Built upon multi-agent and semantic web-technologies it provided personalized assistance and
automation in case tourists altered their plans.
Location-aware systems Mobile services aim to assist on-the-move tourists with decision mak-
ing. Considering tourists’ strong mobility needs, location-based services are an important type of
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mobile services. They focus mainly on providing tourists with information about nearby sights
based on the tourist’s current position [11]. This information primarily includes localising ob-
jects (such as accommodation, restaurants or shops) and people. Some location-based services
further provide information about traveling conditions [185] or allow routing between points of
interest. According to Yu and Chang an ideal location-based planning recommendation service
should integrate information about:
• tourist’s preferences, needs and constraints
• location and time
• destination and attraction
Yu and Chang argued that previous research efforts undertaking issues of both personalized and
location-based tour planning have been very limited. In their own work they propose both a
system architecture and design methods, which aim to facilitate personalized tour planning by
providing location-based recommendations [185]. Instead of retrieving recommendations from
other tourists, they followed a more generic approach. Their recommendation process dynami-
cally guides users through their day prompting them with suggestions at certain hours. The rec-
ommendation process consists of two phases. In phase one the user provides exact details about
his interests and constraints. The user is also asked to state preferred times for having meals. At
this stage the user further manages the settings of the system. Among other things the number of
recommendations per sight type can be set. As the day passes, the system continuously updates
the context. As the content is linked to the context, the content is updated as well. Shortly be-
fore lunch time the system for example notifies the user providing him with a certain number of
restaurant suggestions.
2.1.3 Minimizing visual distraction
The great majority of mobile applications is based on visual representations. In order to access
displayed information users have to look at the screen of the application and thus avert their eyes
from the surrounding. Averting one’s gaze from the surroundings can be dangerous - even more so
in driving situations. Designing an interface that provides tourists with additional information is
challenging. One has to consider both the limitations of mobile devices and the fact that informa-
tion retrieval is often not the primary task of the user. Thus, cognitive resources are limited when
tourists use a mobile application. While also significant in mobile situations in general [112], the
need to reduce the load of visual attention is particularly important while driving. Especially for
navigation tasks, the research community is increasingly interested in non-visual modalities [159].
As mobile tourist guides are primarily screen-based, the user’s eyes are drawn towards the screen
rather than to the surrounding environment [159]. This circumstance might lead to tourists missing
interesting things like sights. There are several approaches that try to prevent this. By way of using
different output modalities those systems aim to invert the effect and draw the eyes of the user to
immediate surroundings rather than to the screen.
In this following section we give an overview of what techniques in terms of in- and output modal-
ities have been or are currently being investigated in academia. In the case of output modalities
the most promising are currently audio and tactile. For the purpose of this work, we particularly
focus on mobile tourist applications.
Text One of the more severe issues of the system proposed by Axup et al. was found to be the
text input [9]. With currently mobile (touch) keyboards having no tactile feedback, composing
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messages requires a high degree of visual attention. Even with the help of predictive text entry
(T9) experienced users manage an average speed of 20 words per minute (wpm) [72]. When need-
ing special characters text entry is further slowed down as the access for most symbols requires
multiple key-presses. Texting is further complicated when users operating within rapidly changing
physical environments such as walking [92]. Moreover, distractions and movement increase the
probability of over-shooting [9]. Another problem of text entry is that is relatively slow and can
get frustrating when typing on a small (touch) screen and trying to hit the desired letters. Factors
that in particular caused frustration include the multi-tap input system, small key size and the atyp-
ical keyboard layout [9]. In the past, problems of text input had hindered the adoption of mobile
instant-messaging and text-based conversations [56]. Users realized that their slow input speed
was affecting their ability to communicate effectively.
As a summary, the most significant problems of text entry have been and still are the high degree
of visual attention and a slow entry speed.
Audio The most commonly used non-screen-based modality is audio as it reduces the time the
user has to look at the display [37]. In fact, the idea to use audio as a modality for mobile devices
is not quite new. Museums have been using mobile audio guides for years [82]. In recent years
the usage of audio has become more popular. For instance, in-car navigation systems use audio
hints to inform users about upcoming navigation related actions. As it reduces the time the user
has to look at the screen to obtain the sought information [37], audio can help make usage of
navigation systems safer. Chewar and McCrickard further argue that this modality decreases the
overall navigation time [36]. However, audio has limitations as well. In situations when context
needs to be described explicitly, long and complex descriptions become necessary. Having to pay
attention to long explanations implies an increasing cognitive load for the user. Those situations
include being in locations where the environment is either complex or the orientation and exact
position of the user are not known [37].
In their work Kray et al. identified different techniques mobile guides use to provide route direc-
tions [84]. Apart from text and speech, they also described and evaluated using route sketches, 2D
and 3D maps. With the goal to let tourists learn more about the places they visit, Schöning et al.
developed a mobile application, which generates stories about places along a given route [141].
WikEar is a digital tour guide which integrates automatically generated stories into stationary city
maps. The system uses a magic lens-based interaction scheme, where users scan their desired
destination from traditional paper maps. The content for the narrative is derived from Wikipedia
articles that lie on the path that had been calculated by the Wikipedia Article Graph. These gen-
erated stories are location-based and read out loud when in proximity of the linked location. In
a first user study those "guided tours" received good ratings for education, which had been the
researchers’ primary goal. For other aspects like cohesiveness and usability their first study did
not provide any coherent findings.
The evaluation of a system that only used maps and text-based annotation to convey information
showed that this input modalities are helpful in several situations but not in all [96]. Trippple
aimed at supporting the different phases of a tourist trip, from preparation to travel, and up to
the following activities of sharing and reviewing one’s memories. The study participants called
for the integration of audio files. They wanted to be able to record and share audio files. Juhlin
explored the possibilities of using audio for users who are driving [76]. His system enabled car
drivers to annotate the roadside with voice messages. The evaluation of Road Talk revealed that
users preferred audio-based over text-based interactions. Audio is increasingly used in both in-
car systems and tourism applications. While speech-recognition still has to overcome technical
challenges, several advantages of using audio as an output modality have already been proven.
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Haptic The Lund Time Machine combined both audio and tactile output [159]. This application
creates a mobile virtual reality aside from the screen presentation. The Time Machine both serves
as a navigation and information tool. As it guides users along historical trails it displays relevant
information at points of interest. Tactile feedback (vibration) is used to guide tourists along the
trail. When pointing the smartphone in different directions, the phone communicates the correct
direction by emitting different levels of vibrations. When approaching a point of interest, a new
screen providing further information about this particular location is displayed and the information
is read out loud. The information screens are location-based and increase their volume when
getting closer to the point of interest.
The evaluation of this system indicated that using tactile feedback not only enables users to be
guided with less effort but also gives them more freedom to explore their surroundings. In fact,
some users spontaneously discovered aspects (e.g. manhole cover) about the city where the eval-
uation took place, which they had never seen before. Although users liked and succeeded in using
this new way of being guided, some of them preferred to have traditional routing. As the Lund
Time Machine only gave them information about the direction, they missed cues on how far they
still had to go until reaching another point of interest. Users also commented on the mode of
input. They criticized having to press a button on the screen, which required them to avert their
gaze from their surroundings. Implementing some limited gesture recognition as a way to interact
with the system was suggested to further reduce the load of visual attention. Moreover, the authors
recommended future tourist applications to provide multiple modes for navigation and allowing
the user to choose the modality.
Using screen-based systems while travelling or driving shifts the focus away from the user’s sur-
roundings, which in the case of tourism defeats the point of travelling. The discussed systems tried
to overcome this issue by conveying their information in a way where users do not need to avert
their eyes from their prioritized tasks and thus do not interfere with the travel experience.
2.1.4 The impact of Web 2.0 on travel experiences
Tourism is very much a social activity. [26, p. 340]
User-generated content (UGC) is believed to be the earliest form of social media [80]. UGC
includes everything submitted by users. In the domain of tourism, the most common form of
UGC are reviews and ratings, which are often annotated with pictures. Moreover, each system
that allows group messaging (where messages are saved for some time) is also using the concept
of user-generated content [44, 76, 96, 117]. The majority of the reviewed research for this project
concentrated on providing social network functionality both for tourism purposes and for in-car
use. This indicates that some people perceive socializing as a key factor in their daily lives.
Axup et al. explored the concept of a pairing system to support social contact and exchange of
travel information between backpackers [10]. They tested several pairing constellations to see
what pairing would be most beneficial for both groups and would therefore convince backpackers
to contribute. They found that the pairing of novice and experienced backpackers was the most
successful. Many of the tourist applications designed for socializing purposes also integrated fea-
tures that use location-based information. Trippple for example can be described as a geolocation-
based social networking app [96]. Its main functionality involved leaving notes at specific places
and tying them to that location. RoadTalk works similar [76], but unlike Trippple, it was designed
for in-car use and therefore the messages are audio-based. Here the authors argued that in-car
social interaction goes beyond negotiating the right of way and thus extended the system to allow
sharing information of various kind including topics such as weather, road conditions, next stops
or simply exchanging impressions.
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In the field study for Trippple, participants suggested the integration of additional features such
as user-generated content and augmented reality [96]. They also expressed a need for different
privacy levels for geo-notes. This restriction indicates that there are barriers that refrain people
from sharing every topic with strangers. Axup et al. came to a similar conclusion [9]. Their
system was developed to help with way-finding and coordination. Here, study participants asked
for a way to contact particular persons instead of addressing the whole group. The evaluation of
Automics, which was designed to explore the social aspects of touristic and leisure visiting showed
that it had potential to support group coordination [44]. Furthermore, users of Automics valued
the automatic and real-time "upload and share" feature.
The application CliqueTrip aimed to explore relatedness experiences in the domain of a car by
providing a communication channel between cars which are on the same trip as part of a convoy
[83]. The researchers’ objective was to connect groups of friends sitting in different cars but
doing the same trip together. Their evaluation showed that the application fulfilled the need for
relatedness as participants indeed felt as part of one group even though being in different cars.
The application SoundPryer intended to provide a serendipitous shared experience [79]. It allows
listening to and sharing music with other drivers and people nearby. Sharing music was meant to
establish a link between people and giving them the feeling of being connected.
To sum up, social networks are not only used to stay connected with life at home, but also to
interact with others travelling on a similar trip.
2.2 Commercial mobile applications
The aim of our research is to investigate possibilities to enhance the experience of tourists on a
road trip. Therefore we first define the term ’travel experience’. Consecutively, we explore how
tourist apps can increase the experience outside the car, before we analyse how in-car apps try to
support drivers. In order to get a broad overview of what is already on the market, we reviewed a
selection of apps belonging to the areas our research focuses on, that is, tourists and in-car apps.
Fig. 2.1 illustrates our findings by grouping the reviewed apps in the identified categories.
Figure 2.1: Reviewed apps
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2.2.1 Three phases of travel experience
Brown and Chalmers suggest that traveling is experienced in three phases, namely pre-visiting
phase, during visiting phase and post-visiting phase [26]. Werthner and Ricci talk about the tourist
life cycle which is identical to the three phases [181]. However, instead of using the term “during“
they refer to the second stage as “on-site“. As our research focuses on the experiences of drive
tourism, we modified this terminology to better fit our purpose of describing the phases of road
trips. We use the term visit for stops within the during phase of a trip. Occasionally the lines
between phase one and phase two become blurry. For example a trip could be going to Sydney,
where visits could be a museum (visit 1) and a park (visit 2) while in Sydney. What is post-visit
for the museum can at the same time be pre-visit for the park (see Fig 2.2). Thus, we talk about
trip phases instead of visiting phases.
Figure 2.2: The three phases of travel experience
2.2.2 Tourist guides
Having analysed existing mobile tourist guides, we were able to introduce a taxonomy that cate-
gorises those apps. Moreover, our work offers an overview of the current app market and provides
insights into what type of systems tourists use as a source of information.
Firstly, to narrow the scope, we applied two criteria to systematically select applications for this
review. a) The app had to be listed when entering the search term “tourist guide“ in the Google
Play or Apple AppStore. b) The app had to have received at least three stars in the user rating.
The first criterion is to only include relevant applications, while the second one is to ensure that
tourists consider those apps as serious guides and actually use thsoe. Having applied this filter, we
analysed 19 apps in total. We used the definition of travel experience as a basic guideline when
categorising the tourist apps. In order to structure apps, we focused on analysing app features.
Functionalities, like maps or general information, were reviewed to decide on in what stage of
travel they would be the most useful and the most needed.
Secondly, we conducted a systematic review based on a quantitative meta-analysis. For this anal-
ysis we structured our findings in a table, where the columns represent all the apps’ different
features grouped into phases of travel experience.
1. Pre-trip involves the preparation process before going on a journey. In fact, the pre-trip
phase itself consists of three sub-stages:
• data gathering
• data selection
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• decision making
First, data about the destination needs to be gathered. This can be done in various ways by ei-
ther including digital media, traditional means like travel agencies, trough recommendations or all
combined. Next, this information has to be organised and reviewed before a decision and there-
upon bookings can be made in the third phase. Being a fairly extensive process, in some cases
stage one may take longer than the actual trip. On the other hand, not everyone invests so much
time into their travel preparations. While some do spend weeks with detailed planning, others just
arrive at the scene without having organised anything and then spontaneously decide what to do.
Our analysis showed that the vast majority of mobile tourist guides focus on the pre-trip experi-
ence. App features associated with this first phase of travel experience include route planning, list
of recommendations (reviews, ratings), possibility to book and all sorts of information concerning
holidays. This information can be background, general or about sights (dining, nature, accommo-
dation, etc.). Background information includes historical, cultural or heritage related facts. The
general information section informs travellers about unit conversions, governance and economy.
It may be argued that information on sights might be attributed to the during trip stage as well.
However, for this categorisation features were included in the pre-trip category, when travellers
would use that functionality before arriving at the sight or destination. For example, even when a
tourist from China was researching things to do in Paris by using the app while already sitting in
the underground railway in Paris, the used functionality should still be considered pre-trip.
2. During trip, the journey itself is experienced. All plans if any have been finalized by the
beginning of this second stage. There are exceptions, e.g. when tourists unexpectedly change their
plans because something unsuspected happened. In such a situation, travellers would have to plan
spontaneously and ad hoc also during the second stage [166]. Brown and Chalmers noted that
sometimes tourists head towards are certain area planning to go to a specific place, but with the
flexibilty of choosing a different location should their first choice be crowded or not meet their
expectations [26].
The during trip category focuses on apps that include features such as gamification (e.g. creating
travellogs, journals), displaying a map with markers of sights, giving notifications about local
deals or social services (check-in, sharing) as well as allowing travellers to contribute content
to the app. Gamification has been attributed to during trip, because the features reviewed only
involved journals or passports which are automatically generated using data from check-ins and
pictures taken at specific location. Travellogs were allocated to post-trip if entries had to be written
and created manually. Assuming that this manual work would take a considerable amount of time,
users would start working on it either right after each experience or upon returning home.
User-generated content (UGC) is yet another vague feature. All reviewed apps, which enabled
the user to contribute content, offered the possibility to add new points of interests (POIs). The
majority of these features asked for a specific POI location that can be most easily attached by
using the phone’s built-in GPS, so it is best added whilst at the POI. This makes UGC another
during trip feature.
Only one app was exclusively assigned to the second stage. The app Brisbane Attractions merely
consists of an interactive map which displays markers that represent different kinds of local at-
tractions. This guide is best used as a tool to provide suggestions on what to do or see next while
travelling. The app Drive North Queensland specialised on tourist drives, providing trip related
information (duration, type of car required) as well as displaying sights and attractions which are
situated along the way. Although having originally being designed for the during trip experience,
by asking the user to agree on not using the app whilst driving a motor vehicle, their goal of tar-
geting drive tourism is flawed. Consequently, this app was categorised as both pre and during trip.
Apps like Drive North Queensland made it necessary to add a fourth category as those apps could
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not be attributed to a single category. In fact almost a third (31%) of all reviewed apps have been
assigned to this in-between category.
Three of the most popular tourist guides belong to this fourth category. TripAdvisor, Triposo, and
TouristEye are all apps, which try to meet all tourist demands rather than specialising on specific
travel types and experiences like Drive North Queensland tried for drive tourism. Consequently,
they offer a broad range of features making the application quite dense in content and functional-
ities. Previous evaluation of a mobile tourist guide suggests that sometimes “less is more“ and a
restricted amount of functionality would make the system easier to use [34].
3. Post-trip takes place after the traveller has returned home or ended his holiday. This kind
of experience mostly involves reflecting and remembering scenes from the journey as well as a
social part, where travellers share their adventures [59, 76, 82, 96]. According to Brown and
Chalmers this is a valuable part of tourism [26]. Sharing of experiences might involve showing
photographs or video clips or giving away souvenirs. But also writing reviews, creating a blog or
posting on social networking sites is a way of re-living or prolonging the travel experience. The
categorisation showed that our reviewed apps have not yet put a focus on post-trip experiences.
The only feature, which could be attributed to this third stage was the option to give feedback by
writing reviews or rating.
Beside those three categories, there was also one application feature that could not be clearly
attributed to any of the four categories. Information on transportation stands in between the pre
and during trip category considering that knowing how to get around is essential when planning a
trip but also whilst travelling. Transportation can be viewed as part of the travel experience when,
for example, taking a ferry and enjoying the ride and the nice view [26]. Two examples herefore
are the transsiberian railway or taking the train to travel from the eastern side of Australia to the
western side. In both cases the ride allows to see the country and be fascinated of how different
the landscape can be.
In addition to the categorisation, the app analysis showed that mobile tourist guides still orient
themselves around their traditional paper-based counterparts. This confirms Rheem’s call for a
solid mobile strategy for tourism, which is about offering customised, locally relevant goods and
services [128]. A few tourist apps started to follow that concept by integrating recommendations,
social aspects and local deals as features. Nonetheless, currently the only approach to provide
contextual relevant data is by displaying nearby sights on a map. So instead of having a long
list of nearby attractions, the next step is to filter this list and tailor information to user interests.
Having a personalised app saves users time of wading through irrelevant data, which inevitably is
the case when displaying the same items to every user [128]. In terms of our review, only the apps
TripAdvisor and TripWolf allowed entering user preferences.
Overall, the categories discussed above have proven to be useful to distinguish between different
phases of travelling and how different sorts of information can help increase the travel experience
when shown at the right time. There are only few features that aim at enhancing the during stage
of travel experience. This leaves a gap in the market of mobile tourist guides. Our project’s aim is
to fill this gap by explicitly focusing on the during stage.
2.2.3 In-car systems
In Google Play and in the Apple AppStore a plethora of apps exists for in-car usage. For the
purpose of this analysis our interest lay in apps, which aim at assisting the driver while driving.
This assistance could be provided by further trip- or driving-related information or facilitating the
access to different apps. In order to reduce the plethora and sample only relevant apps, we used
a text-based filter with the search term “car dashboard“. This query also returned a lot of games,
which we did not include in our review. Moreover, we chose only apps that had received a user
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rating of at least four stars. For mobile in-car apps we distinguish three types: navigational apps,
car dock apps, and what we refer to as smart-assistance apps.
Navigational apps aim to help drivers with way finding. Car dock apps (e.g. indrive, Car Dash-
board, CarHomeUltra) work like a second dashboard displaying various driving related informa-
tion like speed, temperature, and average speed. The car dock apps feature functionalities that use
the power of advanced smartphones to convey driving-related information to the driver. The most
basic in-car apps enable users to configure shortcuts to include different apps into the system. Car
docks further offer additional contextual information such as current weather conditions, location
(street addresses), altitude, or even a brief analysis of the current drive (i.e. distance, average
speed).
Smart-assistance apps (e.g. SMS, my Car and Me) focus on assisting the driver by using common
functionalities of mobile phones. Those include managing phone calls, for example answering
calls automatically, forwarding them or replying with defined messages. Most of them will also
read out messages (SMS, emails). The "smart" aspect of those apps refers to their ability to respond
to context using artificial intelligence. For instance, apps gather data about the speed limit on a
particular road, calculate the current speed of the car with built-in equipment such as GPS and
then alert the driver when they are going over the limit.
Although it still belongs to smart-assistance group, the app Trapster is different in the sense that
it solely focuses on alerting drivers of traps and hazards. The developers of Trapster recently
introduced the feature to incorporate alerts for road and traffic conditions. Instead of detecting
context, Trapster uses crowd-sourcing to gather data.
While all of the analysed apps use audio for notifications, they predominantly base their interface
on visual representations. Route 66 makes audio notifications merely an additional feature rather
than focusing completely on it. This app further incorporates augmented reality to combine route
instructions, information about surroundings as well as about driving and displays it in one view.
As the built-in camera of the smartphone videotapes the drive, the device has to be positioned near
the front window shield. Relevant driving-related information such as speed, distance travelled
and next turns is added to the on-the-fly recording. As this takes place in real-time, the screen
appears like a miniature version of what the human eye sees. The perspective and representation
can be changed to map or night view at any time. The app Route 66 further displays landmarks
presented in situated perspectives in the map view. With this application users do not have to
project or transform the system’s presentation onto the real world. Route 66 is not perfect in terms
of minimizing the visual load as users still have to take their eyes off the road to access navigational
directions and other ancillary information.
2.2.4 User comments
As input for the analysis of app comments we extracted comments that could be found on the first
four pages under the user review tab on Google Play. After reading through all comments, we
split them into three groups: positive, negative and neutral comments. In order to make sense of
all these comments we then looked for re-occurring topics (i.e. technical aspects, usability) by
searching for keywords.
We investigated what users liked and disliked about both the reviewed tourist and in-car apps
and how users thought they could be improved. For both app types, this section is structured in
three parts. First, we summarise the comments where users expressed what they liked about the
applications. Next, we outline issues users had while operating those apps including application
behaviours that users did not like. Finally, we give an overview of what users thought could be
improved regarding certain mobile tourist applications.
Before analysing the user comments, it should be noted that more people gave positive feedback
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than negative. Negative comments for both tourist and in-car apps mainly evolved around technical
issues. Users complained about high battery consumption, the application having several bugs, and
it operating quite slowly. They rated the apps as useless when causing too many errors or when
features were not working the way they should. In addition, various users stated that they would
refrain from using the system if it lacks accuracy.
Tourist guides This section summarizes comments users left about mobile tourist guides.
Positive comments A remarkable number of users commented on offline functionalities. A few
pointed out that when on holidays in a different country most people deactivate roaming as costs
are prohibitive. As the amount of data would be too much to be stored on the phone or even on an
SD-card, most applications that offer some offline feature, only cache maps.
Another concept the comments focused on is user-generated content. The users especially liked
the option to review recommendations that other travellers had provided. It was important to them
that those recommendations came from “real people“ meaning other travellers who have been to
the destination before. Moreover, they valued “recent“ and “detailed“ information. Recommen-
dations seemed to be even more appreciated when coming from local people.
The amount of information that the application provided was another factor influencing the rating
that users give mobile tourist guides. Tourists distinguish between essential and additional infor-
mation. Essential information includes details about places such as accommodations, restaurants,
museums, parks, and the name of places, address, and in some cases pictures. Additional infor-
mation concerns everything that is not strictly needed to plan or book a holiday. It can be further
broken down into background (historic facts), general (population of a city, type of government),
and traveller information (currency rate, electricity adapters). While this type of information is
not necessary, users stated it can be “frustrating“ if provided but not accurate. Remedy for this
can be found in allowing users to contribute to the applications content. One user mentioned that
the developers had already added a few points of interest and experienced this contribution as
“exciting“.
Maps were most commonly used for giving an overview of all the information. Another way
to help users structure their holiday plans is to provide them with itineraries. While most tour
planners operate manually, some of the reviewed apps offer additional functionalities such as
minimising the travel distance. Users stated that they “loved“ the virtual trips, describing them as
a “wonderful“ way to “organise the places you want to visit“.
Three users reported that using mobile tourist applications saved them a lot of time. This was
especially the case when the system offered methods to filter and sort information. Particularly
filtering based on current location appealed to users. They liked applications which effectively
provide them with essential information and are easy to use. Many users combined the character-
istic of the guide being able to use with the attribute of the app being “helpful“. This correlates
with our earlier statement about how systems need to be usable in order to be of use.
Negative comments The majority of the negative comments concerned offline features. Users
complained about how some apps use data constantly and with being abroad makes running those
apps very expensive. Another reoccurring topic was the amount of information that the tourist
guide provides. Here, tourists addressed three major issues. First, the quality of the information
should be “good“, that is, the details should be accurate, precise and detailed. For example, several
users criticised locations being not precise or even wrong, or pictures being of low resolution.
Second, the users expected to get more out of using a mobile tourist guide than going to a local
tourist office. The expected added value may come from reviews or background information. And
third, users were annoyed when finding that apps merely recycled information from other sources
such as websites (e.g. Wikipedia). This finding corresponds with Rheem’s call for providing a
“different experience on mobile screens“ [128].
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Feature Wish list Users expect mobile tourist guides to provide more than traditional channels
such as the web. Therefore, their wish list mainly consists of requests for “more“; including more
information, more pictures, and more users. When relying on recommendations for planning
holidays, it is essential for a system to attract a critical mass of users [97, 115]. This user mass
can then provide reviews. Moreover, knowing that a lot of people use the app, the motivation to
contribute to its recommender service might be higher. Users further asked for features which
would allow them to both contribute content and add private notes.
Other wishes concerned being able to access content of third party applications and providing
dynamic rather than static information.
In-car applcations By way of reviewing comments about in-car mobile applications, we inves-
tigated how in-car apps have to be designed in order to be both user friendly and safe to use while
driving. We found that users to a great extent addressed the same topics and concepts as users of
mobile tourist guides. Their comments only differed in a few in-car specific functionalities.
Positive comments Users stated that the ability to use at least parts of the system when having
low or no reception is helpful. Whereas only few users of tourist guides asked for customisation
options, our results indicate that users of in-car systems view changing both content and look-
and-feel as quite important. For the car dock applications, customisation mainly includes adding
shortcuts to other applications installed on the phone.
A high usability is essential for mobile applications, which are used in critical situations. Search-
ing for buttons is not possible while driving as it requires taking the eyes off the road. Users
confirmed that designers have done a good job for the existing apps by rating them as “easy to
use“. Some users also commented on the systems having a nice layout or design. Having a
friendly appearance is yet another big part of user acceptance.
As noted before, users appreciated in-car applications that use audio as in- and output means,
since they make stops along the road in order to use the smartphone redundant. Automatic audio
notifications for informing about road conditions or when going above speed limit were described
as “invaluable“.
The quality of information and features seemed to be of increased importance to the users. Often
when accuracy was praised, the application received a good rating. Users especially liked the ap-
plications giving them information at a glance, where information would otherwise been hidden
in some menu or not available at all. Our analysis of the comments revealed that users had long
waited for maps to have a night mode before this feature was added to navigational apps. Further-
more, two users explicitly stated that using the application made them feel safer while driving.
User wish list Usability improvements were requested the most often. Many users were concerned
about safety when operating the application while driving. They suggested increasing the size of
buttons and integrating shortcuts for frequent functionalities. One user recommended using ges-
tures as an alternative input mode. Others wanted the apps to be more context-aware. They asked
for the application to change modes or activate features automatically given a certain condition.
As some of the systems rely on user input, comments called for more users. Users appreciated the
applications providing them with relevant information on their trip and asked for even more. They
would also like to have some of their other applications integrated into the in-car one.
This controversy of the users being concerned about safety whilst at the same time asking for even
more (possibly distracting) features and information begs the question why users are asking for
more in the first place. A possible answer might be that they are bored while driving. Here the
question arises what the limit is to providing sufficient information and the start of distracting the
driver to an extent that the car cannot be operated in a safe way anymore. This issue poses the
main challenge of developing in-car apps with the aim of increasing the experience of travelling.
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2.2.5 Limitations of current apps
Our review of commercial applications identified opportunities for future mobile tourist guides.
None of the apps focused on the post-trip experience leaving room for new investigations and
developments. For stage two of the travel experience, merely two apps aim to add additional
benefit. At the same time, there is a plethora of pre-trip applications that all offer a similar set of
features. While differing only in the amount of functionalities, it makes it hard for users to decide
which tourist guide to use.
Recommender systems Research on tourist behaviour and trends has shown that people’s in-
terests in travelling are immensely diverse [151]. Referring to the number of identified segments
of tourists illustrates this concept. Merely two mobile tourist guides provided mechanisms to take
user preferences into account. Whereas nowadays recommender systems can be found in all sorts
of fields of study and commerce such as online shopping5 or even blogs [165], mobile tourism has
yet to get on board with this trend.
Dynamic information The second opportunity for future work is to focus on the during phase
of travel experience. Providing and conveying information to tourists while they are travelling has
not yet been investigated as a means to guide tourists. The reviewed tourist apps solely provide
static maps and information rather than working dynamically. One approach to dynamically con-
vey information is to use push notifications which are sent in specific situations. For example, a
notification could be sent when an attraction is nearby. Using location as a trigger for notification
is widely used to filter for relevant information [96, 141, 159, 185].
Sharing experiences This research has also shown that guides do not necessarily have to focus
on information. Several apps have introduced gamification and social aspects as features. By
enabling users to share their experiences with others (friends and strangers), mobile tourist guides
are already starting to follow the general direction of how people will and already are planning
their holidays in the near future.
Socialising Google Play and the Apple AppStore offer a wealth of applications focusing on
socialising. Those are either text (messenger apps) or audio-based (walkie talkie apps). This
research was only interested in applications which target tourists or in-car usage.
There are currently only a few commercial mobile applications which try to integrate a social
networking aspect into in-car systems. Assuming everyone has the app, Road Communicator
allows people to communicate with other drivers by contacting them via their license plate. Once
a connection is established, the person can either be called or texted. The interface, however, does
not allow usage while driving. Moreover, the fact that only one person can be contacted at a time
prevents the application to be used as a source of information for tourists who have no way of
knowing which car to contact.
Applications that try to imitate CB-radio have a higher potential of being beneficial for tourists as
they target a broader audience. Toonin integrated a few CB features such as broadcasting within a
certain range. While it also has additional features such as a history of messages, it fails to offer
the most distinct functionalities of CB-radio: setting the receiving range and allowing audio in-
and output.
By allowing to tag created channels, Ceebee incorporates the concept of personification. The
“create channel“ option and the “discover“ option satisfy user needs by allowing to both send a
5for instance Amazon - http://www.amazon.com
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broadcast as well as contact individuals. Zello Walkie Talkie works similar. In addition to the
basic CB features, it allows to view a message history and save friends. Like Ceebee and Zello,
CB radio’s chat interface is constructed in a simple way aiming for little distractions. Its main
functionalities are sending and receiving messages. Apart from some extras, those functionalities
might be safe to use while driving as the interface consists only of a few, big controls. While these
apps come close to the objective of our research, they lack a few concepts, which we identified
to be crucial for creating an in-car tourist app. Those include context-awareness and concrete
tailoring for user interests.
2.3 Conclusion
In this section we both presented a literature review and an overview of commercial mobile apps
for in-car and tourist use. The literature review highlighted how recent technology can be used to
satisfy most of the needs of tourists travelling in a car. It covered techniques and concepts such
as context-awareness, customisation, personalisation, and user-generated content. Moreover, the
review showed how to integrate location-based and recommendation services in mobile tourist
guides that can be used while driving.
The analysis of our review showed that the nexys between in-car and tourist apps is scarcely
populated. This indicates a design opportunity for an app tailored specifically for tourists going
on a road trip. Our next step will be to investigate user requirements for a mobile application that
tries to fill this identified gap.
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3 Expert ideation workshop
In this initial phase of software development we were neither interested in discovering problems
related to the applied technology nor usability issues. We sought a deeper understanding of what
features users expect and wish of a mobile tourist application. Therefore we chose to run an
ideation workshop with people who have a deep knowledge about the possibilities modern mobile
applications provide, about human computer interaction and usability in general. We were able to
recruit nine members of the Urban Informatics Research Lab for this ideation session.
Our interest did not lie in typical tourist guides like they can be found numerously in the app
markets. This research is located at the overlap of two major domain of recent academic interest:
mobile tourism and in-car technology. Our main objective is to investigate the possibilities a
mobile application offers to enhance the during trip experience of drive tourists.
3.1 Study design
In order to convey the setting of a road trip to the study participants, we played a short slideshow.
This clip consisting of a sequence of slides told the story of an Australian tourist named Tom who
wants to explore Canada with a campervan. Tom wants to see and do as much as possible on his
trip. Instead of ticking off tourists’ must-sees, Tom prefers to plan his trip based on his individual
interests. Furthermore, in order to get the most out of his stay, he is ready to dynamically change
his plans. Tom would like to have a mobile guide, which helps him to achieve all this and hence
spend a great time.
When designing this story line, we paid attention to only vaguely outline a road trip scenario and
to avoid indicating a focus on particular travel phases, activities or functionalities the application
might have. Keeping Tom’s situation in mind as a reference point, the participants were asked
to think about how their ideal tourist guide application would help them if in a situation similar
to Tom’s. We encouraged them to describe functionalities, which they would want to have. To
keep track of their ideas they were given a sheet of paper and a pen. Several studies argue that
each person has different interests when it comes to their spare time and holidays in particular
[40, 176]. In his book Chris Ryan acknowledges the great number of motivations for holidays,
but argues that they can be categorized in relaxation, intellectual, social, and mastery/competency
needs [132]. Our main objective of conducting this ideation was to get an insight into individual
tourist-related interests and holiday activities. Therefore every participant was instructed to do the
brainstorming individually.
We allowed 15 minutes of brainstorming. Subsequently, we showed the subjects a brief review
of about ten existing commercial tourist applications. By adding this part to the study, we aimed
at giving our participants additional hints and some thought-provoking impulses of how a tourist
guide could look like. The review further included an analysis of comments users left on those
particular applications. This part should provide the participants with an additional opinion and
inspire them to re-think their ideas and view them critically. During this presentation, participants
were encouraged to add further items to their notes.
After this individual brainstorming we held a group discussion where participants could share
their ideas and explain why they felt the need to include those particular features. Occasionally
the researchers would guide the discussion to issues the group had not touched yet. For example
we asked how a tourist application could assist them on road trips.
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3.2 Findings
We analysed the notes participants took during both the brainstorming and outcomes of the group
discussion. The following section summarizes our findings. The structure is based on concepts
such as social aspect and context-awareness. Those correlate with technologies and concepts we
identified in 2.2.5.
3.2.1 Social aspect
The results show that participants wished for a social aspect within a mobile tourist guide the most
frequent. In fact, each participant provided at least one scenario, which can be attributed to this
aspect.
”Recommendations from close friends for Places, Cafes, Restaurants” 6 —”Ratings
from other tourists” 7 —”Ability to access what others think of these points of interest.
Are they worth visiting?” 8
The social category includes three concepts. One concerns user-generated content (UGC). When
speaking of UGC in this context we include both receiving and providing recommendations as
well as the ability to view ratings. The other aspect of the social category represents the ability
to connect with or contact others. The third component of the social aspect in the context of
mobile tourist guides involves the integration of functionalities of existing social networks into the
application.
Concerning recommendations, tips from locals got the most attention. Although not every partic-
ipant had it noted down, everyone heavily agreed on getting tips from locals being very important
when the topic was raised during the group discussion.
”Stuff that locals do. (I don’t like touristy places)” 9 —”Where locals go to buy food/
stuff ” 10 —”provide/ highlight places that the locals go to / frequent” 11
Instead of going where all tourists go they seek secret venues where only locals meet. Visiting
those locations would enable them to discover more about the culture of the place and to see how
people live in particular areas rather than ticking of items on a tourist checklist. However, that
is only one part of the reason. The participants stated they preferred more quiet spots. Those
would allow them to not only escape from noisy and crowded tourist flocks but also get away from
stress and hectic pace of everyday living altogether. An idea, suggested by one participant, which
illustrates this need is the ”Tourism Warning Level”. This value displayed in the app would identify
places where a lot of tourists frequent allowing tourists to avoid those areas. The participants
further expressed the need for mobile tourist guides to tell them where locals go shopping in order
to avoid high prices common in popular tourist destinations.
When it comes to recommendations tourists not only trust locals but also close friends and even
strangers. One participant claimed he wants to be able see to how other visitors rated places in
order to get an idea of whether the venue was ”worth visiting”. Whereas this participant did not
specify who those other visitors might be, another participant explicitly stated he would like to get
recommendation from ”close friends” for places, cafes and restaurants. Stressing the fact that this
6P02
7P03
8P03
9P02
10P04
11P06
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participant also added information on what he wants recommendation about, we are assuming that
there are certain things where tourists prefer to ask friends rather than addressing strangers.
Tourists not only like to take advice but also to give advice. Whether they feel the need to give
something in return for benefitting from recommendations or whether they just like to talk about
their experiences is something that still needs investigation. One theory tries to explain this effect
with our desire for socialising [10]. According to this theory we prefer social recommendations
as some people simply enjoy helping others. Furthermore, social recommendations can be seen
as a chance to get to people. The fact that this information is not primarily meant for institutions
like hotels or governments to help them improve their rating, is supported by the notes of one
participant who explicitly put that he wants to provide other travellers with a reference:
”Allow me to leave comments for others” 12
In fact in their notes three participants talked about how they would like to also be able to leave
comments or rate places they had visited. This feature should allow them compose reviews about
sights but also on the application itself.
Participants of this expert ideation workshop further suggested adding a functionality to the mobile
tourist guide, which would allow direct socializing in terms of communicating with others. This
need mirrors the aforementioned craving for connectedness of travellers. While this craving is
experienced the most in the during trip phase of travel experience, the participants’ idea here was
to connect with others in all three phases.
One participant mentioned he would like to connect with people who share the same interests
(like nationality and/or destination) prior to the trip. This would allow him to get information and
suggestions, which are relevant for him. He further wanted to be able to talk to people who are
using the app the same time that he is and are nearby. Again he hoped for recommendations from
real people tailored to his context. Another participant stated he was interested in knowing what
other tourists nearby were doing and where exactly they were. Yet another participant introduced
the idea for a feature, which would facilitate finding whole communities with similar interests. All
three ideas served the purpose of identifying people with certain characteristics.
”Connect to others & what are they doing” 13 —”allow me to talk to who else is using
the app right now / right there” 14
The integration of existing social networks can also be seen as part of a socializing feature. One
participant for example wanted the app to be able to show him whether any of his Facebook friends
had already been to his destination and what comments they had left regarding that location.
Someone else had the same idea but wanted to get this kind of information during the trip and
from random people who share some of her interests. A feature for creating check-ins was also
popular among the participants. It would not only keep track of where they had already been but
also inform other people about their own travel route. Instagram15 was also mentioned as a way
to find other travellers sharing the same destination, had already been to a particular destination or
featured similar interests.
Particular interesting for the purpose of our research is the fact that none of the participants men-
tioned that they would like to connect with friends during the trip. However, several expressed
their wish for a possibility to contact others (strangers) who are nearby or heading to the same or
similar destination.
12P06
13P05
14P06
15 Instagram - http://instagram.com
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3.2.2 Context-awareness
The second most important concept stated by the participants is context-awareness. It mainly
involved tailoring information to users’ interests. This concept already appeared here and there in
ideas evolving around socializing. Tailoring information based on situations is commonly known
as "context-awareness". In the context of our scenario it in fact involves all types of context with
personal context being one of the most important. Personal context is amongst others needed for
getting local tips in terms of specific and relevant information based on interests and preferences.
The findings of this ideation workshop suggest that not only tourists evolve to active recipients
of travel information [128] but also that tourists prefer to shape individual holidays. Rather than
following a (tourist) herd to overcrowded locations tourists nowadays prefer to experience their
own version of tourist destinations and prefer local tips. Exploring new things, places where not
every ones else goes and discovering the unexpected seems to be a growing trend [46, 108].
The participants offered relevant cues for scenarios where users’ interests would be needed. They
suggested five use cases where information should be tailored. In fact, all of those use cases
require knowledge of the current user location as part of the context. Their ideal mobile tourist
application would notify them of nearby suggestions. This indicates that users rate information
as more relevant when given at the right moments. Those nearby suggestions could include
notifications about sights, places and additional facts. One participant was further interested in
”finding local communities w[ith] similar interests”.
The study also indicated that users sometimes do not only want to state their interests in terms of
what they like but also what they do not like. Zeroing out dislikes is therefore another feature
a mobile tourist application should have according to this studies’ group. Moreover, participants
wanted the system to mind their constraints when providing recommendations. Those constraints
could be of time, location or duration nature. An example illustrating such constraints could look
like the following scenario: a tourist wants to explore a city and go sightseeing. However, as he
likes to sleep in, he does not want to start before 10am. Also, he would like to maintain his usual
lunch time at around 1pm, which he prefers to have near a park.
Apart from personal context and information triggered by location, the participants also addressed
environmental context. This type of context includes information such as weather conditions,
opening hours, road and traffic situations or temperature. To put it simple, it concerns everything
the user cannot control. An example of using multiple sets of environmental context can be iden-
tified in a participant’s noted enquiry of ”what is happening now within 10km radius” 16. This
query requires knowledge of current location, current time and events in a particular area.
Two participants suggested adding yet another component to context. For their suggestions and
recommendations they wanted the app to consider previous ratings on venues.
”make nearby suggestions according to previous preferences & ratings” 17
One participant wrote that the app should have a ”simple and automatic way to know [her] pref-
erence[s]”18. One of the possible issues of non-effective and non-usable recommender systems
certainly is that teaching these services one’s interest and preferences can be as time-consuming as
going through all the information by oneself. Almost all systems discussed in section 2.1 required
the user to enter interests manually. Thinking of the way Google computes its search results,
there are already systems that spare the user time and clicks for entering preferences. By way of
analysing saved search terms and browsing logs, Google is able to filter the generic search results
16 P03
17 P01
18 P03
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and push those results to the top, which correlate with users’ previous interests. This process al-
lows the system to learn user interests automatically. Those algorithms are also able to learn
users’ addresses and hobbies. One example of how Google accumulates all collected data is the
reminder function of Google calendar. This service notifies users prior to an event, advising them
when to start their trip according to current traffic conditions and current position of the user.
A field displaying the weather forecast can be used as a lead on what type of clothes needs to
be packed. As most of the Google services are interconnected users are also offered navigation
assistance. Google Now19 specialized on providing users with recommendation and relevant in-
formation based on accumulated context. The goal of those smart applications is to get as close to
a human personal assistant as possible.
Two participants suggested adding such a service to the mobile tourist guide. They would like
to receive information on how long the road trip would be and how expansive in terms of gas it
would be. Another participant asked for information about cultural difference to his home country
including an excerpt of the driving laws of the countries he would pass on his road trip.
3.2.3 Further suggestions
Yet another category on the participants’ wish list for a mobile tourist guide concerned being
provided with routes, which are either generated automatically or can be created manually by
adding sights to a list. Two participants further proposed integrating small games. Here the ideas
included completing a passport by collecting check-ins or racing other tourists towards a specific
goal such as arriving at a destination or completing a certain task.
”Connect to others & what are they doing - making a race/game out of it - earn
coins”20 —”allow to rate sights/ checkins –> passport”21
During the discussion where each participant talked about their ideas, we noticed that a lot of
people wanted to receive recommendations and reviews about specific places, which lay or were
part of their route. Those recommendations should first and foremost come from locals or people
who are in proximity of the places they write about. Another postulated requirement was that this
information should be instantly available and up to date. While talking about those requirements
and sharing information while driving, one participant felt that this idea sounded a lot like CB-
radio. Truckers use this technology mainly to inform others about road conditions or other relevant
details, which are interesting for truckers. As this technology uses radio waves to send data, those
messages can only be received when the receiver device is tuned into the right frequency and
the device is within the receiving range of the broadcaster. The experts of our study agreed that
these two criteria fit the requirements of the tourist information interchange perfectly. Not every
tourist using the application should receive a certain message. Messages should only be received
by tourists who share a similar context (like position or destination). Moreover, information and
messages should be received automatically without having to search for relevant bits. The final
idea that emerged from the experts’ discussion was to implement a kind of radio station, which
would continuously broadcast information, which had been provided by other tourists. When in
need of recommendations, tourists could tune into this station and listen to the information stream.
Or when wanting to share something with others they could send their information to the radio
station.
Before over interpreting and exploiting the findings of this study, it should be stated that the sample
size of nine participants is not large enough to be representative in a quantitative sense. The results
19 Google Now - www.google.com/landing/now/
20 Notes from P05
21 Notes from P01
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outlined in this section may not hold true for each tourist and for every culture. The aim of our
workshop was to identify tendencies of tourist interests and to get some ideas on what kind of
technologies should be included in a mobile tourist guide application.
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4 Field study
The ideation workshop provided us with a broad insight into what sort of information people
seek and how this information should be delivered when on holidays. It further helped us under-
stand a few of the problems tourist face (too crowded areas, non-relevant information). While the
transcript of the discussion and the participants’ notes would certainly be sufficient to develop a
new tourist guide, the goal of this project is to explore possibilities for a certain subcategory of
tourism: road tourism. The requirements derived from the workshop were still too general and did
not necessarily relate or apply to road trips.
On road trips tourists have slightly different and also additional requirements compared to just
walking through the city centre. Manoeuvring a car requires a high load of attention. For tourists
driving is an even more demanding activity. They are faced with a conflict. On the one hand they
need to focus on the road and traffic but on the other hand they also want to take in their sur-
roundings. Moreover, tourists are typically not familiar with the local laws and street regulations.
For example although not being displayed everywhere the general speed limit in built-up areas in
Germany is 50 kph. In Australia U-turns are only permitted if there is a specific sign allowing it,
whereas in Germany you can do them wherever possible. An application designed for in-car use
by tourists must therefore attend to all these additional requirements and not burden tourists with
irrelevant information, which might distract them. Overall, enjoying the holiday should remain
first priority instead of struggling with a new technology.
For the given reasons, we needed to investigate if an application that combines the tourism domain
with driving would actually be used by tourists. Davis defined user acceptance as "the demonstra-
ble willingness within a user group to employ information technology for the tasks it is designed
to support" [42]. This willingness depends both on the specific user and the situation, in which a
system is used. In order to test our application idea in respect to user acceptance we designed a
study, which would place members of our target group in a situation that resembles the particular
use case scenario.
4.1 Setup for the road trip
Our findings up to this point still lacked the focus of this project’s goal: social dynamics and
information sharing of tourists on road trips. In order to gain insight into the dynamics of drive
tourists we conducted a second user study. This time however we took care to design the study in
a way so it would resemble the environment of the use case scenario of our project.
As outlined in the result paragraph of our previous study 3.2, the participants put their main focus
on social interaction. Therefore, we integrated an aspect into the field trip, which would allow us
to investigate how tourists on a road trip interact with other tourists in the same area. In order to
make such communication possible, we implemented a group chat for all study participants for
the duration of the field trip.
The field study, as part of the second stage of our requirements analysis, again consisted of three
parts: questionnaire, field trip, and interview. Participants who had taken part in the ideation
workshop were already familiar with both the project and the use case scenario. As we designed
the ideation workshop and the field study as two separate studies with having at least one week
time difference, we did not expect all participants from the workshop to volunteer for this field
study. We send out emails, informing the lab members of a second study which was part of the
project they had taken part in earlier and enquired whether they wanted to join us researchers on a
one-day road trip. As the field studies’ objective was to explore behaviour of people going on and
enjoying a road trip rather than coming up with new scenarios, we also invited partners and close
friends of the lab members instead of just having experts as participants.
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Code Gender Age Group Member Car No Driver
P1 female 25-30 no 2 no
P2 male 25-30 yes 2 no
P3 male 30-40 yes 1 yes
P4 female 25-30 yes 3 yes
P5 male 30-40 no 1 no
P6 male 25-30 yes 2 yes
P7 female 20-25 yes 2 no
P8 female 25-30 no 3 no
P9 male 30-40 no 1 no
Table 4.1: Road trip participants
In preparation for the road trip, all participants were asked to install the mobile application Voxer
22 on their smartphones. Voxer is a free messenger system which allows both text and audio input.
As participants would be using their own devices, we needed an application that is available for
all if not at least most common mobile operating systems such as iOS (53,68% market share) and
Android (29,42% market share)[4]. For our purpose it was further important to have an application
which enables group chats. As Voxer was neither designed as an in-car system nor to be used
while driving, we restricted the actual users of the application to the passengers while the car was
in motion.
4.1.1 Questionnaire
The recruitment email also included a questionnaire which the participants were asked to either
email back to the researchers or bring to the road trip. The questionnaire consisted of likert scales
[99] as well as multiple choice. The questions addressed the participants’ perception of holidays
and their view on road trips in general as well as the road trip undertaken as part of this study.
This first part of the field study served two purposes. For one, we sought an overview of who would
be our participants for the road trip in terms of who had already been on road trips, what they liked
and disliked about them and to what extend they planned their holidays. We were hoping to be
able to use this data to find a correlation of how people interact with other tourists (participants)
during the road trip and how they described their way of making holidays.
4.1.2 Road trip
We were aiming at exploring the typical behaviour of people on a road trip. Therefore the road trip
as major part of the study should be designed as natural and close to the actual use case scenario
as possible. To help achieve this we gave the participants only a small number of constraints
and rules. In fact, the only condition of being part of the study was to agree to use the Voxer
application when wanting to communicate with other participants. Moreover, the general range of
the road trip was given as the Blackall Range Tourist Drive in Queensland, Australia. Everyone
was encouraged to plan their own route and activities. To give them a starting point for their plans
they were provided with a document listing three different detailed route options within the tourist
drive prior to the road trip.
Nine people agreed to take part in the field study. Five of them belong to the Urban Informatics
Research Lab whereas the rest is partners and friends. Table 4.1.2 shows a breakdown in terms
22 Voxer - http://www.voxer.com/
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of demographics of the participants. The participants were encouraged to arrange car pools by
themselves with the only constraint that at least one researcher, one driver and one other participant
would be in the car. In order to avoid fatigue and too long drives between stops, researchers made
sure that each car stops at least every two hours. For safety reasons drivers were not allowed to
use the application while the car was in motion.
In the end each car except one was accompanied by a researcher. Throughout the trip the re-
searchers took notes on how and in what kind of situations the app was used or other relevant
events happened. They further observed social behaviour and activities that took place within a
particular group. Notes included interaction with the other passengers and with the environment,
negotiations on choosing stops and where to go and usage of the group chat application.
Although we did not organize or schedule any meetings of the groups during the road trip, we
did arrange to have dinner at a restaurant located close to our trip route. Apart from being a good
round off for the field trip, we wanted to give the participants the opportunity to talk about their
experiences and activities both of the road trip and on how their group used the group chat. This
recapitulation of the day enabled us to understand parts of the trip or messages, which did not
make sense during the trip. It should give us an insight on how the participants rated the entire trip
and could be improved in terms of organisation but also the communication tool.
4.1.3 Follow-up interview
A few days after the road trip a follow-up interview was conducted. Our intention of interviewing
the participants after the actual field trip was to reassess their experiences of the road trip. The
interview guideline included five aspects. The first two questions served as an introduction to the
interview and to "break the ice" [25]. The second part focused on how the participants had used
the group chat. With those questions we wanted to know when, in what kind of situations and for
what reason they had used the application. We further touched on the fact of this study being held
in a special social situation. Special in the sense that all participants knew each other from being
colleagues. The third part of the interview guideline aimed to address any technical issues, which
might have occurred during the study. In the fourth part we asked the participants to compare this
field trip to previous road trips. Moreover, we gave them the opportunity to express how they as
individuals had experienced the whole trip. The last part solely consisted of one question. By
asking the participants to what extent they use social networks and check-in features, we sought
for a possibility to judge the participants’ involvement with modern socializing technology.
The interviews were held on different days approximately one week after the road trip. By delaying
the interviews, we gave the participants time to think and reflect about their experiences and let
them answer questions unbigoted. As three of the associates were unavailable and due to other
time conflicts, we could only interview three participants.
4.2 Analysis of the social interaction
The objective of the expert ideation workshop was to identify general trends and preferences of
tourists regarding mobile tourist applications. The results served us as a pool of both rated and
commented ideas for functionalities for future systems. Although being rated and annotated those
ideas were still unstructured and uncategorized in terms of in what kind of situations (travel sce-
narios) those ideas would be of advantage.
As this project mainly focuses on a specific subtype of tourism and within that on only one phase
of the travel experience, we needed to narrow our findings from the ideation workshop down and
bring it into context of our overall research. Filtering this data to only those related to road trips
was not feasible as none of the participants specified when and for what they required their idea
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the most. Moreover, we did not moderate the discussion to focus on certain trips or holiday types.
We did however identify concepts, which seemed to be important to all participants. The most
profound concept here was social interaction. Thus, we applied this particular focus to our overall
project. In order to explore social dynamics of a road trip with several separate cars and routes,
we conducted a field study. The main part of this study consisted of a road trip with three cars and
nine participants.
4.2.1 Questionnaire
Prior to the trip we gave the participants a questionnaire which should be returned either on the
day of the road trip or before that day. The questionnaire was designed to give us some insight on
who would be on the road trip and what their expectations on the trip and their overall interests are.
This knowledge was intended to help interpret the data gathered on the road trip. We expected that
participants with different interests and expectations would interact differently both with the app
and the other participants. Those differences might have concerned frequency of conversations,
level of participation and topics.
The first question of the questionnaire addressed the participants’ view of holidays. Possible
answers included concepts such as recovering from everyday life, meeting new people, having fun
and meeting one’s physical limits. We did not get any significant results as the majority ticked
almost all choices leaving no indication of what they mainly sought when on holiday. When
handing the forms in, some participants stated that it was difficult to decide on only a few options
as their view on holidays depended on their current situation, reason and destination of the holiday.
When planning their holidays, the majority of the participants indicated that apart from booking
essentials like accommodation and transport they also inform themselves about things to do and
see. However, they do not go to the extent of having every minute planned out. As information
source half of them use the internet (50%). The second most favourite source of information
seemed to be recommendations. In the questionnaire we referred to asking friends and family for
travel tips as ”offline” recommendation, whereas using online forums and rating websites (e.g.,
TripAdvisor23, UrbanSpoon24) was called ”online” recommendation (each 38%). We found no
difference in the preference of on- and offline recommendation. Traditional means such as travel
agencies (13%) and tourist centres but also emerging technologies like mobile tourist apps (13%)
only played a minor role.
Question four and five of the questionnaire asked about preferences in holiday accommodation
and transportation respectively. Neither of those questions provided any insight about where par-
ticipants preferred to stay during their holidays and which transportation mode they liked best.
However each participant ticked the option "hotel" and thus indicated that hotels are one of the
most (50%) requested types of accommodation during leisure stays.
The remaining questions of the questionnaire helped to compare the actual road trip experiences
to their expectations. The answers further provided an insight about what participants especially
enjoyed and disliked about road trips. Two participants valued road trips as a possibility to get
to see a variety of things. They listed natural parks for scenery but also cultural activities such
as visiting museums. Moreover, they preferred to avoid trips which involve long drives between
stops. For a different participant road trips are all about having time to oneself. She valued having
quiet time for reflection on life in general while also enjoying the scenery.
23 TripAdvisor - www.tripadvisor.com
24 UrbanSpoon - www.urbanspoon.com
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Figure 4.1: Quantitative analysis of messages sent during the field trip
4.2.2 Road Trip
Each of the three cars started from various locations around Brisbane at different times in the
morning. The last group departed two hours after the previous. This circumstance yielded in being
one of the main reasons for conversations. As each car also choose different routes, participants
were constantly interested in the others’ current activities. Messages evolved around questions
about where the others were and what they were currently doing. Although there were times
with no interaction at all, we ended up with 110 messages that were sent during the trip. By
way of transcribing the history of messages from Voxer, we were able to analyse all inter-car
conversations. Fig 4.1 illustrates the participants’ contribution to these conversations.
The participation in the inter-car communication varied significantly among the participants.
While some were quite engaged in posting, one participant sent only one message and two others
just listened to the conversations on Voxer but did not actively take part. The most active partic-
ipant accounted for almost 29% of all messages, half of them being audio files. During the road
trip participants as well as researchers got the impression that most messages were audio based
and only few pictures were sent. After categorising, we found an almost equal distribution of the
message types (audio, text, image). In fact, most messages were audio-based (37.5%), followed
by text-based (32%) and pictures (31%). Three of the participants sent about half their messages
audio-based. A different participant who also sent a lot of messages preferred to send them via
text-input (65%). Yet another was more undecided between text and image while he for once
tended to avoid posting audio files (9%).
Classifying messages Apart from the quantitative analysis, we also investigated the content of
the messages. While we did not find apposite categorisation for the pictures in terms of contri-
bution to the conversation, we were able to match the broad majority of the remaining messages
to topics. The bigger part of the messages served the purpose of conversation (42%). This fact
is probably due to most of the participants being long-time colleagues. Other topics which did
not get much attention (>8.5%) included recommendations, reviews and general information. We
distinguished between reviews and recommendations because sometimes people would just talk
about and maybe rate a location while others explicitly uttered a recommendation or advised the
others to do something.
”When the restaurant food is stupid touristy expensive, consider bread and hummus
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Figure 4.2: Transmission modes
by the beach.” 25
Only one participant used the system to post recommendations. She would tell others where her
car was planning on going and added further information about that particular place. While at the
location, she sent another message providing further information.
”We’re going to Candastino in Noosa. They make one of the best coffee around here.
Anyone’s interested? We’re getting changed and we’re getting coffee.” 26
”We caffeinate at Candestino whenever we come up here. Really good buzzy cof-
fee. It’s inside a small but relatively well stocked deli called belmondos. Recom-
mended.”27
Data from the road trip only contained two messages of informational nature. Once a participant
explained others about the origin of the name of a lookout his car had been to.
”Unintersting fact: wild horse mountain, named after the brumbies (freal horses liv-
ing in the wild) that once lived there, is surrounded by 18.5mio trees.” 28
The second time, another participant informed the others of the parking lot where their car was at
the time being full. Messages were also used to arrange meetings or in most cases enquired about
the current location of the other participants. This "meeting" category made up 15% of all audio
and text-based messages.
CB-radio was generally used to communicate with a specific community (in most instances truck-
ers). Messages were somewhat public as they could be heard by every user on the same frequency.
WalkieTalkies follow a similar principle. However they are mainly used by smaller groups oper-
ating on a special frequency. This frequency was only known by the group members. This fact
guaranteed that no other user could interfere with their channel. WalkieTalkies served a private
purpose whereas CB-radio was public where anyone with a device could join. We investigated
whether the participants’ interaction resembled more a CB-radio or WalkieTalkie. Therefore we
25 Example for a recommendation by P04
26 Review and enquiry for meeting by P04
27 Review by P04
28 Information provided by P06
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introduced a classification for all messages. This classification was based on who the participants
were addressing. We adopted the terminology of network technology: broadcast, multicast and
unicast [173]. Figure 4.2 illustrates how many points receive a message using a certain transmis-
sion mode.
The mobile application Voxer does only allow sending messages to everyone in a certain group
chat. As we instructed the participants to only use this group chat, no private messages could
be sent. It is noteworthy that when talking about "addressing" we refer to people directing their
messages to specific persons or groups while the message will in fact be sent to the whole group.
For this study broadcasts addressed the whole group of participants, anycasts were directed to
anyone within the group but not specifying someone. On the contrary, unicast messages were
targeted to a specific person. Finally, multicasts addressed a specific group within participants. In
most cases multicast messages were directed to another car. For this categorisation we again only
incorporated audio and text messages.
Participants most commonly sent broadcasts (30%) and unicast messages (25%). Messages we
could not classify in terms of who was adressed were for the most part recorded songs or noises.
Follow-up interviews later on revealed that those did not have a certain purpose nor did they
address someone in particular. When asking about the motivation to post those noises, the par-
ticipants stated that it was "fun"29. One participant added that she intended to share her fun with
the others. In fact, those non-classifiable messages made up 30% of all sent messages excluding
pictures. Multicasts were only sent in 13% of the cases. With regard to the message type, we did
not find any significant results. However, the numbers suggest participants preferring text-based
broadcasts and audio-based multicast. Remarkable is further that more than 70% of the messages
we could not classify were audio-based. This indicates that participants tended to use audio to
convey "non-sense" messages. Concerning unicasts participants displayed no strong preference
for the input method. Once again, we want to point out that these figures are not representative
as we did not gather enough data nor did we have a sufficient number of participants. Our results
should be seen as trends only.
Message type pictures Pictures sent over Voxer either featured scenery, specific places or peo-
ple. We used those features to attribute pictures to categories. There were also six pictures that
could not be assigned to any of those three categories. Three of those pictures were of food. An-
other picture was a screenshot of a mobile navigation system displaying the current location of the
smartphone. Taking the researchers’ notes of the current situation of the other cars into account,
this image sent at the beginning of the trip might be attributed to the "meeting" category as well.
It illustrates the current location of the poster and could be translated to her stating that she is on
her way and currently on that certain highway.
While the categories ”scenery”, ”places” and ”other” each included six pictures (19%), 42% of all
pictures were of people. This circumstance is due to one participant taking more than half of his
pictures of people. The least active participants did not send pictures at all.
For the purpose of gaining results that would inform the design or provide relevant cues for im-
portant functionalities for our mobile tourist application, we were further interested whether the
message types correlated with the topics. Would for example participants rather use audio mes-
sages for giving recommendations? Or did they find text more suitable for arranging meetings?
Again the data did not allow drawing comprehensive conclusions, which might be due to the small
amount of data. However our findings suggest that participants did not prefer any modality for any
topic. Although recommendations were sent slightly more often text-based. By way of addressing
this matter in the follow-up interview we sought to get a more detailed answer.
29 P01
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4.2.3 Interview
The interviews were conducted approximately one week after the road trip. This should give the
participants enough time to reflect about their experiences and enable them to reflect about it in
a neutral perspective. The time between the actual study and the follow-up interviews should
not be picked to long as participants may have forgotten small details about their day and overall
experiences.
What participants enjoyed most about this road trip and the application used was the opportunity
to see a variety of things and also to meet people while staying flexible with their own route. They
stated they mostly used the group chat to find out what the others were doing and where they were
currently stopping.
”are you on the road yet?’”30 —”Hoy Noosaville-Girls! Where are you?”31
This is consistent with what our analysis of the discussed topics showed. Apart from inquiry
usage, participants sent a lot of "funny noises"32. One participant said he basically used the app to
"play around"33. The conversations did not provide practical information for the participants. This
might be due to the fact that they "did not seek information"34. When asked about their motivation
to use the group chat, two participants answered "because it is funny"35. The fun aspect was also
the most commonly given statement when comparing this road trip with previous ones.
Participants saw great value in the ability to arrange meet-ups whenever they wanted. One partici-
pant36 told us about her experiences of previous group road trips and how it had always been very
difficult for them to communicate with the others. Due to the lack of any other technology means
for conversation, her group used signals done with the head lights of the cars to convey messages.
They even introduced their own code of signals where for example two long flashes would trans-
late to a stop-request. She reckoned having an application for this purpose would make interaction
with other cars "so much easier"37. Another participant stated the inter-car communication "defi-
nitely added to the experience"38 of a road trip. He said he would even change his route to meet
with others.
”If I see something coming from another vehicle that’s interesting, I see myself in
changing my route and going to try something else.” 39
This participant compared this road trip to previous trips which included about the same group of
people. On those previous trips they either travelled in a caravan or all sat in the same car. He came
to the conclusion that although in this trip he felt more separated from the others, the application
provided the opportunity to connect with them.
Overall the participants shared the impression of doing separate road trips rather than feeling as
one entity. They described this as being positive as they remained "autonomous"40 instead of
being "constrained"41 when travelling as a group. During this trip the participants could choose
30 Enquiry by P07
31 Enquiry by P03
32 Quote from P01; as P01 did not want to be recorded, we cannot provide timestamps for the interview
33 P02, 04:05 min [in recorded audio]
34 P04, 04:02min
35 P01
36 P01
37 P01
38 P02, 07:28min
39 P02, 08:27min
40 P04, 14:52min
41 P04, 04:38min
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to interact with the others whenever they felt lonely, wanted to share impressions or sought new
ideas of where to go next. One participant mentioned the group chat allowed him to "discover new
things" 42 and locations through reading the posts even if he had not been there in person. Car
number three did not meet the first car throughout the whole trip. The driver of car three reported
that although she never saw the participants of the other car, she still knew they were there as she
could listen to them via Voxer. In summary, the application allowed participants on separate trips
to feel connected to fellow travellers.
Special social setting We are aware of this road trip presenting a special case in terms of
analysing communicational bevaviour amongst tourists. Our social setting was different as the
participants knew each other before. This circumstance influenced our findings in several ways.
For one, the participants did not have to overcome social barriers to contact others. Moreover,
their acquaintance possibly triggered different conversation topics. Those topics were for the most
part casual conversation. One example, which illustrates how the application was used by people
who knew each other before is the following message:
”Make sure [P0x] is not speeding. He usually does that all the time. So you better
watch him.” 43
We addressed this special social setting by asking the participants whether and how they supposed
their usage of the group chat might have differed if they had not known the other members. On
the basis of the answers to this question, different user groups could be identified. Whereas one
group said they would feel very uncomfortable contacting strangers, another group was more
extroversive stating they would not have a problem with asking strangers for advice. Yet others
indicated they would only ask when needing a specific answer to a certain topic. Examples for
such practical information could be asking whether a four-wheel drive is needed for a certain road
or whether a store is open. The participants further noted:
”I would really feel uncomfortable using it with strangers. All the fun stuff that made
the trip so much more enjoyable - like jokes and photos would not work.” 44
Preferred input mode The participants indicated they would prefer texting when contacting
strangers. But when considering the driving situation, they would opt for sending audio messages.
The participants clearly viewed recording safer than text input while driving. In fact, one par-
ticipant stated that texting would not be possible while driving. Participants also acknowledged
that audio holds complications as well. Named complications amongst others included letting
strangers hear the users’ real voices. One participant was particularly worried about revealing too
much information about her person. When she would for example ask about a coffee shop, others
would know that she as a woman will be there.
”[...] like in an online game they would treat you [women] differently.” —”You never
know what kind of person is waiting for you there now that they know where I am
going, especially remote places” 45
She suggested integrating a functionality that allows altering the voice or having the same voice
for everyone. Another participant raised the problem of tourists not speaking the language of the
country fluently. He was concerned about other users not being able to understand him because of
his accent.
42 P02, 29:28min
43 Message from P03
44 P04, 05:30min
45 P04, 08:09 min & 08:14min
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”But in my case, I’d rather text and send pictures. It also gives me time to think about
what I want to say, what I want to ask and how to ask it as opposed to thinking on the
fly and people won’t understand what I am saying as I also have a thick accent.” 46
Both negative and positive arguments were given for text and audio input. Two participants stated
that they would choose the input method depending on their current situation and mood. It was
commonly agreed that by using text more accurate and precise messages could be sent. As texting
takes more time than recording, audio has the advantage of being a quick way to send messages.
Moreover, the participants distinguished between receiving and sending messages. One participant
stated she preferred voice for short messages as she did not want to listen to long descriptions
which might distract her from driving. For reviewing received messages participants criticized
that Voxer only displayed a progress bar for audio messages. Thus, when looking for a specific
message users have to listen to all audio files before finding the sought information. Having some
indication of what the message is about would be helpful in that case. One participant suggested
introducing a tagging system.
"I would have to go through all these audio files to find the exact coordinates of
the place I want to go to - it’s just annoying whereas text you have everything there
and you can skim through. [...] unless you have some kind of tagging system that
allows you to identify what exactly is contained within this message. There is so much
information: snorkeling, fishing, running around - how do you tag all that?" 47
In the interviews we further asked the participants about their experience with technical aspects
of using the inter-car chat. The biggest downside of the application was certainly the high battery
consumption. Before the end of the road trip, more than half of the participants’ phones went dead.
Furthermore, some stops had been in rural areas with low or no reception. Messages coming in
at those times were not lost but arrived when regaining coverage. Low network coverage was not
at all times the reason for delays. Different phones at the same location would get messages at
different times. A participant noted that sometimes she could not make sense of messages because
previous ones were still missing.
Audio quality Although the broad majority of the audio messages were of good quality and
thus could be understood well, some participants reported having to listen to some of the audio
messages multiple times to get their meaning. This was mostly due to background noise. Messages
that were recorded at the beach were especially affected by wind.
The audio quality was better than the participants expected, especially because participants im-
proved with recording. Another participant reported having difficulties with recording first as he
did not know how to hold the phone in order to achieve good quality.
Overall the participants rated the road trip as a "fun experience". While first being suspicious of
the application and whether conversations would actually be happening, afterwards participants
stated that they were surprised of the group interaction and the exchange of messages. A few
participants stated that they could see how such a system would be very useful on road trips.
46 P02, 18:18min
47 P02, 20:50 min
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Figure 5.1: Setup for paper prototyping
5 Expert walkthrough
Paper prototyping is a form of low-fidelity evaluation, which allows getting (user) feedback at
a very early stage in the development process. By evaluating the design of a system very early
major problems in terms of usability but also consistency can be found. Solving those errors at the
beginning of the development is rather easy as nothing has been programmed yet and in most cases
merely concepts of the system exist. The later errors or problems are found, the harder they are to
solve [63]. Not only tests and evaluation should be done early, but also continuously. Tests at the
beginning and the end of the development process are essential; more tests can further improve
the system in various ways. For example as inconsistencies are found, user friendliness increases
and the more problems are found and eliminated the more stable a program gets.
However those tests cost time and time is particularly valuable when developing software. Thus,
the tests have to be designed in a way that they can be done quickly, do not cost too much effort
and in the best case can be done parallel to the development. In approximately the first half of the
development process prototypes are used for testing, whereas towards the end the actual system
is tested. There are different sorts of prototypes. The main difference of them is the degree of
resemblance to the actual system. This could be in terms of visual design, interactivity or number
of functionalities realised. As outlined above, the less effort it takes to create a prototype the more
tests can be run.
Paper prototypes are among the most easiest and quickest to create prototypes. As the name
suggests they are made out of paper. The idea is to have drawn wireframes with which the test
users can interact and comment on. As the key concept is low-fidelity little attention is paid to
visual design in terms of straight lines and colour schemes [127]. In fact, most paper prototypes are
black and white and resemble rough sketches. The interactivity of paper prototypes is restricted to
the extent that during the actual test one researcher has to be the "computer" who executes changes
when the user interacted with the wireframe (e.g. pressed a button, c.f. Fig. 5.1). Those changes
are realised by either adding layers (such as pop-up windows) or switching wireframes (when a
new screen has been called). The number of functionalities depends on what part of the system
needs to be tested and also how far in the development process the evaluation is conducted. In
some cases developers only want to test one particular feature or how one feature works together
with another.
In our situation the objective was to explore how a particular idea for an application could be
realised and how this idea could be conveyed to the user. We were interested if users would
understand the concept of the application and would be able to interact with it in a way as to
accomplish the tasks for which the system was designed for. Based on the findings of both the
ideation workshop and the field trip, we identified the participants’ desire to be able to socialize
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with other tourists amongst others in order to get additional relevant information for their own trip.
We translated this desire into two main functionalities:
• receive messages from nearby tourists to get relevant information for own trip and
• send messages to actively communicate with other tourists.
Based on these findings we created a first prototype. As we knew the design and maybe also the
essence of the features could change immensely with further studies, we opted for the technique
of paper prototyping.
5.1 First prototype
As our targeted user group are tourists, we aimed to develop a mobile application that could be
used by anyone including mobile novices. In the first instance we were confronted with having to
make the decision for which operating system we wanted to create the application. Although we
knew that in the end the program should be available for any operating system to ensure a broad
access, for the design process we concentrated on one. Moreover, this project being undertaken
as a Master’s thesis the scope and also the time were limited. We decided to start designing and
developing for iOS. This operating system has a fairly standardized look-and-feel. This standard-
ized design would make it especially for iPhone users easier to understand the interface. Android
interface elements such as buttons and table views are more implementation structures rather than
having a pre-defined appearance48.
In this phase of the project we did not pay attention to the actual graphical design of the end version
of the application. We were first and foremost interested in investigating how the interaction
concept should be structured and whether users would be able to understand the flow of the menu
and handle the application in order to achieve the two defined tasks.
Based on those two functionalities we designed an interaction concept for the application. In order
to evaluate this concept and validate the identified tasks, we created a prototype. As we planned
on iterating the design process and therefore also the prototype we needed a prototype which
could be altered easily and in a short amount of time. Those changes could include adding and
deleting functionalities, switching layouts (i.e. from a tab-layout to a central-menu-layout) or just
increasing and decreases the size of interface elements. When using paper and pen to create the
mock-ups any of those changes would have meant to create an entirely new prototype. Thus, we
decided to design the wireframes virtually.
Microsoft PowerPoint and Adobe Photoshop were amongst the tools we used to create the proto-
type. The animation feature of PowerPoint further allowed us to simulate user interaction and the
system’s response. Those animation sequences helped identify inconsistency issues and possible
usability problems already during the design phase. A Photoshop document 49 containing a set of
almost all available iOS interface elements enabled us to easily create native looking (iOS) screens
without having to program a single line of code. Our goal of using native looking wireframes was
to facilitate experts and later test users imagining the system as a working application. Moreover,
as especially iOS-experienced would recognize the interface elements we aimed at making those
elements and therefore the entire system more understandable.
Our main goal was to develop a mobile application, which allows sending and receiving text and
audio messages to people who fulfil certain requirements. Thus, these two features needed to be
in our first prototype. Moreover, the prototype should enable users to set those requirements. For
this first iteration of the design process this involved being able to
48 Android Design Guidelines —http://developer.android.com/design/index.html
49 Photoshop template containing all major iOS elements —http://www.teehanlax.com/tools/iphone/
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Figure 5.2: Wireframes of the first prototype
1. set users’ destinations,
2. enter users’ interests,
3. create user profiles,
4. choose people who should be able to send messages to and receive messages from a user
(known as TravelPals) and
5. configure the applications behaviour in terms of privacy and frequency of receiving mes-
sages.
In the field study several users expressed the need to be able to send messages to specific people
instead of having to address the whole community. We complied with this wish by implementing
a way to send both private (singlecast) and group (broadcast) messages. Using the terms of net-
work technology, broadcast messages are sent to everyone in the network. In the context of our
application the network consists of all people in the TravelPal list.
5.1.1 Configuration phase
We were aware that this application and the connected features would be hard to grasp when
using the application for the first time. Users might not understand how to enter their preferences
and which settings would be necessary for the application to work properly. Thus, we added a
configuration phase to the interaction concept which aims to guide users through the initial setup
of the system. This configuration phase comprises the five steps listed above. Fig. 5.2.a shows a
screenshot of the configuration phase. By colouring in the columns and adding a checkmark the
user sees what steps have already been performed and which still need to be completed.
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Profile The first step of the configuration phase is optional. It involves setting up the user’s
profile. It is optional as the user does not need to fill in all fields of the profile screen. All fields
(name, age, gender, nationality, languages and check-ins) are not mandatory. The demographic
information is supposed to be a reference point for other tourists when they decide on who they
want to contact. Based on the nationality and language field users will be able to know whether
the others will understand messages sent in a tourists’ native language. Having reviewed the
entrees of the check-ins field user will know where other tourist have already been and thus have
an indication on what places he or she could get reviews on.
Setting the destination: where Secondly the destination needs to be set. This stage is essential
for all the core functionalities of the application as it determines their input without which they
would not work properly. Moreover, the next steps will depend at least to a certain extend on
the destination of the trip. Users have two options of entering their destination: either tapping
on the map or entering the address or landmark into the search field above the map. This should
enable tourists who do not have the exact address or name of their destination at hand to tell the
application where they want to go .
Entering interests: what Based on the interest section displayed for the tourists, users can
decide whether this particular person might be a good reference point to get recommendations
from. Seeing how many and which interests the person shares with the user, users might get
a better impression of the personality of the other. Moreover, reviewing other people interests’
could be a starting point for a conversation or be cause to meet each other.
Cataldo et al. found that users prefer indicating whether they are interesting in something based on
a simple True-False scale to having to rate how much or to what extend they like something [185].
By way of providing a pre-defined list of interests, we aimed at saving the user the time of having
to enter all interests manually. Individual items can be marked as relevant with an On/Off-slider.
In order to further facilitate selecting interests and finding specific items, we grouped all items
adding headers to each category.
Finding TravelPals: who Having set the user’s destination and selected the interests in the
previous two steps, now tourists who either
1. share the same destination,
2. have at least one interest in common or
3. are currently at the user’s destination
can be chosen as TravelPals. In the third case tourists are automatically added to the list of Trav-
elPals. All eligible Pals are displayed both in a list and as pins on a map. Those pins include a
flag representing the nationality of the tourist. This is to give the user an overview of who might
be speaking the same language and thus understand messages. For adding TravelPals users first
need to click on a flag pin, which brings them to the profile screen of the selected tourist. Here
further information (the same as for the users’ profile) about the person is displayed. If the user
decides he/she wants to receive and send messages to this person he/she can be added to the list of
TravelPals.
Configuring the app’s behaviour: how The last step of the configuration phase lets users adjust
the application’s behaviour. The main section here are the privacy settings. After entering personal
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information users can decide whether they want other people to be able to see their data. There are
two parts, which can be made public and therefore visible to all TravelPals: interests and profile.
During times when a user has quite a few TravelPals in his list or his pals are very talkative, a
lot of messages may be sent over the system. In order to avoid swamping the user with incoming
messages, receiving messages can be turned off temporarily in the settings as well. This might be
helpful when drivers have to concentrate on something (e.g., in complex road conditions or when
wanting to listen to a specific announcement on the radio).
Another value that can be set in this menu is the radius of the PalBubble. This bubble can be
compared to the receiving range on CB-radio as it sets the range of what belongs to a user’s
destination. When for example setting the destination by tapping on the map a GPS location is
saved and used to compare this location to other tourists’ destinations. However, GPS locations
very rarely match. So we had to come up with a way to say when two destinations would be
similar or overlap. With reference to CB-radio we used the receiving range concept allowing the
users to set a distance radius (range) of what should still be considered a user’s destination.
5.1.2 Using the app
After completing the last step of the configuration phase the main functionalities of the application
such as sending and receiving messages become accessable. All adjustment done in the config-
uration phase can still be edited at any time. The primary purpose of the configuration phase is
to help novice users and those who use the application for the very first time to set those fields,
which are required to be able to use the main functionalities of the application. For this reason the
configuration phase should be displayed only once when the application was started for the first
time on a device.
All parts of the configuration phase are accessible via tabs. The profile was grouped under the
what-category as it can be seen as belonging to the user’s interests. A further tab was added,
which allows sending and receiving messages (post). The first screen of this tab displays a list of
TravelPals who have already sent or were sent a message. As an indication whether an incoming
message is relevant the current location of the sender is displayed in a detail label. Two buttons in
the navigation bar of this messages screen allow sending either a broadcast or singlecast message.
Clicking on either a TravelPal or the "new broadcast"-icon displays previous messages. Text-based
messages are displayed in text whereas a slider and a play button are indicating an audio message
(c.f. 5.2.b. For this type of message its length is also shown in a label. By pressing on the play
button the audio file is played or in case of a text-based message read out loud. For both text
and audio messages the name of the sender and also the location of where the message was sent
are displayed. A bar on the button of the screen allows sending new messages. The default type
is audio. By pressing the middle button the recording is started and stopped when pressing the
same button again. When wanting to write messages the left button can be pressed to change the
message type. The button on the right hand side is for actually sending the message.
When wanting to send a message to an individual TravelPal in the first prototype, there are two
scenarios: if the user had previously exchanged messages with this person, new messages can be
sent and viewed by selecting the particular Pal in the list of the first screen under the "post" tab. If
this TravelPal is contacted for the first time, the button for unicast in the navigation bar has to be
clicked and this Pal needs to be selected from a list of Pals.
Incoming messages are displayed as an alert window and are (depending on the user’s setting)
either played automatically, have a certain play delay or need to be manually activated. Figure
5.3 shows an exemplary mock-up of an incoming audio message from a Pal. The speaker symbol
indicates that this is an audio message. Clicking on the red pin would show the location of where
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Figure 5.3: Incoming audio message of a TravelPal called Anja
the message was sent on a map. In case the message is being auto played and arrives at an
inconvenient time, the replay can be paused.
This prototype is very complex in terms of the amount of functionalities. We tried to integrate as
many wishes identified in the first two studies (send private messages, map displaying the location
of other tourists, seeing other tourists’ interests). However as several usability studies have shown
and when designing system less is in most cases more [34].
5.2 Study design
As the approach of enabling tourists (and in this sense strangers) to communicate directly with
each other has not yet been pursued, we could not determine for sure which functionality users
would find the most important and which needed to be revised. In order to verify our approach
and the implemented interaction design, we had to conduct further studies. With the difference to
previous studies being that we now could evaluate an existing prototype instead of talking about an
abstract idea. With this being our first attempt to design this new and innovative tourist application,
we sought the assessment of experts in the field of human computer interaction. Our objective of
presenting the prototype first to experts was to analyse the application’s concept and its overall
usability. Before giving it to potential users, major problems or uncertainties should be clarified.
As the prototype was created virtually using software, we thought it appropriate to do a virtual
walkthrough for our first usability and interaction concept testing. Walkthroughs are similar to
paper prototyping with the difference that not the users are interacting with the system but the
developers or researchers. The aim is to introduce both the interaction concept and a majority of
the system’s functionality to a group of people who will later on comment on the system and in
the best case provide valuable feedback. We utilized inVision 50 to transform the individual mock-
up screens of the prototype into an interactive prototype. This online software allows connecting
individual image files with hotspots (hyperlinks) and thus simulating a working system. The end
product is a web-interface, which appears like an actual application for the platform used to design
the wireframes. It not only reacts to user interaction (clicking of buttons) but also enables users to
leave comments on certain elements of the prototype. As the entire setup of the prototype merely
involves importing already created wireframes and connecting them with links at appropriated
spots, inVision proves as a very easy, quick and effective tool to create interactive prototypes.
We recruited five experts from the Urban Informatics Research lab to participate in this prototyping
session. As only one of them had participated in the field trip and was therefore to a certain extent
familiar with the aims and purpose of our project, we needed a way to explain the objective of
and details about this project’s application to the group. This introduction forms part one of the
50 inVision —http://www.invisionapp.com/
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Figure 5.4: Three (non-consecutive) slides of the introductory animation
three sections of this study. The second part is a short presentation of the application’s main
functionalites. We concluded the study with a discussion round where participants could voice
their concerns, ideas and remarks.
The ideation workshop proved that using an annotated animation is a good method to introduce
participants to both the entire project and its use case scenario. We postulate that when outlining a
problem by telling the story of a fictitious character, participants can empathize with the character
and his problem more easily.
Instead of creating a completely new one, we decided to alter the previous animation. By doing
this we both saved time and made it easier for those experts that had participated in the ideation
study to imagine the situation as the story told in this animation would sound familiar. This
version again tells the story of the fictional character Tom. This time the story illustrates how Tom
is using a mobile application to enhance his road trip experience. Fig. 5.4 shows three explanatory
slides to give the reader an impression of how this slideshow looked like. To further facilitate the
participants’ identification with the situation, we exchanged Tom’s nationality and destination. In
this version Tom is from Canada and wants to go to a national park in Queensland, Australia. The
first slides of the animation illustrate what Tom does to configure the settings of the application
so that it provides him only with information relevant to him and this particular trip. In the story
Tom would like to see the waterfalls in a specific national park, but he wonders whether they carry
enough water to be worth visiting. Thus, he contacts one of his TravelPals who is currently in
this national park. The animation further illustrates how the application can be used to arrange
meetings with fellow travellers.
In the second part of the study we presented the participants with the interactive prototype (pro-
jected on a large screen). In order to give the experts an understanding of our interaction concept
we performed the three major tasks: 1) setup of the app by completing the configuration phase, 2)
sending a broadcast message and 3) sending a private message to one of the TravelPals. By way of
giving the participants print-outs of the wireframes, we ensured that they could follow along with
the presentation. Moreover, we encouraged the experts to take notes or write down comments on
particular points of the interaction process.
Section three of this study was an unstructured discussion round. Having performed all function-
alities of the prototype with this interaction concept during part one of the prototyping session,
the experts now had the opportunity to voice their thoughts and demurs about the prototype. The
notes taken during part one served as an aide-memoire.
5.3 Assessment of the experts
This section summarizes the experts’ feedback and advice. In order to maintain the structure of
this work, we grouped and sorted the comments based on this prototype’s interaction concept.
First we discuss the configuration phase followed by an analysis of the interaction concept during
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actual usage of this prototype. The section concludes with a recollection of the experts’ comment,
which had been raised during the study.
5.3.1 Configuration phase
This phase of the application was subject to a lot of controversy. Whereas some participants
thought it was a good way to explain the application to new users and help increase the learning
curve, others were concerned that users might be annoyed by having to go through all four steps
of the configuration phase every time they wanted to use the application. One of their arguments
was that interests would not change for different trips and therefore should only have to be entered
once.
Another participant undercut this argument by pointing out that users have different preferences
for different types of trips. For example, if going on a multiple-day tour tourists would have more
time to explore a variety of activities. Thus, their interest lists would feature a greater range and
include more items. In contrast to that, people doing a one or even half day trip would usually
not have the time to change their route in order to see and do things that were not on their initial
itinerary. Thus, in most cases day tourers have a fixed and rather small list of interests concerning
one particular trip. Moreover, if the destination is a beach and the trip takes place during summer,
users would not be interested in skiing or ice-fishing in that area. Those interests might have been
on a previous list for a different trip.
Participants came to the agreement that if a user study proved that the configuration phase mini-
mized the time users need to learn how to operate the application, the additional clicks and steps
through the menu would be justified. Some participants suggested including the configuration
phase only when launching the application for the first time and then not displaying it after initial-
isation.
Profile The participants were quite overwhelmed by the complexity of the profile. They did
not see the necessity of having to enter details like nationality and age. They argued that if users
would not understand why they had to enter specific information they would refrain from entering
it. According to this reaction the prototype failed to make it clear that all details are optional and
thus the user could decide whether we wants to provide certain data. The next iteration therefore
has to make sure that users understand both the benefit of entering specific details about them-
selves and that it is voluntary. Moreover, the experts pointed out that even the final version of the
application would still be a prototype as the scope of a Master’s thesis would not allow develop-
ing a publishable system. For this reason they suggested restricting the prototypes and also the
users’ language to English. This restriction would make having the two fields "nationality" and
"language" redundant.
Setting the destination For setting the user’s destination in this prototype the user can either
type his destination in a search bar or tap on the displayed map. Both options result in saving
GPS coordinates as the destination. For road trips the destination is in most cases not a point
but more a wider area. For example tourist drives like the Great Ocean Road from Melbourne to
Adelaide in Australia are often the "destination" of road trips; true to the motto: "the journey is
the destination".
In order to incorporate those scenarios into the application, participants of the expert walkthrough
suggested having a configurable range around the point destination. This range would then be
used to find other tourists in the specified area. By adjusting this range, users not only determine
the accuracy of their destination but also how many tourists they want to add as TravelPals and
therefore receive messages from. The smaller the radius is chosen the less messages users get. The
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advantage of receiving only few messages is that those are more relevant as they originate directly
from the area the user is interested in. The concept of having a configurable range to "tune" into
more information can be compared to adjusting the frequency of CB-radio in order to find a station
with relevant content.
Finding fellow travellers While discussing the setting of the destination, participants wondered
if the application allowed finding people who are near the user’s current location. The intention
of this version of the prototype is solely to find tourists who are either currently at the user’s
destination or share the same destination. It was argued that people might be willing to change
their route in favour of discovering something new and interesting to them. By following advice
and reviews from fellow travellers they could discover something they were not in quest of. In
literature this phenomena is referred to as serendipitous discovery.
Assuming that not every road trip has a specific destination and people in that case would be more
willing to alter their routes or add stops to their route, we extended the functionality of querying
for messages to the range around the user’s current location. We found that the same concept of
setting ranges instead of points can be applied to this location as well. Thus, we decided to have
two ranges: one for the destination and one for the user’s position. In dependence on the radio
analogy, from now on we will refer to these ranges as receiving ranges.
Adjusting the range Along with this decision, we restricted the ability to find fellow travellers to
the two areas around the user’s destination and current location defined by two separate radiuses.
By way of mapping the ranges onto a map as overlays, we aimed at giving users an overview
and a better understanding of how big their receiving ranges really were compared to real world
boundaries such as cities or natural park extensions.
During this discussion round some of the experts argued that having to set two ranges might be
both confusing and annoying for the user. Confusing because once in the settings menu users do
not have the map in front of them and might struggle to connect the terms receiving and range
to the idea of finding people. Moreover, deciding on a value for those two ranges can be hard
especially for people who struggle to associate meter measurements to distances in reality. For
this scenario the experts offered a solution as well. Their idea was to increase or shrink the size
of the areas directly on the map by pinching (zoom gesture on touch screens). Connecting the
setting of the ranges with the map would give users direct feedback of how their changes affect
what (messages) and who (TravelPals) they are in- and excluding with their actions.
Entering interests The next aspect the experts’ comments focused on was setting interests.
They criticized that the list of offered interests was "incredibly general". One participant brought
the example of a user wanting to state his/her interest in motorbikes. The listed category that
included motorbikes was "automotive". However, this exemplary user is only interested in mo-
torbikes but not in cars. Thus, he/she would not choose the category "automotive" and with there
being no other category the user would end up not entering his/her interest in motorbikes at all.
The idea to compensate this drawback was to let users enter their own interest tags. The experts
were quick to question this idea. They saw the danger of allowing user-generated tags to be in
having multiple tags with different spelling and terms, but all of them meaning the same thing
(e.g., "bikes" and "motorbikes"). This would make an automatic (string-based) comparison of
interests difficult. In order to prevent populating the interest list with duplicates, the participants
recommended manually checking the database on the server regularly.
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Attribute Description
id Unique identifier within the database required
sender Basic information about the sender of the message required
receiver If unicast: basic information about the receiver of the message optional
content If text based: the message itself optional
audioFile If audio based: an audio file containing the message optional
geoTag GPS-location of a place which the message concerns optional
Table 5.1: Data model of messages
5.3.2 During app usage
Discussing the configuration phase took more time than first anticipated and in fact covered two
thirds of the whole study. Taking into consideration that the application will not function properly
if the major settings are missing, this time is to a certain extent justified. The second part of the
discussion focused on issues, which would or could arise during the actual usage of the prototype.
With the main functionality of the application the communication with fellow travellers by sending
messages, it is appropriate that this section concentrates on the feature of sending and receiving
messages as well as on the data model of messages.
Message model Table 5.1 summarizes the object data model of messages for the first prototype.
The same data model is used for broad- and unicasts as well as text and audio based messages.
Initially we made tagging the message with GPS coordinates (geoTag) optional as some users
might find it annoying having to add spatial information to every message they want to post. At
this time we aimed at separating the position of the user with the location of the message. The
discussion with the experts convinced us to connect those two datasets. The experts argued that
linking the geoTag of a message with the user’s current position would facilitate both entering this
spatial information as it could be automatically fetched by the system and connecting a message
to the place the message addresses.
Some users might not be willing to reveal their location even in an indirect way by posting geo
tagged messages. One of participants of the field trip had stated being afraid of what other people
could do if they knew who was where.
Message storage Taking on the idea of CB-radio messages in this prototype are delivered in-
stantly and are not stored anywhere. If a message was missed for any reasons there would be no
possibility to access it again. Participants of this study were quick to find several reasons why this
is a great disadvantage given the overall use case scenario. Reception is not always very good or
present at all during road trips especially when going to a rural area. For example when stopping
at a natural park and going for a walk, users would not receive any messages for the duration of
being out of the reach of any cellular network. In that time relevant messages could have been sent
or Pals might have sent a response the user was waiting for. Thus, in order to ensure that every user
has access to all messages at all times instead of missing potentially relevant ones, users would
have to keep to places with network coverage. Obviously this constitutes a big restriction on the
user’s flexibility and therefore clouds the overall experience. Participants advised us to include
some kind of method to retrieve old messages.
A second disadvantage of messages being non-persistent is that once a relevant message has been
received there is no way to hold on to the information. Thus, users are forced to try to remember
every message’s content. Those important details could be the address or opening times of a
recommendation. Given the driving situation users do not have the option to quickly note down
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Figure 5.5: Mock-up of a TravelPal’s profile
information. A simple way to tag the message as important and therefore save it for later reference
should thus be added to the prototype.
Assuming that a user saves a considerable large number of messages, it might be difficult to find
a particular message once it has been added to the growing list. In order to facilitate this search
process, the participants suggested two approaches: interest tagging and filtering. Using the tags
described in the paragraph about interests, messages could be sorted into categories. The experts
also came up with various criteria, which could be used as filters. Those included distance (how
far away is the location of where the message was sent relative to the user’s current position) and
time (how long ago was the message sent).
Sending messages The experts’ comments about the functionality of sending messages con-
cerned two major topics: the interface elements’ size and simplicity of distinguishing between
broadcasts and unicasts. One participant reminded us and the other participants that the appli-
cation was intended to be designed for in-car usage and therefore the interface elements should
be relatively big to keep the necessary amount of visual attention needed to hit the element to a
minimum. In fact buttons positioned in the navigation bar (c.f. Fig. 5.5) were indeed very small
and difficult to target when blindly reaching for the interface.
This prototype allows sending both broadcasts (a message to all TravelPals) and unicasts (a mes-
sage to a specific TravelPal). The navigation bar under the message tab therefore features two
buttons: one for unicasts and one for broadcasts. We used mannequins to indicate the type of the
message. One mannequin stood for unicasts whereas the group of three mannequins represented
broadcasts. However, when viewing a user’s profile the button with the group pf mannequins
allowed to add this particular person to the list of TravelPals. The first screen of the post-tab dis-
plays a list of Pals with whom the user has already exchanged messages with. Participants of this
evaluation had difficulties finding the option to send a message to all TravelPals as they could not
find the corresponding interface element. Moreover, they found it irritating that when wanting to
send a unicast to a Pal they had to first go to the messages tab, click unicast, select the TravelPal
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who should receive the message and only then could post the actual message. Participants pointed
out that users prefer a simple and fast way to execute tasks without having to go through to many
menus or instances.
5.3.3 Further comments
At several times throughout the walkthrough and the discussion experts raised the question of the
underlying motivation of users wanting to communicate with fellow travellers. The main question
concerned the reason of why users (in this case tourists) would want to offer help in the first
place. In fact, this issue goes back to the basis on which user generated content in general depends
on. However, the attempt to satisfactory solve this question would go beyond the scope of this
Master’s thesis, which focuses on how and not why tourists communicate with each other and
share knowledge.
In summary, the experts advised us to concentrate on the main purpose of this project, which is
the actual communication of travellers. All other features like having a profile with additional in-
formation about the fellow tourists was agreed to be a helpful feature but not essentially necessary
for this prototype. Furthermore, the experts recommended to get rid of the configuration phase
as they saw it as a feature closer related to the pre-trip phase of travel experience instead of the
during-trip phase on which the project mainly focuses.
5.4 Second prototype
Based on the results of the expert walkthrough we designed a second version of the system. As
suggested by the experts this time we went without the configuration phase. This meant that we
relied on the interface to be sufficiently self-explanatoriy for first-time users to understand the
application’s functionalities.
5.4.1 What
Like in the previous version, we integrated the user’s profile in the what-tab of the application.
Instead of using an icon to convey the button’s meaning, this time we used the text "profile".
There were no further changes to the profile screen. For revising the selection of interests we
followed another advice from the experts. The categorized list was replaced by the option to create
individual interests using the analogy of tags. Now users can both select from a list of previously
added interest tags or create new tags and add those to their list of interests. By allowing users to
add or delete interests from the list we kept the simple approach of stating interests by applying
one of two possible values to each interest: in list and not in list. Each time a user creates a new
interest, the tag gets uploaded to the server and will thus be available to all users. Tagging has
the two advantages of users being able to decide on how specific they want to state their interests
and also express uncommon interests or hobbies, which would not be listed in regular pre-defined
interest lists.
5.4.2 Where
Instead of having an extra screen for setting the destination we integrated this feature into one of
the existing tabs: where. In this second version of the application the user has three options to
set the destination: typing his destination (geocoding), tapping on the map (reverse geocoding) or
dragging an already set destination across the map (changing a destination). Apart from showing
the user’s destination, the map also displays pins, which mark the position of the user’s TravelPals
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Figure 5.6: Mock-ups of views from the second prototype
as well as his or her own current location. A round overlay further indicates the set discovery
range around the destination (PalBubble).
5.4.3 Who
In addition to changing the appearance of the who tab, the concept of who would be considered
a TravelPal and therefore added to the list was modified. Originally, the idea was that whoever
is within a certain range of the user’s destination would automatically be considered a TravelPal.
While we kept that criterion, we excluded the option that allowed users to manually add new
TravelPals, which are not within the PalBubble. The range can be defined by adjusting the size
of this bubble (setting the range). The summary view for individual TravelPals (see Fig. 5.6.a)
in the second prototype further included an indication of their current location calculated through
reverse geocoding.
When a TravelPal is selected a screen displays this person’s profile information. Only the infor-
mation, which this user had set to public, will be visible. We removed the buttons in the navigation
bar of this view, as they were found to be too small. The button for sending a unicast (private)
message to this particular Pal was moved into the main screen. As sending messages is part of
the main functionalities of this app, the corresponding interface element should be of according
size. We copied the section containing the personal information, but had to amend the "shared
interest" section, as this version does no longer sort interests in categories. We paid attention to
not overload this screen. Considering the possibility that a user can have any number of interest
tags, we opted for merely displaying the number of shared interests in the profile overview and
having an extensive list of the user’s interests in a separate screen.
5.4.4 How
The "social" section of the application behaviour setting remained the same. For the setting cat-
egory we added a new section: "general". For the second version of the prototype we included
options to configure the app’s behaviour when receiving a message. By default every incoming
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Figure 5.7: 2nd prototype: sending a unicast message
message is automatically played (audio) or read out loud (text). Under the "how" tab (see Fig.
5.6.b) the user can now control whether he or she wants messages to be played automatically and
if so how long the delay between receiving and actually playing the message should be ("play
delay"). This "general" section further serves as a placeholder for future settings, which might be
added later on.
When on a road trip, especially as a driver, the main focus is rarely on the app. Users could
be concentrating on dense traffic, be talking to other passengers or listening to the news on the
radio. An instantly and automatically played incoming message might interrupt users or arrive at
a time when they were not paying attention to the phone, which might lead to the users missing
the first parts or even the whole message. As the concept of this app is loosely based on CB-radio,
messages are not meant to be stored, but disappear after a certain time frame. Moreover, the basic
idea and innovation of this system is receiving instant and up to date recommendations, which are
based on current situations. For example a post would inform others about a flock of koalas sitting
in a tree next to some restaurant. Those koalas will not stay there forever and probably will be
gone the next day or even two hours later. Thus, catching this message immediately after it has
been sent is essential for this app’s concept.
5.4.5 Post
The post tab comprises the main functionality of the application: sending and receiving messages.
From the first to the second version the interface for this functionality has been revised drastically.
For the second version of the application we focused on the core functionality of sending and
receiving messages. In fact, the sending functionality comprises two options: sending a unicast
message to a particular Pal or sending a broadcast message to every Pal. Therefore the first screen
under the post tab features two big buttons: one for sending broad- and the other for sending
unicast messages. The number of mannequins shown next to the message icon refers to those two
types and indicates how many Pals will receive the message. When choosing to send a unicast
message a Pal needs to be selected in the next screen. While there is no need to select a receiver
for broadcast, the following screens are the same for both message types. The last screen where
the actual message can be sent has two buttons: one for recording and sending a message and one,
which links to the history of messages.
Although the second version is meant as an improvement to the first prototype, it does not mean
that we will not use the first version ever again. While revising the prototypes we were already
planning to use those afterwards in the context of a prototyping study with potential users. For
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this reason we wanted the prototypes to be different by trying various approaches of designing the
interface or shifting the focus of the overall app by adding or removing particular features.
One of our goals of designing and later on testing the prototypes was to investigate, which input
modality would be best suited for tourists communicating with strangers. Thus, for the second
prototype we only provided the possibility of sending audio messages. We hoped that when being
confronted with different versions of a system study participants would state which prototype and
which functionalities they preferred.
Consequently, the button for sending messages is for recording audio only. Once the button is
pressed, the recording starts. Pressing the button a second time, stops the recording and sends
the message to its receivers. The second button is for accessing the history of messages. Fig. 5.7
illustrates the process of sending a unicast to a TravelPal. Although we did point out that messages
are not saved, recent messages can still be viewed within the app. When doing road trips through
the country and stopping at various points (i.e. natural parks, in the mountains) reception is not
always as good as it would be in a city. Sometimes the connection to the internet is lost for several
hours. During that time a highly relevant message might have been sent and a user situated in
an area without network coverage will not be able to receive any messages. We meant to avoid
such a scenario of users missing information and therefore ensured that users always have a way
to access recent messages.
The message history screen (see Fig. 5.6.c) displays two versions of displaying messages: as an
audio file or converted to text. Each message further shows meta-information about who sent the
message as well as when and approximately where it has been sent. For audio messages a playback
slider allows listening to the message again. A label tells the user how long each audio message
is. Incoming messages are still being displayed in a separate alert window as they were in the first
version of the prototype.
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6 Interactive Prototyping
The result of trying to integrate all findings and functions into one system is a very complex
system. In general, a highly complex system is very hard to understand and thus users struggle
with it. We realized that both prototypes had indeed become very extensive and rich in features.
Tourists are a very diverse group in terms of experience with new technologies. There might be
some who use technologies such as smartphones on a daily basis, but there might also be others
who have never used such a device before. Therefore, when designing for tourists it is important
to keep the user diversity in mind and create a system, which is both easy to learn and to use.
Furthermore, this application serves a very specific purpose. Consequently people would not
use it very often, let alone on a daily basis. It is very likely that people forget how to operate
an application after not having used it in a long time. This fact further underlines the need of
minimising the time it takes to understand the application.
6.1 Third prototype
Having outlined those requirements, we wanted to try a drastic approach for a new version of the
prototype. This version would solely focus on the core functionalities of the system. In one of
the very first concept development meetings of our project team, the idea came up to base the
whole application on the concept of CB-radio. This would mean restricting the whole application
to one core feature: the ability to listen to messages, which have been sent on a specific frequency.
Frequencies in this context are not FM or AM based but virtual channels connecting users, which
can be considered TravelPals. Those frequencies are tailored according to the users’ contexts such
as current location and set destination. Moreover, with the nature of radio being a continuous
stream, messages are predominantly not designed to be automatically saved or listened to again.
Once they have been received and played, messages cannot be retrieved.
In course of remodelling the prototype and narrowing the focus of the overall application, we
removed the option to create user profiles, enter interests, view TravelPals on a map or a list
and send private messages to other users. In turn we added two new features: saving particular
messages and two separate modes of receiving messages.
Finding TravelPals This application differs from other instant messaging systems and social
networks in a way that there are no defined group of friends or contacts who can be communicated
with. This application aims to establish new connections or at least give users the opportunity to
exchange recommendations with strangers without having to form a permanent bond with them
(i.e. adding them to their list of contacts). People who can be contacted with this application
are added to the list of TravelPals because of shared context. At this point we will explain the
algorithm in depth, which is used to find TravelPals and compare how the algorithm for the third
prototype differs from the one used for the previous two versions.
The basic requirement in the third prototype for being added to a user’s list of TravelPals is to
either:
1. share a similar destination,
2. be close to the user’s current location or
3. be close to the user’s destination.
Thus, when querying for TravelPals it all depends on location. For the first two prototypes we
concentrated on 3. as the main requirement. When checking our concept by reviewing the results
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of the previous studies, we came to the conclusion that users should also be able to contact tourists,
who have a similar destination and those who are close to the user’s current location. Condition
1. can be useful when travelling alone and wanting to meet up with people at a destination or
doing the whole trip together. Another scenario would be about exchanging information about the
destination. For example one person might have researched the actual destination in more detail,
while another checked how to get to there. Those two could benefit from each other’s knowledge.
We included requirement 2. for people who are looking for recommendations along the way.
For example when being stuck in traffic, users might want to get off the road and explore the
surroundings until the traffic has cleared.
Two modes For the first two prototype versions we concentrated on the destination being the
user’s main interest. If that were always the case road trips would not differ from ordinary trips
where the main purpose of the drive is to get from point A to point B. On the contrary, road
trips are most often being made to enjoy the journey and explore a wider area by car. While one
destination might be more important than stops along the way, tourists could also be interested in
recommendations about what to do and see at various stops.
The third prototype adheres to this by giving users the option to receive messages both about their
destination and about their current location. To implement this feature we introduced two separate
modes: the destination mode and the explore mode. For each mode the user can set a receiving
range, which determines the radius of the area, which the algorithm uses to find TravelPals and
therefore also messages. When activating the explore mode and setting a range, users will receive
messages from people who are currently close to the user’s location.
Sending & receiving messages As mentioned before, this prototype focuses on the functionality
of sending and receiving messages. In order to reduce the complexity we removed all tabs and
restructured the entire layout. For this prototype the application has one main screen (c.f. Fig.
6.1.a), which is divided into three sections: receiving, sending and settings. Like the second
prototype, this version only allows sending audio messages.
Instead of displaying alert windows for incoming messages, we now use a placeholder on the
main screen. When a message comes in, the placeholder processes it by showing an audiometer.
By adding a visual feedback to the existing audio feedback we intended to help users notice the
incoming message. This visual component helps to attract the user’s attention even when the
volume was turned low or mute.
Just like with ordinary radio, incoming messages are not persistent. That means after they have
been played, they disappear and cannot be retrieved again. While in the second prototype we pro-
vided the option to retrieve most recent messages, we tried a drastic approach with this version and
did not offer such a history. We did however introduce a new feature: saving messages. Instead of
retrieving all messages, which might include irrelevant information, users can now decide whether
a message is useful for them. Sometimes users might want to hang on to a particular interesting
post. For example a TravelPal publishes a recommendation for a restaurant and includes the street
address. Another TravelPal might find this recommendation very appealing but is not hungry at
the moment. He might want to get back to that message after a few hours, but cannot remember
the address of the restaurant. In this scenario, this user would have hit the save button, which saves
messages to a list. This feature can be especially handy for drivers, who would otherwise have to
retrieve something to write in order to record the information. Even passengers might not always
have something to write on with them in the car. Thus, virtually saving the message saves users a
lot of hassle.
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Figure 6.1: Screens of the third prototype
Geo tagged messages The third prototype is foremost designed to provide tourists with infor-
mation. Hence, it focuses on messages instead of people. Moreover, users cannot create profiles
and therefore all users remain anonymous. Thus, there is no way of knowing who (what kind
of person) sent a particular message. The only additional message-related information users are
provided with is the location tag displayed on top of the audiometer. Whenever somebody sends
a message, the current location of the sender is cached and automatically added to the message.
Therefore every message is geo tagged. In the data model this location is saved as GPS coordi-
nates.
Instead of displaying the location of TravelPals on a map, the map of this version displays the
location of where a particular message was sent (see Fig. 6.1.b) and thus serves as an overview
where users can obtain recommendations about specific spots.
Saved messages When selecting the message icon on the main screen a list with all previously
saved messages is displayed. The layout of this list resembles the previous message histories.
The only difference is that the name of the sender is not shown. Overall, for this version of the
application not tourists sending the messages are the focus, but the messages itself. Therefore,
the message cell includes the name of the area of where the message was sent, the approximate
distance of this location from the user and the send time.
During the follow-up interviews of the road trip, participants criticized that a Voxer user would
have to listen to all audio files, when looking for a specific information within a message. When
searching for keywords, the human eye and brain allow us to quickly pick up keywords in a text
when scrolling through it [124]. By automatically transcribing all incoming messages and display-
ing this transcription to the user we capitalized from this circumstance and aimed at overcoming
this drawback of audio.
Although in this prototype users can control which messages should be saved to the history, this
generated list can still become overloaded over time and thus make it difficult to find specific
messages later on. In order to avoid this from happening, we added a sorting and filtering feature
(see 6.1.c).
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The main purpose and intention of this project’s application is to provide tourists on road trips
with a possibility to receive highly relevant and up-to-date recommendations and reviews of their
destination and surroundings. In order for an incoming message to be relevant to a user in this
scenario it first and foremost has to fulfil two criteria:
• the location the message talks about/concerns is either close to the user’s position or similar
to his own destination
• the message’s information still holds true and applies to the current situation.
Those two criteria justify the two sorting criteria: time and distance. Referring to the earlier used
message about a koala, illustrates the importance of those two filters. The fact that the koala will
not stay on a specific tree forever makes it important for the other tourists to know when the animal
was sighted. Moreover, if the message was sent from a location which had been close to a user’s
position, after some time and distance this message might not be relevant to a user anymore.
During the expert walkthrough it was suggested to allow tagging messages with interests and
consequently be able to filter them according to particular interests. Even though this option was
found to be very helpful for getting even more relevant messages, we decided to not include it
in the prototypes. Tailoring for interests requires the implementation of smart algorithms which
compare several interest tags as well as the option to tag messages in the first place. This effort
would go beyond the scope of a prototype and this project.
Settings For entering a destination users have go to the settings menu where they find a separate
map for entering their destination. The two receiving ranges have to be set as a numerical value
under the corresponding mode section. When designing this prototype we were not sure how
big of a radius users would want to have as a discovery range. We decided to allow setting any
positive number and would later on use the data from the prototyping session to investigate what
sizes had been entered the most. The third setting section ("general") was copied from the previous
prototype and allows adjusting the automatic replay and play delay for incoming messages.
6.2 Study setup
Each study conducted to this point resulted in partially revising the application’s concept and
hence designing a new prototype. The ideation workshop gave us an insight into the general
requirements of tourists and their wishes. This first study laid the foundation for our project.
Together with our findings from the related work review we were able to identify a gap in both
research and commercial tourist applications. Our project developed a focus: tourist on road trips.
The field trip and its analysis provided us with a deeper understanding of this tourism section.
Utilising all our findings, we created a first prototype. After letting experts of human computer
interaction and interface design review this prototype, we used their input and started to improve
a couple of aspects. From the first to the second prototype we kept our interaction concept and the
applications concept. After a thorough re-analysis of all our findings and results, we realized that
we might have been too eager with trying to please all user wishes and requirements. But as we
could not be sure whether all those integrated features were indeed necessary and important, we
found it was best to let potential end users of the application decide what functionalities should
receive the main focus.
At this point, we had three prototypes for one application idea. While the first two prototypes are
rather similar, the third version pursued a different approach. The goal of our user study was to
evaluate all three prototype versions with the intention to investigate the necessity of the included
functionalities as well as the user acceptance of the overall concept. We expected the participants
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P01 P02 P03 P04
Gender female female female female
Age 25 33 20 25
Nationality German South Korean American Italian
Table 6.1: Overview of the participants for the prototyping session (part 1)
P05 P06 P07 P08 P09
Gender male male female female female
Age 26 25 40 32 32
Nationality German Dutch Bhutanese Finnish German
Table 6.2: Overview of the participants for the prototyping session (part 2)
to tell us which prototype they liked best and the reasons behind that choice. Strictly speaking,
the results of this study would determine which concept we would pursue for the end version of
the application. Accordingly, this study was very important as a milestone in the development
process.
The results of user studies highly depend on the participants. For user studies which are designed
to evaluate a software or product it is essential to choose participants who belong to the group of
potential end users of the product. The targeted user group of our application are tourists. Tourists
are a highly diverse group. Students with a high affinity for new technology can be tourists or
elders who do not know what a smartphone is. There are quite a few criteria for distinguishing
tourist groups apart from their experience with new technology. Some people for example are very
extroversive and like to share all their experiences with others. Others are more introverted and
only like to read through information without contributing to it.
In order to get relevant feedback for our application, we wanted our group of participants to be as
representative for tourists as possible. Our first step to meet these demands was to invite actual
tourists. As part of our recruitment process we posted an advertisement on a Facebook group page.
This group consisted of international students or inters who were in Brisbane at that time. Nine
people answered and agreed to participate in our user study. The group consisted of people from
seven different countries, four different age groups and three people with an expertise in an area
relevant to the development of mobile applications. Table 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the demographics
of this study’s participants . The group could have been more diverse in terms of age. It would
have been quite interesting to see in what ways the usage of young and elderly differ and what
aspects of the application different age groups rate as being important as the younger generation
is arguably for technology-savvy than elderly.
6.2.1 Pre-Questionnaire
This user study consisted of four consecutive parts. In the first part we enquired the participants’
demographics and their experience with technology by asking them to fill out a short questionnaire.
Amongst others, we wanted to know whether participants owned a smartphone and whether they
had used walkie-talkies before. The information gathered with the questionnaire should later on
help us draw connections between personalities and their preferences.
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6.2.2 Introductory animation
While participants filled in the questionnaire, the researcher prepared the setup for the next part of
the user study. Drawing on the previous success of using an animated slideshow as an introduction
to the project’s concept, we recycled the animation we had used in the expert walkthrough. The
slideshow covers the steps, which need to be done in order to configure the applications. Further-
more, it explains the application’s main functionalities and touches on situations where they can be
helpful. In contrast to the expert walkthrough where the video was projected on a big screen and
the researcher controlled the speed of changing slides, here the participant had full control over
the slideshow and could take as much time as he/she needed for understanding the concept of our
application. After the last slide we asked each participant whether they had any further questions
concerning the presented idea.
6.2.3 Study tasks
Before confronting the participants with the individual prototypes, we told the participants that
there would be three slightly different versions of the application they were meant to evaluate. We
further informed the participants that in the end we would ask them which of the prototypes they
preferred and what features they rated as useful.
Using the software inVision we had a functional interactive system at our disposal. Having three
prototypes this main part of the user study consisted of three cycles. In each cycle the participants
should perform two tasks using the application:
Task 1:
Imagine you are in Tom’s situation. You like to get useful recommendations on the way to your
destination. To use the TravelPal app, you first need adjust some settings:
• Set your destination
• Enter your preferences
• Set up your profile
• Decide who should be able to send you messages
Task 2:
After you configured the app, you can start your journey. At some point of your trip, you would
like to contact an Australian to inquire if he/she has seen any koalas today at your destination.
We chose the tasks carefully so they would represent a normal use case scenario of the final
application and at the same time cover one of the main functionalities. The tasks remained the
same for each prototype. This ensured being able to compare the participants’ performance for
each prototype and therefore have an indication which version is the most user-friendly. For
documentation purposes we recorded both a screencast and the participant’s comments. In order
to have a quick reference for the analysis we also took notes on a form designed for this study.
6.2.4 Follow-up interview
After completing the three cycles of the previous part of the user study, we conducted a follow-up
interview. We asked the participants which of the three prototypes they liked best when taking de-
sign, usability and range of features into consideration. We further pointed out that the application
is mainly designed for in-car use. Consequently, we enquired which prototype the participants
think would be most suitable when used while driving.
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6.3 Study results
Of our nine participants seven (78%) own a smartphone. Considering that approximately 50 % of
the population in developed countries own a smartphone [19, 7, 149], the group of the smartphone
experienced is slightly overrepresented. 44% of the participants’ smartphones run on Android,
only 22% on iOS. The group’s experience with Walkie Talkies was diverse. Approximately half
of them had used walkie talkies regularly or more than once. The other half at least understood the
concept or had used those devices on special occasions. Two participants indicated having either
an expertise in software engineering or human computer interaction. The other six participants
were not experts of any for this study relevant area.
Personality No participant rated themselves as being extroverted or introverted. Everyone
thought of themselves as rather even-tempered. Same holds true for the group’s spontaneity.
Merely two participants admitted to being relatively spontaneous or preferring to have most things
planned out. Another question enquired the participants’ openness for new technology. Consid-
ering how many of them own a smartphone it was rather surprising that none of them professed
to being absolutely open for new technology. Only three indicated that they had a few constraints
concerning their willingness to try or accept new technology. On the other hand no one, not even
the ones not owning a smartphone, said they entirely objected new technology.
The answers to the next question proved that the participants indeed use new technology in their
daily life. We wanted to know what sources of information they used when gathering information
about future vacation. Everybody stated they used the Internet as a source. Moreover 67 % consult
online recommendations from forums or similar sites. Merely one participant stated that she still
went to a travel agency. Almost all participants further rely on personal recommendations be it
offline (face-to-face) or online (through social networks or forums).
6.3.1 Evaluating the prototypes
All participants provided a lot of feedback concerning the prototypes. They explicitly stated what
aspects they liked, had problems with or rated as redundant. Furthermore, they distinguished be-
tween the versions by mentioning both pros and cons for each version. The next paragraph covers
all comments sorted by prototype. Each of those three sections begins with the most positive
followed by the negative ones. A third paragraph further highlights what participants had to say
about the design of each prototype version.
First prototype Two participants picked the first version as their favourite prototype. They
argued that it was "very clear and easy to use"51. One of them claimed this version was the most
user friendly. This prototype was also found to be "straight forward"52. A participant put that she
especially liked the tab bar as it made the whole application with its functionalities "well-arranged
and easy to relocate"53. The fact that the tabs had both icons and a description facilitated the search
for a specific feature. On the other hand two participants investigated all tabs before starting to use
the application as they were not quite sure or wanted to verify what those tab held. One participant
misunderstood the how tab at first, assuming it meant "how to find someone and therefore expected
to find a list of tourists. Another participant was unsure whether the displayed interests under the
what tab were her or another TravelPal’s interests.
51 P08, 26:50min in audio recording
52 P02, 15:58min
53 P01, 13:10min
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The configuration phase was consistently perceived postively as it helped the participants under-
stand and learn how to use the application. Some participants were not sure whether the data
would be saved and be available for later use. One participant did not recognize at first that the
steps she had to go through in the configuration phase were the same as in the main application and
that the entered data would be transferred. Whereas one participant stressed that the configuration
phase should only have to done once, another participant liked that he could always change his
settings and information. He felt that interests were dependent on the destination.
Confusion was further caused by the map feature. Looking at the map some participants had trou-
ble distinguishing between which pin represented their current position and which their destina-
tion. A different participant did not realize that the flag pins were clickable. Later on he criticised
that the TravelPals’ profiles could not be accessed. In other apps he liked to scan through profiles
in order to find a good match and thus make it easier for him to connect with people.
Overall, this prototype was perceived very positively and rated as user friendly. When testing the
other prototypes the participants missed some of the features only the first one had. However,
participants agreed that this first version was quite complex. Being complex did not make the
application complicated as the configuration phase and the tabs together explained the range of
functionalities well. One participant even stated that it was better for tourists to have more settings
because that way they would be able to make the most out of their stay54.
Second prototype The first reaction to the second prototype was often an exclamation of this
version being very similar to the first. However, this did not help participants in finding the func-
tionalities they needed to perform the tasks. On the contrary, as their first impression was that the
two versions looked the same, they expected everything to work the same way. Instead of trying to
understand this prototype, the participants tried to use what they had learned while using the first
prototype. They failed to view this version as self-contained application. Participants especially
struggled with finding the profile. Two participants did not find this feature at all. Places where
participants searched included the "who" tab as in "who you are" and the "how" tab because the
participant understood the profile to be some sort of setting. The ones who did find the profile re-
marked that it was "quite hidden" and thus "difficult to find"55. Moreover, two participants did not
find where and how to set their destination. One of them resigned rather frustrated with the words
"can’t set my destination. Doesn’t work"56. The other participant wondered if she had already set
the destination with one of her previous actions.
The handling of the second task, where a message should be sent to a TravelPal, triggered two
sorts of reactions. Some participants did not have any problems solving this task and completed
it in less than 40 seconds. Others had a lot of trouble finding the right view and buttons. It took
them about two minutes. The ones who understood the interaction concept were surprised on how
"easy"57 it was. The other group had either difficulties understanding the purpose of the "record"
button with the microphone and thus struggled with finding the button to send private messages.
They stated that the navigation was "confusing" as it involved "too much clicking and [had] too
many levels"58.
As a conclusion, it can be said that the main problem with the second prototype was that par-
ticipants expected it to work the same way as the first because their design looked similar. Yet,
participants needed less time in the second prototype for performing the tasks. However, there is
no way of telling whether this is because the participants had projected the knowledge they had
54remark by P04
55 Quotes from P06, 10:00min
56 Statement by P09. This participant did not want to be recorded, thus we cannot provide timestamps for this
interview
57 P02, 10:10min
58 Comment by P09
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gained while operating the first prototype onto this version. The second prototype was also de-
scribed as being well-arranged. The participants liked that the menus have few layers and being
able to see the complete range of functionalities in one glance.
Third prototype As this version has less features than the previous ones, but at the same time
the tasks required the same actions, we instructed the participants to skip subtasks when they could
not find the corresponding interface. We further made sure that the participants understood that
skipping did not mean that they had failed in finding the interface element, but that not every
prototype includes all functionalities and sometimes a particular task could not be solved.
After working with the first two prototypes most participants were quite surprised by the design
of the third one. The most commonly used attributes were "fancy" and "different"59. The partici-
pants immediately noticed that this version would work completely different. Thus, they expected
having to learn this version before being able to use it.
The majority of the participants spent a relatively long time trying to understand the first screen.
They could not figure out what purpose the big knob in the lower part of the view served:
"What’s with this knob? I don’t get it, what does it do?"60 —"What does the knob
do?" 61 - "What’s the knob?" 62
The ones who did figure out its purpose on their own or whom the researchers explained that it
was for switching between the "explore" and the "discover" mode, were not quite satisfied with
the answer. One participant rated having modes as a good feature but stated that they were not
recognizable as such. He suggested moving this feature into the settings view. Furthermore,
the terms "explore" and "discover" were often misunderstood. One participant had assumed that
setting the knob to "explore", would enable him to set what he wants to explore. His advice was to
make the modes alternative. That way when using the "explore" mode, users would only receive
messages from people in proximity of their current location and nothing from their destination.
Our studies have shown that people do not always want to make public statements like sending
a broadcast message. In some situations they prefer to only contact a specific group of people or
a single user. This third version of our application sets its focus on tourists exchanging recom-
mendations where all users should be able to benefit from the information. Thus, this prototype
merely allows sending broadcast messages. The following quotes from the interview show that
participants of this study did not like this constraints at all.
"didn’t really like the last one - weird not to be able to contact individual people, not
all messages are relevant to everyone"63 —"I don’t want everyone to know everything!
Not good that you cannot contact one, I don’t want to contact everyone"64
As this prototype does not have a list of TravelPals and does not show people on the map, this pro-
totype does not offer any possibility to view who a TravelPal and would hence receive messages.
The participants preferred to know who they are talking to and what kind of people listen to or
read their messages.
"I can’t find where I can set who should be able to receive my messages"65 —"Where
can I see who I am addressing?" - "I’m not sure if I have friends in this one."66
59 Quotes from P08 (15:33min), P06 (08:26min), P01 (08:45min), P04 (10:49min) and P07 (17:39min)
60 P01, 09:49 min
61 P02, 15:0 9min
62 P03, 24:50 min
63 P09
64 P08, 31:24 min
65 P01, 11:10 min [translated from German]
66 P05, 10:20 min [translated from German]
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Moreover, some participants spent a considerable long time trying to find the profile. They refused
to skip this subtask. This might indicate that they saw the profile as an inherent part of the applica-
tion and could not believe that a prototype did not have this functionality. One participant finally
resigned stating that she could not "get into [her] profile"67. Another participant was looking for
a way to set her preferences68.
All three features (contacting individuals, setting a profile, stating interests) can be attributed to
the concept of socialising with other tourists. If offered by a prototype participants were glad to
have them and when those features were not included in a prototype participants missed them.
This shows that people like the opportunity to meet new people.
Instead of automatically saving all incoming messages, in this prototype users can actively decide,
which messages should be added to the history. In order to do so, a button has to be pressed
while an incoming message is being played. Star icons are commonly used for marking things
as favourite or tagging them as important. Only one participant recognized this analogy from
his email browser and therefore understood what the star button next to the incoming-message
display would do. A different participant guessed the button’s meaning and compared it to the
"like" button from Facebook.
In summary, the participants were hesitant with their judgement about this prototype. On the one
hand, they did miss a lot of features, which they had liked in the previous ones. On the other hand,
they knew that applications, which are straight-forward and specialize on only few functionalities
are in most cases easier to use. Three participants had clear objections against this version. They
stated reasons such as the prototype being "too confusing" and "too technical". One participant
expected this version to be difficult just by looking at it:
"This is a difficult one. Very scientific-looking"69
There were also features, which were received quite well. For example messages in this prototype
are always displayed both as text and playable audio file. Participants liked this feature as it
allowed them to quickly review the content of messages without having to listen to all audio
messages. Another feature, which was rated positively was the ability to in- and decrease the size
of the receiving range for discovering TravelPals.
The participants found that the third prototype would be the best for driving because of the size
of the interface elements. Two other participants thought about the restricted functionalities of
this version and concluded that as it comprised the most important feature, which in their opinion
was the sending and receiving of messages, the version would be sufficient to comply with the
requirements of this application.
"Version three would be good enough to get recommendation - has more updated and
instant info"70
6.3.2 Participants’ ideas
The discussion round after the actual prototyping provided us with a lot of valuable feedback. In
addition to the question of which prototype the participants liked best, we further enquired what
kind of features they perceived as being necessary or helpful. Especially about features where
we were not sure whether they would be essential, we sought the participants’ assessment. By
including those features in only some prototypes, the protest of the participants when it was not
included gave us a good hint about their value.
67 Citation from P09
68 P02, 11:36min
69 P07, 17:25 min
70 Comment by P09
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Messages Our original idea of implementing a new version of CB radio did not involve a func-
tion to save messages. One participant mentioned a situation where a user would want to listen to
a specific message again and stated that she would feel more relaxed while using the application if
she knew she could always go back to certain messages. The feature to filter the message history
based on distance and time was also considered valuable. Using this filter could help users view
only relevant messages. Overall, the participants saw high value in the relevance of recommenda-
tions for their trip. Users do not want to be "spammed"71 with irrelevant information. Moreover,
some participants proposed to include a way to rate messages. By having a rating for each mes-
sage, users would be able to see whether a message is worth reading or given recommendations
have been proven true. One participant said he would be sceptical when reading very positive
reviews as they could have been written by the owner.
"How can I be sure that a message is sincere? And was not written by a shop owner
who just wants to lure me into his store?"72
One participant was concerned that she might lose contact to a specific TravelPal. When a person
leaves the range of her PalBubble, this person disappears from her list of TravelPals. She called
for a way to "save a specific person"73 in order to be able to keep the connection, maybe even
through other services than this application.
Interests and privacy The concept of tailoring information and a program’s content according
to their preferences utterly pleased the participants. They were quick to tell the system their inter-
ests if it meant that they would get more relevant information and thus needed to spend less time
with wading through content. In fact, the participants wanted to be able to state their preferences
as exact and "in depth"74 as possible. Consequently, they did not like to have to abstract their
interest like the first prototype required them to do. The participants also liked that they could
view other people’s interests and have those compared to their own. The number of shared interest
gave them a good indication of "who would like the same stuff "75. One participant even suggested
displaying only tourists who share at least one interest. Knowing the nationality of the others was
rated as quite helpful as it could overcome language barriers.
As much as the participants liked to have their information tailored, they also wanted to protect
their privacy. The same participants who valued having profiles also called for an option to hide
specific details. They wanted to be able to decide for themselves what kind of personal information
should be made public, what should only be used by the application and what data they would need
to enter in the first place.
Maps and destination The map feature was generally perceived very positively. Participants
liked to have location-based information and see where people were at any given moment. Many
participants further valued that the sending location of messages were displayed on the map. That
way the content of the message can be assigned to a certain location and thus rated as relevant
or irrelevant without having to read the message. Moreover, when a place has multiple messages
users get a detailed and commented overview about this area. As the map shows the current
location of the user, he or she can estimate who is closest to his or her position and also see what
is around him or her (e.g., parks, towns). One participant stated that she liked the idea of being
71 P04, 22:00 min
72 P05, 14:55min [translated]
73 P08, 32:16 min
74 P03, 16:40 min
75 P08, 07:33min
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able to contact people on the way because that way she could discover more by having a guidance
to new places.
Participants soon understood the importance of entering their destination as this would make the
application’s content tailored to their personal trip. They further agreed that in some situations it
would make more sense to set a whole area as the destination. Those situations could include when
the destination of the road trip was either not set in stone or the exact location had not been decided
yet. It was also suggested to let different applications like Google Calender set the destination and
thus automate the process. One participant thought about the advantages and disadvantages of
setting the discovery range or the destination as big as an entire continent:
"Make it as big as Australia, you could set your destination based on where people of
your nation are or not are"76
Overall, the application as well as its idea of being able to communicate with fellow travellers was
perceived quite positive. The participants understood our concept very quickly. The introductory
animation arguably helped with that. Moreover, the participants gave constructive feedback and
thought about how they would use the features and in what kind of use cases it would be helpful.
They especially liked that the application let them choose how they could use it. The interviews of
the field trip showed that some people prefer sending text-based messages whereas others would
rather use speech. Participants from this prototyping session confirmed this tendency. Further-
more, participants valued the possibility to contact individuals as well as send information to an
entire group of fellow travellers. The participants saw the application as an easy and nice way to
"socialise, make new friends, meet people, go somewhere else"77.
76 P08, 14:39 min
77 Statement by P09
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Figure 7.1: Components of the system architecture
7 Implementation
This section gives a brief overview of the overall system architecture. As Fig. 7.1 illustrates,
the system consists of two main parts being the server side and the client side. The server side
comprises a database that stores all data and a backend system, which contains the system’s func-
tionality and core logic. The client side was implemented as a mobile application and represents
the system’s only input and output interface. The following subsections provide a more detailed
description on how those two parts interact and how they were implemented. It further covers
technical challenges we faced during the implementation.
7.1 Mobile application
The mobile application represents the client side of the system. As mentioned before it has been
implemented for iOS only. Based on the results from the interactive prototyping session but also
technical challenges we faced during the implementation, the design of the third prototype had
been reafactored. This section gives an overview over the design and features of the final version
of the prototype as well as a brief description on how the application was implemented. In this
respect, it further addresses applied technologies and frameworks.
7.1.1 Privacy and Updates
The application enquires users for private information such as name, age and nationality. While
the entry of those data is optional, once entered a group of people unknown to the user will be
able to see this information. Hence, users should consider carefully what kind of data they want
to make accessible.
Privacy As sser profiles can only be viewed by tourists who are each other’s TravelPals, they
are in no situation completely public. If users change their mind regarding what information they
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want to share they can either delete certain information or declare either parts of their profile (eg.,
their interests) or the entire profile as hidden. Furthermore, users can entirely hide all information
by marking their current position as private. In this case, the user will not appear on the map view.
Hence, none of the TravelPals will be able to see any information about the specific user. This in
turn means that no one will be able to send this user private messages. On the other hand, the user
will still receive broadcasts.
Updates Apart from manually entered data additional information from the user is automatically
captured by sensors. Whenever a user moves, his or her current position is retrieved from the
built-in GPS sensor of the device and saved in the database. This data is used to display and track
TravelPals on the map view but also calculate TravelPal affiliation. As this value is only updated
when the user moves, it also serves as a last-known-movement-at information, which might be
useful for larger groups that has lost some members or in emergency situations (e.g., the battery
of a missing person went dead and the position cannot be tracked).
There is a trade-off between keeping a user’s position up-to-date and precise while not causing
an overhead of constantly requesting the exact GPS location. Considering that users will both be
travelling by foot and by car their position will change at different frequencies. As the goal of
tracking users’ positions is not to provide navigation assistance but to give other users a general
idea of where other tourists are, it is sufficient to update positions when users enter or leave an area.
For those reasons, we decided to update a user’s position every 200 meters, while the accuracy of
the retrieved position was set to the nearest kilometre.
7.1.2 Map feature
The intention of the proposed application is to enable tourists to exchange timely relevant location-
based recommendations. Hence, we assume that most messages will contain a reference to a
specific location. The geoTags of the messages are displayed as a high level address using reverse
geocoding. This address should give receivers an idea of where the message was sent and what
the content is about. Keeping in mind that users are tourists and hence it cannot be assumed that
they are familiar with town and street names, the integration of a different representation should
illustrate the loci of messages better to users. In order to avoid an overloaded map view users can
choose to hide messages.
Furthermore, the calculation of TravelPals is highly dependent on users’ current positions. While
TravelPals and messages are enumerated in lists, it makes sense to show their spatial relationship.
By displaying TravelPals and messages on a map, users get an overview of who and what is close
to their surroundings or destination.
7.1.3 Chaching strategy
The application processes a lot of data being requested from the server database and being gener-
ated by the usage itself. When developing apps that work with data (as most apps do) there are
mainly two aspects to consider: a) keep the size of the app itself to a minimum and b) keep the data
requests from the server to a minimum. Both a) and b) intend to guarantee that apps run without
studdering. In order to fulfil those two aspects we aimed to minimize the communication with the
server side. To do so, we implemented a caching strategy and stored some of the data locally.
Flags and interests In the case a user entered his or her nationality, other users can see this
information in the user’s profile in form of a flag representing this nation. If the nationality field
was left blank, an image of the entire world is displayed. Users can also enter their interests in the
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profile by either choosing from a list of existing interest tags or creating their own tag. Both the
flags and the interest tags are requested from third party web services. As this data does not change
frequently, all values are downloaded when the application is started and then stored locally. For
the flags, the query iterates through all currently existing users in the database and request the flag
image from an external web service78 in case a user has specified a nationality and this specific
flag image has not been requested previously. These images are then saved locally on the device.
When adding new TravelPals to the user’s list only the request to the system’s server is needed.
The same strategy is applied for interest tags. All tags are saved locally when the app is started.
Whenever the user adds a new tag, the local list is compared to the list on the server. If those lists
are different, missing tags are added to the local list and the new tag is saved on the server.
NSUserDefaults UserDefaults are meant for storing small amounts of data such as the username
of the current user or whether a checkbox is ticked. Data is stored using key-value pairs and is
only accessible from within the application. This internal device storage can further be used to save
global flags. In the proposed mobile application boolean values are saved using NSUserDefaults
in order to determine whether a certain procedure has been executed before. For example the
device registration on Parse as well as caching data form the server should only be done once.
When entering personal information, the user’s profile is both uploaded to the web database and
stored locally using NSUserDefaults. Therefore when working with the current user’s data, no
request to the server has to be issued.
CoreData The storage system CoreData for iOS applications works very similar to SQL rela-
tional databases. Like on the web server implemented for the proposed application, information is
saved in the CoreData storage in a relational presentation using tables and attributes. For retrieving
and saving information in CoreData objects corresponding to those tables are used.
For this application we used CoreData as cache for information from the server that does not
change frequently. As described before both the data of saved nationalities and interests is rather
static. When retrieved at application launch the information is parsed into the CoreData storage.
When in need of data from either of those tables, a query is not sent to the server but to Core-
Data. Only if there has been a change to this data by the user or any other TravelPal this storage is
updated. By way of using this caching strategy, the network load is reduced significantly.
7.2 Server side
As can be seen in Fig. 7.1 the server side actually consists of two components, namely the Parse
framework and the self-implemented web service. The following sections present both compo-
nents and describe how they work together by exchanging information and in what situation which
component is used.
7.2.1 Web service
The web service serves two main purposes, namely the storage of the application’s data and the
calculation of the output for the mobile application’s functionality requests based on the core
logic. Both aspects are covered in this section. The web service for this application was designed
based on the architectural style Representational State Transfer (REST) [50]. While REST is
not officially a standard, it provides guidelines to structure access to online resources by forming
URLSs following a consistent scheme. Data for the mobile client is requested by sending a query
to the web service. This query is a URL, which is parsed by the web service. Consecutively, the
78 GeoNames - www.geonames.org
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Figure 7.2: System architecture explained my means of a request example
server calls a corresponding function. This function requests the data specified by the initial URL
from the database. The result is returned in JSON representation. The mobile client again parses
JSON into an object representation in order for the mobile application to integrate the data. Fig.
7.2 illustrates this process by showing all steps involved when requesting all messages that have
been sent by a certain user.
The actual web server is written in JAVA code. The framework Jersey79 is used to realize the
RESTful web service. For the communication with the SQL database the Java persistence frame-
work Hibernate80 was integrated. Hibernate allows the mapping of object-oriented domain models
to relational databases. By way of mapping our Java classes to the SQL data types and automat-
ically generating SQL calls, querying for all kinds of data from the database was simplified. The
build automation tool Maven81 manages all integrated dependencies for the web server. As the
Spring Tool Suite82 is specifically designed for the development of projects such as a web service,
we chose this Eclipse-based IDE.
Database For the data storage a relational MySQL database was used. The database stores
information about the users (personal information and settings) who are currently interacting with
the client as well as global data such as interest tags. Fig. 7.3 summarizes what information
is saved and how the data is structured by showing the relational data model of the database.
The internal database of the server stores two categories of data: a) profile information about
79 Jersey - https://jersey.java.net/
80 Hibernate - http://hibernate.org/
81 Maven - http://maven.apache.org/
82 Spring Tool Suite - http://spring.io/tools/sts
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Figure 7.3: Entity-Relationship model of a) profile information and b) messages
users (=Pals) and b) sent messages. By referencing Pals as senders or receivers of messages
both categories are linked. The following provides a brief annotation of the objects. By using
Hibernate, all tables in the database are represented by Java classes in the server code. Although
not mentioned explicitly, each table includes a unique identifier for the data type.
Pal information
Information about Pals includes users’ profile data and users’ settings. The tables Pal and
Nationality make up a user’s profile, the remaining tables contain values of a user’s setting.
While every field in the profile section is optional, users can enter their name, age, gender,
nationality and their interests. The nationality refers to the Nationality table where data
about nations are stored. For each nation the name of the country (country), the correspond-
ing nationality and the country’s code (countrycode; i.e. au for Australia) is saved. The
countrycode is needed to retrieve flag images from a web service. The interests of a user
are saved as an array containing the identifiers of entries in the Interests table. Interests are
stored as text (interest), which are used in the mobile client as tags that users can add to
their interest list. Each Pal can customize the behaviour of the application by changing the
settings. In fact, the application will not work properly in the sense that it will not show any
results (TravelPals or messages) as long as a user has not defined his or her destination. The
settings contains two aspects, namely privacy (Privacy) and the setting of the applications
mode (ModeSetting). As discussed in 7.1.1, there are three levels of privacy:
1. Hide interests (p_interests)
2. Hide entire profile (p_profile; includes 1.)
3. Hide current position (p_location, includes 2.)
In the modeSetting the discovery range (discoveryRange) and the destination (destina-
tionId) can be declared. Users can choose between three pre-defined ranges: small, medium
and large. We decided against an open field to help novice users with the evaluation of how
big such a radius should be. In order to have some initial content, the default value of the
discovery range is set to large. The destination can either be set by entering an address or a
location’s name or by tapping on the map view. In both cases the destination is saved as a
value triplet consisting of the latitude, longitude and the address of the destination. Based
on the address the users can check whether the entered destination was correct.
While not implemented in the prototype, an additional feature is the ability to activate or de-
activate the exploreMode. If turned off, users will not receive any messages that have been
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of the three cases determining whether two users are TravelPals
sent in the discovery range of their current position. Hence, they only get recommendations
or posts in general about their destination. This might be desired by tourists who are either
familiar with the route to their destination or have a tight schedule and thus do not have time
to explore further surroundings.
Author’s Note: Having been changed multiple times throughout the iterations for the pro-
totype versions, the current data model contains several redundancies and should be re-
structured. Especially the tables Setting, Privacy and ModeSetting should be merged into
one table.
Messages
A message is composed of the following attributes: sender, receiver, message type, content,
time stamp and geoTag. In case of the message being audio-based (mtype = 1), the location
of the audio file on the server is saved in an additional attribute (audioFile) and the content
field is left blanc. Otherwise the message’s content would be saved here. Both the senderId
and the receiverID reference an instance in the Pal table. If the message is a broadcast, the
receiver field is left empty (null). The geoTag is a GPS location consisting of two double
values for the latitude (geoLat) and longitude (geoLong).
Functionality logic Apart from the data storage the server further contains the application
logic. The core logic for the proposed application involves the evaluation of which users share
a TravelPal-relationship and which user should receive what message. Because of its complexity,
the logic concerning the delivery of messages is covered in a separate section (see 7.2.3).The eval-
uation of TravelPal-relationship defines which users will be able to communicate with each other
while respecting the privacy settings of users (see 7.1.1). The final version of the logic calculating
which users are TravelPals is illustrated by Fig. 7.4. For this logic the concept of the discovery
range is essential. The position returned by the GPS sensor is a point location. As neither the
current position nor the destination of a tourist can and should be represented as such an exact
position, but rather as an area, a way to set the size of this range should be provided by the appli-
cation. In the presented application this range is the discovery range. Its value can be adjusted in
the settings. The range is used to define both the area around the user’s current position and his or
her destination. In Fig. 7.4 the range is indicated as a blue circle for the current position and a red
circle for the destination.
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a) User in discovery range of Pal’s position
In this situation both users reside in the same area. Being able to communicate the two
tourists could for example agree to spend time together or exchange information about in-
teresting places that the other might also want to see.
b) User in discovery range of Pal’s destination
One user is currently at the area where another user wants to go. Topics for conversation
here could be sharing the current weather situation or relevant facts (e.g. whether a 4WD is
needed to reach a certain point).
c) User’s destination in discovery range of Pal’s destination
Both users want to visit approximately the same area. Given the ability to send messages
to each other, those tourists might agree to travel together or share important facts about the
destination.
Temporal storage The proposed application mainly targets tourists. Most tourist guides (no
matter if virtual or hard-copied) are used during at least one of the three phases of travel experience.
Conversely, this means that tourist guides are not being used when not being on vacation, then
again the user would not be a tourist anymore. Moreover, people tend to be adverse to systems or
devices that require a registration or login respectively to be able to use it. Considering that the
presented application will only be used in specific scenarios (e.g., when on holidays), we decided
to not include a login-system. Moreover, given possible long time frames between two usages,
some people might struggle to remember their login credentials.
Nevertheless, in order for the application and its features to work properly some user information
has to be saved. When the user first starts the application, an "account" is setup for the user. By
editing his or her profile the user can add or remove personal information to this account. Contex-
tual information such as position and a timestamp of the latest activity are captured automatically
and sent to the database. The basic idea is to delete accounts that are older than a certain age. How
long exactly this life span should be is subject to future user evaluation. By taking into account
the latest-activity-timestamp it is guaranteed that no account is removed while its user is still using
the application.
One of the main goals of the application is to provide tourists with relevant and therefore timely
and up-to-date information. Thus, messages should not exist forever. Consequently, the same
life-span principle applies to messages. Considering that especially broadcast messages cannot be
linked to a specific user, their life span has to underlie different criteria. Given that the content
of messages is not analysed, we have no indication of whether it contained general information
or its relevance is short-lived. A compromise would be to agree on a threshold value. Messages
older than this threshold would be deleted. Again the exact value of the threshold needs to be
investigated.83
7.2.2 Parse
In addition to the database of the self-implemented server, some data is stored using Parse. Most
of this data involves information, which is needed to send push notifications to users when they
received a new post. The Parse framework stores data similar to how data is organised on the server
using Hibernate. In order to save data a PFObject (data type declared by the Parse framework) of
the corresponding data type needs to be created and consecutively sent to the Parse data storage.
83 The life- span attribute has not been implemented for this prototype
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Message backup As mentioned earlier, data is sent as JSON-file, which in the end is text, to
the web service where it is parsed into an object representation and then stored in the database.
This strategy works for all data types mentioned in 7.2.1, except for audio messages. Speech is
recorded and saved locally on the device as an audio file. This file needs to be sent to receivers
of this message as well. Hence, audio files need to be stored in the database, too. When wanting
to do so, we were faced with two problems: a) converting the audio file so that it could be sent
to the web server using POST and b) how and where to store and retrieve respectively the file in
the database. At that time, we decided to use Parse to manage the push notification. When we
learned that saving objects with Parse is as simple as saving other data types, we opted for using
Parse to save messages. We still planned on continuing using the SQL database to store messages.
Considering that messages are the most important aspect of our research, having a backup of those
data was a good way to secure data.
Despite of having found a way to save audio messages, we continued searching for a solution for
the SQL database. In general, databases are not designed to store large objects or files. For this rea-
son, we uploaded the audio file directly to a folder on the server and saved this path as an attribute
in the database. Converting the audio file so that it could be sent via REST and re-building the file
on the server proved more challenging. In the end we found a library that manages file uploads
for the server and a way to decode the file format. Using HttpServletRequests and the data type
MutlipartFile audio files can be saved on the server. On the client side NSMutableURLRequest are
used to dynamically set HTTP header fields such as the MIME type (here: multipart/form-data).
Installations In order to send push notifications the deviceToken of the device where the ap-
plication is installed is needed. When sending to an iOS device, Apple further requires that the
application that issues the notification is eligible to do so. This can be checked by passing the
application name to the Apple server, which handles the actual sending of push notifications. The
Parse framework handles both the communication with this tertiary server and the storage of de-
vice registrations by saving a reference to each installed applications as Installation object. This
registration needs to be done only once when the application is first launched:
1 − ( vo id ) a p p l i c a t i o n : ( U I A p p l i c a t i o n ∗ ) a p p l i c a t i o n
d i d R e g i s t e r F o r R e m o t e N o t i f i c a t i o n s W i t h D e v i c e T o k e n : ( NSData ∗ ) dev iceToken
{
3 i f ( [ [ NSUse rDefau l t s s t a n d a r d U s e r D e f a u l t s ] boolForKey :@" HasSetToken " ] ! =YES)
{
5 P F I n s t a l l a t i o n ∗ c u r r e n t I n s t a l l a t i o n = [ P F I n s t a l l a t i o n
c u r r e n t I n s t a l l a t i o n ] ;
[ c u r r e n t I n s t a l l a t i o n se tDeviceTokenFromData : dev iceToken ] ;
7 [ c u r r e n t I n s t a l l a t i o n s e t O b j e c t : u se r ID forKey :@" u se r ID " ] ;
[ c u r r e n t I n s t a l l a t i o n save InBackground ] ;
9 [ [ NSUse rDefau l t s s t a n d a r d U s e r D e f a u l t s ] s e t B o o l : YES forKey :@" HasSetToken
" ] ;
}
11 }
CloudCode As Parse handles the push notification, the framework needs to be told when to
issue those notifications. Which user receives which messages underlies a certain logic that has
to be followed. The Parse framework allows the integration of specific rules and logic similar to
how it is defined on servers. This code is written using JavaScript and is added to the CloudCode.
This code realizes the communication with the main server and returns the requested information.
CloudCode offers a variety of functions that are called when data in the storage system changes. As
push notifications ought to be sent whenever a new message has been sent, the logic of calculating
message receivers and issuing push notifications is executed whenever a new object of the type
Message is saved. The following code excerpt realizes this behaviour:
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1 P a r s e . Cloud . a f t e r S a v e ( " Message " , f u n c t i o n ( r e q u e s t ) {
v a r mJ = createMSGJson ( r e q u e s t . o b j e c t ) ;
3 v a r r e c e i v e r I d = r e q u e s t . o b j e c t . g e t ( " r e c e i v e r I d " ) ;
i f ( r e c e i v e r I d != u n d e f i n e d ) {
5 s e n d U n i c a s t P u s h ( r e c e i v e r I d , mJ ) ;
} e l s e {
7 v a r r e c e i v e r P a l s = g e t R e c e i v e r P a l s ( mJ ) ;
}
9 } ) ;
f u n c t i o n p a r s e R e c e i v e r P a l s ( r e s u l t , message ) {
11 v a r p a l s J s o n = JSON . p a r s e ( r e s u l t ) ;
f o r ( v a r i = 0 ; i < p a l s J s o n . l e n g t h ; i ++) {
13 v a r p a l i d = p a l s J s o n [ i ] . i d ;
v a r pushQuery = new P a r s e . Query ( P a r s e . I n s t a l l a t i o n ) ;
15 pushQuery . equa lTo ( ’ u s e r ID ’ , p a l i d ) ;
P a r s e . Push . send ( {
17 where : pushQuery ,
d a t a : {
19 a l e r t : message . i d + " : : " + message . c o n t e n t
}
21 } , {
s u c c e s s : f u n c t i o n ( ) {
23 / / Push was s u c c e s s f u l
} ,
25 e r r o r : f u n c t i o n ( e r r o r ) {
/ / Handle e r r o r
27 }
} ) ;
29 }
}
Overall, the original decision to integrate the Parse framework into the system architecture was
based on the ability to easily manage push notifications with the framework. This saved the com-
munication with the push server from Apple.
7.2.3 Message delivery
This section explains what happens when a user posts a message. It covers the logic of who will
receive it and how the receivers are notified. Whenever a post is initiated the post is saved using
the Parse framework. Once a new message object is saved a certain function in the Cloud Code
is triggered. This function in turn requests a list of all eligible receivers of the new post from the
web service, where the query logic for receivers takes place.
In the case of a singlecast message the logic of who will receive the message is straightforward as
the sender had to previously select the receiver. For broadcast messages the logic is more complex
and several aspects have to be taken into consideration:
1. Information of the sender
(a) current position
(b) destination
2. Information of potential receivers
(a) current position
(b) destination
(c) discovery range
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Figure 7.5: An example for a Push Notification for a received message
This evaluation is very similar to the search for TravelPals, hence Fig. 7.4 can again be consulted.
Based on the listed information there are three scenarios for which a particular receiver gets the
message of a sender. The following enumeration describes each scenario from the receiver’s point
of view. As a reminder, when a message is sent the GPS position is saved and added to the
message’s object (geoTag). Moreover, users specify a certain range that represents the area they
are interested in (discovery range).
Case (a)
The receiver gets the message because the message’s geoTag is in the discovery range of
this user’s current position. In this case, the message might contain information about the
receiver’s immediate surroundings.
Case (b)
The message is sent to the receiver as its geoTag is within the discovery range of the re-
ceiver’s destination. The sender might want to provide relevant facts about this place.
Case (c)
The sender and the receiver share a similar destination. Hence, the sender might have the
same interests as the receiver or just have gotten hold of important information about their
destination. For these reasons, the receiver gets notified of this message.
If one of those cases fits the given situation, the corresponding user needs to be notified about
the particular post. The evaluation of whether a specific user should receive a post is executed
by the web service. The actual notification is handled by the Parse framework by way of issuing
push notifications. The receiver query on the web service returns a list of userIDs of all receivers.
Based on these userIDs the installations saved in Parse are matched to the corresponding users’
devices and thus knows where to send the notifications (deviceToken). A push notification is sent
to all members of this list of IDs. The notification contains the unique identifier for this specific
message in the database as well as the content of the message. In case of an audio message the
file name is used. Fig. 7.5 shows an example of such a notification as it is displayed in the Apple
Notification centre. This format for the push notification was chosen primarily in order to facilitate
debugging and testing. For the end version of the application a different identifier for the sender
has to be chosen. Furthermore, the content of the message should also be displayed in the case of
audio messages. Given the lack of a good speech-to-text converter the latter has not been possible
at the time of implementation.
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8 Field testing
Testing is an indispensable part of iterative software development. Software testing comprises
several subcategories. Whereas the unit test reviews the actual code of software, the module and
integration test check the compliance with the conceptual draft. In our case, we were interested in
to what extend our prototype implemented the requirements gathered in previous studies and thus
conducted a field test.
Testing the application prototype for all characteristics of product quality would have been beyond
the scope of a Master’s project. However, before continuing with the development and revision
of the application, we did want to ensure that the prototype complies with at least some of those
characteristics. With this first field test we focused on functionality and usability. Efficiency,
maintainability and adaptability remained out of consideration. We were clear on the fact that
with one study with only few participants we would not have been able to investigate all features
of product quality characteristics. Hence, this study should be seen as a first approach to reveal
major usability and technical problems of the prototype.
8.1 Study design
A complete system test would not have been feasible with our prototype. This application makes
use of many technologies where functionalities cannot be faked for testing. For example push
notifications are sent via an Apple server, to which developers do not have access to. Moreover,
we wanted to test the algorithm for discovering TravelPals. As this algorithm amongst others uses
GPS coordinates as parameters and is executed regularly whenever a position of a user changes,
we needed a moving test subject for these coordinates to change. Thus, we opted for a dynamic
examination of the prototype. On the other hand, doing a field test prior to testing individual
modules held the risk of the application crashing while conducting the study.
We could have tested the application by giving it to people (i.e. colleagues) and asking them
to use it at home as communication tool. We objected to this idea, because in this scenario we
would not have had the aspects of users changing positions and participants being in an unfamiliar
environment. Moreover, a holiday-like situation would not have been given. Therefore we opted
for taking the risk of the possibility of the application crashing, but in turn testing it in a scenario,
which resembles the actual use case.
With this study we aimed at testing the application both for bugs and usability as well as its
adequacy for the targeted use case scenario. Hence, we were looking for participants who had
either an expertise in human-machine interaction or belonged to the user group of tourists. Both
participant groups should see the study as a leisure trip and not as an academic research project.
That way we would be able to not only simulate but indeed have a real touristic road trip. To ensure
such a tourist like situation, we picked a destination that none of the participants were familiar
with. Overall, this study setup very much resembles the field trip study we did in the beginning
of this project. The only differences being that this time we used our prototype application and
the general destination was the Gold Coast instead of the Sunshine Coast, Australia. Participants
were again recruited from the Urban Informatics Lab and their close friends.
Several constraints hindered us from doing an extensive user study. As the application had been
implemented for iOS, iPhones were needed for testing. Moreover, as the system uses push noti-
fications and requires internet connection, these iPhones needed to have an active SIM card. The
number of iPhones available in the Urban Informatics Lab, which fulfilled these requirements, was
limited. Furthermore, we needed cars for this road trip. However, none of the researchers, who
had been available at the time we would conduct the study, owned a car.
In order to make things easier and also the entire study with its participants not too confusing, we
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Coding Gender Nationality Member
P05 male Australian yes
P06 female Finnish no
P07 female German yes
Table 8.1: Overview of participants in car two
decided to only have two cars on the road trip. That way communication would still be possible
and the study would be manageable in the sense of having only few parties. At the initial meeting
point we prepared the technical part of the study, which included installing the prototype on the
participants’ devices. While doing that, we instructed the participants to brainstorm where they
wanted to go and what they wanted to see during the road trip. The stops had the constraint of
being within the boundaries of the general destination area being the Gold Coast.
After installing the software on the devices, we gave the participants a brief introduction on how
to use the application. It had to be brief because we had already lost a lot of time picking up the
rental cars, driving to the meeting point and installing. Almost all of the participants had been part
of one of the previous studies and hence knew the basic concept of the project and its aims. We
repeated the most important aspects of the application: the functionality of being able to exchange
both text and audio based messages and a map displaying fellow travelers. We further pointed out
that those groups would be the only users of the application at this point and therefore had to enter
their destination exactly as advised in order to be able to communicate.
Fellow travelers are listed in a user’s PalBubble if they a) share the same destination, b) are in
proximity of each other or c) one of them is at the destination of the other. Users of the application
can only communicate with each other when they are in the same PalBubble. Thus, we had to
ensure that this was the case for our study. We could not be sure whether communication would
work as it had never been tested before. For this reason we planned to have the two cars meet at a
certain time at a set location. This location would further serve as the common destination (Byron
Bay), which would be entered into the application. By having this fix meeting point we not only
made sure that the communication should theoretically work but also have the possibility to solve
any problems concerning the application. Moreover, the meeting served safety purposes.
8.2 Results
Six people (5 male, 1 female) answered our call for study participants. Four of them are members
of the Urban Informatics Lab and hence experts for human-computer interaction. Marcialis et
al. pointed out that involving experts in field studies can help avoid lexical and methodological
problems and simultaneously facilitate the accomplishment of the aim, even with a small group of
research participants [96]. The other two were friends of those participants and counted as tourists
as none of them is Australian citizen and both had been in Queensland only since a few months.
With none of the participants being older than thirty years, we again had a very young group.
The analysis of the questionnaire proved that all of them are quite open for new technology, even-
tempered and neither spontaneous nor very obsessed with planning. These characteristics were
optimal for our study as the application combines a lot of modern technology features, which
people who are averse to new technology would not use the application on their own accords.
Moreover, we postulate that introverted people are not very likely to send messages to strangers.
The participants further stated having few to some experience with road trips. Our constraint of
the participants being unfamiliar with the road trip’s destination was met as only one of them
indicated being familiar with the greater area of the Gold Coast while the others had either been
only to a few spots in that area or declared that the area was fairly new to them. When asking
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Coding Gender Nationality Member
P01 male German yes
P02 male German yes
P03 male Irani no
P04 male German yes
Table 8.2: Overview of participants in car one
about their expectations for this road trip, the participants replied that they were generally looking
forward to enjoying the landscape, seeing the ocean and discovering new things. As the application
to be tested is designed to let users explore a certain area and discover new things by receiving
recommendations, having study participants who indeed expect the application to do exactly those
things is a good scenario to start with.
The participants split up into two cars. We as researchers did not specify who should sit in which
car, we did however pay attention that each car had at least one device with the application in-
stalled. The odds of not having enough iPhones led to each car having only one device. Hence all
participants of car one and two respectively used the same device for interacting with the applica-
tion. As the name entered in the profile nor any other name is added to messages, those posts are
in every sense anonymous. With no participant having actively added his or her name to the mes-
sages, we have no indication of who exactly had sent which message. We can however distinguish
between messages of car one and car two. Table 8.2 and 8.1 summarize the distribution onto the
vehicles as well as the participants’ demographics.
8.2.1 Trip routes
The route the participants took during the road trip is an important factor in this study as it affects
the relevance of the messages being sent via the application. Although the brainstorming of the
two groups about where to go and where to stop took place in the same room, the groups did not
know for sure what route the others would take.
Phase 1: In the beginning both cars took the same route, which took them out of the city of
Brisbane. In the following sections of this chapter we will reference individual parts of this road
trip and hence refer to parts of the road trip as phases. Leaving the city together as a convoy forms
phase one.
Phase 2: The two groups separated when car one took the highway exit to Mt. Tambourine. While
car one opted for exploring the mountains around the Gold Coast, car two stayed close the ocean.
The participants in car one visited rock paddles, lookouts and towns near Mt. Tambourine. The
other participant group went to different beaches along the way to Byron Bay.
Phase 3: The meeting at Byron Bay was rather short as car two wanted to head back to Brisbane.
Car one on the other hand planned to further explore the town. By accident, the two groups found
each other at the beach. The first topic concerned the other group’s road trip, where they had been
and what exactly they had done. This exchange of stories and advice on where to go and what to
visit is said to be the main reason for social contact during holidays [26]. Moreover, the messages
and their meaning was discussed as both groups had had difficulties with some of the messages
(will be discussed in the next paragraph).
8.2.2 Inter-group Communication
In total 35 messages were sent via the application. 30 of them were text-based, the rest were
audio messages. Both groups showed the same preference for text-based messages (86%). Car
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one sent seven (10%) more messages than car two. The messages can be divided into four main
categories: a) bugs and errors, b) location enquiry, c) conversation and d) recommendation.
In the very beginning of the road trip we were not sure whether the application would work and
whether messages would reach the other group. Hence, the first two messages were test messages
enquiring whether a message and then both types of messages (audio, text) could be received. All
tests were positive. The first half of the road trip was clearly dominated by messages of category
a). As we did not have time to introduce the application in detail and explain all functionalities, car
one (who did not have a researcher with them) struggled to understand the prototype. However,
they were able to use it to ask the other group how to accomplish certain tasks.
"How can we listen to audio messages?"84 - "Press the speaker butt[on]"85
With the beginning of phase two the focus of the messages shifted to location enquiry and conver-
sation. As the cars could no longer see each other, the participants wanted to know what the other
was doing and where exactly they were. Moreover, both groups started to tell the others about
their activities and experiences.
"Hi we went to some waterfalls and rock pools."86 —"Thanks! We are heading down
to currumbin"; "It’s lovely!! How is the hiking?" 87
The application was used once to send a recommendation. Car one told the other group a location
by sending the address and added a link marking its position on Google Maps. The functionality
of sending private messages was not used at all. Considering that there were only two groups
using the application sending a broadcast or a private message would not have made a difference.
Consequently this feature has not been evaluated. The other possibility of this functionality not
having been tested might be that none of the participants found the interface to send unicasts. At
the meeting point one of the researchers did send a private message to the other group’s device.
As the message got to the device, this functionality could have been used during the road trip.
8.2.3 Technical problems
When car one took the exit to Mt. Tambourine and left the discovery range of car two, the pin
on the application’s map disappeared on both installations. Hence, neither group could see the
other’s position any longer. This is arguably the reason behind the large amount of location enquiry
messages starting in phase two of the road trip.
Another bug was discovered after the first audio message had arrived and another text message
should have been displayed. Originally, the idea was to display an audiometer whenever an audio
message was played. The implementation of this feature had not been finalized. However, the
placeholder for the audiometer was still being displayed on top of the placeholder for text mes-
sages. The problem with this audiometer was that once added on top of the other view it was
never removed. Therefore, text messages could not be read as the audiometer placeholder com-
pletely occluded the view. This bug did not mean that text messages in general could no longer be
read. As push notifications not only include the ID of the sender but also the message itself, text
messages could still be viewed in the iOS notification center.
The feature to convert text to speech has still room for improvements. Although sentences are read
almost fluently, most libraries that offer text to speech still have problems to recognize colloquial
84 Enquiry by car one
85 Answer from car two, typo has been corrected
86 Message from car one
87 Messages from car two
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language and typos. The latter was a big issue during this study. Even with features like auto
correction, when typing on a smartphone and sitting in a moving car it is very hard to spell each
word correctly. Especially the participant who does not own a smartphone and has never typed on
one before, struggled with composing text messages. Typos were not the only problem for text to
speech. The recommendation message included an URL. The library used for this prototype dealt
with URLs by reading each character individually. This concatenation of special characters made
it almost impossible for the receiving group to understand the message or grasp that it actually had
been an URL.
The recording of the messages worked very well for the most part of the road trip. However,
approximately halfway through the day the iPhone, which was used by the group in car two, froze.
One participant wanted to send an audio message and pressed the audio button. For some reason
still unknown to this point the button could not be pressed again. This second tap would have
stopped the recording and sent the message. In this case the device kept recording. For one part
this drained the device and for the other it refrained the group from sending further messages.
Considering that both groups had sent two audio messages prior to the crash and car two merely
sent one other audio message afterwards, it is not clear whether car two would have sent more
audio messages if the device had not frozen. As the problem did not affect the other functionalities
car two was still able to send text messages.
8.2.4 Qualitative evaluation
The follow-up interview asked for the participants’ subjective opinion concerning the entire road
trip study. We wanted to know how they experienced the trip, to what extend they used the ap-
plication and whether there had been any technical issues with the application during the study.
Moreover, we encouraged the participants to reflect on their experience and compare it the previ-
ous road trips.
Organization of trip Even though the destination of the road trip had been known in advance
none of the participants had spent time with planning the road trip. Therefore the stop for preparing
the devices was the first time they thought about what they wanted to see. Using paper-based maps
of South-East-Queensland the participants reviewed and compared routes and stops. As those
maps were maps for navigational purposes they did not include much information for tourists.
Lacking recommendations and reviews the participants struggled to decide where they wanted to
go. In the end they decided on a general direction (mountain side, beach).
Because no one was familiar with the area of the road trip the participants in the front of car one
were "very busy with driving and navigating"88. Hence those sitting in the back of car one were
the ones who mainly used the application. The situation for car two was a little different as they
had no real sub-destinations and only stopped when they saw a place of which they thought looked
promising. One participant of car one said that they did want to "race to the destination but make
the most out of the time"89 and therefore did not mind taking detours.
Overall, the subjects of both cars made their stops very spontaneously. One participant stated
that their choice of where to have lunch was based on the coincidence of passing through the
town of which they had seen the name on the map at the meeting point. Consequently the maps
(during the trip participants used mobile naviagtion apps) provided the participants with a rough
idea whereas all the "details came spontaneously"90. Thus, it can be said that maps served as
overview tool. Another participant added that this road trip reminded him of previous trips done
88 Remark from P04, 01:20min
89 Quote from P01, 02:58min
90 Remark from P01, 04:40min
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with his friends the only difference having been that this one was more spontaneous, which was
commonly perceived as positve liked.91
Usage of the app Moreover, the follow-up interview should offer us further valuable cues about
the motivation to use the application. Almost all participants stated that in most cases the main
intention of sending messages had been to find out where the other group was and what they were
doing. The first part of those enquiries would not have been necessary if the feature of displaying
TravelPals on the map had worked. A concrete situation during the study where recommendations
would have been helpful was when car one sought ideas of where to stop for lunch. However, at
that time (phase two) the groups were already too far apart and hence would not have been able
to benefit from recommendations from the other. Consequently, it can be said that the relevance
and also usefulness of a message in the case of our application depends among other things on the
distance as well as the location of the sender and receiver of that particular message.
By running this study we first and foremost intended to test the application for bugs. In contrast
to the first field trip we had conducted earlier, our aim was not to investigate the communicational
behavior of tourists going on road trips, but to explore if potential future users would be able to
interact with our application in the way we had designed it for. Our study design further allowed
us to get clues of how and in what situations those users would make use of the application.
The analysis of all messages and also of the qualitative interviews showed that our subjects did
not take the study very serious in the sense of trying to explore all possible scenarios for which
the application could be of use. None of the messages contained essential information. One of the
participants noted that they only did "trivial posts"92. However, this fact did not prevent us from
being able to draw valuable conclusions. In fact, it provided us with numerous clues on how to
improve the application.
What participants liked When wanting to improve a system an important factor is to know
what aspects where deemed useful and necessary. Although the interview guide did not include
any parts where we explicitly asked the participants to rate certain features, the participants told
us what they liked about the applications on their own accords.
Some of the participants stated that the road trip had been a good experience as the loose planning
had let them discover new things. For example one of the participants was glad that the destination
had been chosen to be Byron Bay, because he had never had the opportunity to go there before but
had always wanted to. Discovering new things and serendipity in general is one of the concepts
we aimed to achieve with the application. With users of the application posting recommendations,
other users would in the best case be inspired to try (new) things they were not in quest of. One
participant particularly praised the possibility of sending and receiving recommendations. In his
opinion this was the "best thing about it"93. When car one left the highway for Mt. Tambourine
the group would have liked to ask people if it is worth visiting that area and where exactly they
should stop.
Two participants addressed the issue of contacting individual users of the application. One partic-
ipant stated that he liked that he could "see" the people before contacting them. He would use the
users’ profiles to "evaluate" them in the sense of checking whether he would get along with that
person based on his or her interests. Another participant pointed out that this kind of evaluation
would not work if the user in question had decided to stay anonymous and not make his/her profile
public. On the other hand the participant was glad to be able to choose the amount of informa-
91 e.g., statement by P02, 22:49 min
92 Note by P05, 04:23 min
93 Remark by P06, 03:50 min
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tion that would be visible to strangers. Hence, the privacy setting is an important feature of the
application.
Encountered problems and bugs Apart from the positive feedback the subjects also highlighted
several issues they had with the application. One of the bugs they pointed out was caused by false
implementation and was never intended by the design. If the audiometer had been removed every
time a new message came in, the text-based messages would have been readable in the post-tab.
Another constraint, which the participants did not approve of, did only surface because of the study
design. For this prototype version the biggest possible discovery range is ten kilometers. As car
one took a different route and consequently ended a lot farer away from car two than intended, the
PalBubble of ten kilometers was not big enough to include them during phase two of the field trip.
This might have been the reason of the map not displaying pins for the participants. On the other
hand, the algorithm for discovering TravelPals should have included both groups as the sending
messages algorithm had done because of the shared destination. One participant stated that a range
of ten kilometers is too small when communicating with friends. However, this application was
not designed to be a messenger for friends but for tourists who do not know each other. Thus, we
decided to not extend the possible parameters for the discovery range.
In addition, participants stated that at first they found the application hard to use. They had ex-
pected a lot more explanatory feedback. This especially applies to the sending messages feature.
Participants were never sure whether the other group had received their message. Feedback is a
crucial part of all user interfaces. Therefore this issue needs to be fixed and a way found that
communicates whether a message has gone through.
Problems were further caused by the text-to-speech feature. As already discussed in 8.2.3 URLs
were not conveyed in a way so that humans could understand them just by listening. Moreover,
tipos (which indeed could be found numerously in the message log) resulted in the speech frame-
work not being able to recognize certain words. Words containing typos were in some cases
skipped by the framework and hence made certain messages "confusing"94 and left the partici-
pants cluelessof its meaning.
The audio messages caused problems as well. One participant pointed out that recorded messages
were difficult to understand because of background noise. As the application is designed to be
used while driving there will always be background noise either from traffic, conversations in the
car, radio or the car itself. Therefore it is crucial to attend to this fact and try to solve it making
audio messages better understandable. Another participant stated that in his opinion all audio
messages (read aloud and audio) were to quiet and hence should be played louder. This can be
achieved by simply adjusting the output volume of both the audio player and the text-to-speech
framework.
One participant had a general remark concerning the arrangement of the application’s features.
He noted that in almost all typical messenger systems the functionality of sending and receiving
messages is located on the same screen and are rarely separated as they are in the tested version
of our application. This is a justified remark because having both the sending and receiving of
messages in one place would make replying easier as users would have the content of the last
message in front of them allowing users to use it as a reference. Moreover, this would save users
having to switch between the post and the message tab.
Wishlist Not only did the participants comment on existing features of the application, they
also told us how the system could be improved by for example adding further functionalities.
Three participants argued that being able to send pictures would clearly increase the value of the
94 Quote from P06, 10:14min
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application. One of them brought the example of wanting to describe a waterfall to other tourists.
When wanting to give a detailed description of a complex object such as a waterfall, the user
would need to type a long description. An image on the other hand can be sent much faster and
describe things a lot more detailed and accurate. Furthermore, the subjective opinion of the author
disappears.
"I would have liked to be able to send and receive photos, because photos, as they say,
tell more than a thousand words. So that might be a good idea to get more impression
of what it is like."95
At some point during the road trip car one wanted to recommend a restaurant to the other group
by sharing its location. However, as the text-to-speech feature could not process the URL, which
had led to Google Maps with the exact location marked, and text-based messages could not be
read because of the occluding view the other group did not comprehend this recommendation and
hence could not use the information. Consequently, participants of car one called for a way to
easily share locations. In a way this feature is already implemented by having each message geo-
tagged. Apart from TravelPals, the map can also display all messages according to the coordinates
of where it had been sent. None of the participants used or discovered this feature and thus
did not know that this would have been an option to share the location of a recommendation
with other users. However, using this feature to share specific locations requires the sending of a
message. There might be use cases where users just want to quickly tag a location without leaving
any description. Whether such a feature is actually necessary and desired by users needs to be
investigated in further user studies.
Participants of this study had the same concerns about the quality of recommendations as the
participants of the prototyping study. Before relying on a particular recommendation and maybe
also altering the planned route, people first want to know if the sender of the post is trustworthy
and whether his or her recommendation represents the truth. This supports Bieger and Laesser’s
assumption that tourists do not consider direct information sources to be neutral [17]. Similar to
our previous study, participants suggested including a functionality that would make it possible to
rate posts. One participant took this idea one step further and proposed to have a section where
the weekly top recommendations of a certain area would be displayed. This selection could for
example serve as a reference for people who plan to visit that area (pre-trip phase).
Feeling of connectedness Concerning the feeling of connectedness the participants had quite
different impressions. One participant stated that he did not feel a huge connection between the
groups, he reasoned that this might have been because the cars did "separate journeys"96. Another
participant added that he felt separated because he did not know what the others were doing and
where they were. Thus, each group did their "own thing"97. A statement that supports this theory
came from yet another participant who said she felt connected to the other group while she could
still see them on the map. This underlines the importance of including a working map feature,
where TravelPals are tracked.
Other participants declared that they did feel a sense of connectedness during the road trip. One
participant rated the trip as "entertaining" because of the "sense of community" and the "shared
experience"98. A different participant told us that after hearing the stories from the other group he
felt as if he had experienced it too even though he had not been there. He further explained that
as all participants shared the same context they also faced the same challenges and thus had been
95 Statement by P02, 07:05 min
96 Quote from P05, 05:14 min
97 Quote from P04, 06:22 min
98 Quotes from P02, 23:42 min
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"fellow sufferers"99. One might assume that people who share the same context or are together in
difficult maybe even life-threatening situations tend to bond and see themselves as allies. This was
proven to not always be the case for extremely negative situations like for example for inmates of
concentration camps [138, 186]. Participants of this study indicated that in positive situations like
being on holidays they would like to find and meet people based on similar context for example
people who share the same destination. Establishing an active connection with those people was
said to be clearly desirable. Meeting other people has been noted to be an integral part of many
tourists experiences [26]. Furthermore, when on holidays barriers for social contact are said to be
lower.
Text vs. audio Yet another section of the interview enquired about the quality of the audio
messages and which modality the participants preferred when sending or receiving messages.
For the latter the participants gave very similar answers to the ones from the participants of the
interactive prototyping session.
Participants highlighted that text is more reliable in the sense that messages would not be subject to
misunderstanding due to bad audio quality or accents. Especially tourists would in many situations
not speak in their native language when being in a foreign country. Many participants of both
studies pointed out that other users might have trouble understanding their audio messages because
of their accents. One participant even stated that he prefers texting as it is "very safe" and he does
not need to "fear embarrassment"100. Moreover, text was rated as being more discrete whereas
voice is quite personal.
On the other hand, participants clearly distinguished their preferences for modalities when com-
municating with strangers and with friends. They stated that for strangers they would communicate
via text-based messages, but later on, after having gotten to know the person, they would switch to
audio. Participants stressed that the voice itself and the way they speak or form sentences reveals
a lot about their character and maybe even their soul. Simultaneously, for that reason users liked
having the audio feature because they could "imagine what the person is like by hearing [their]
voice"101. The participants further elaborated on the advantages of audio. For example in contrast
to typing being "really slow"102, audio woulb be the easier input modality.
99 Remark by P02, 10:20 min
100 Quotes from P04, 11:20min
101 Remark by P01, 15:20 min
102 Quote from P06, 09:49 min
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This project explored ways of how to enhance the experience of road trips while keeping safety
requirements. While there has been plenty of work researching the pre-phase of travel experience,
this project aimed to fill the gap by focusing on the during trip experience. The user acceptance
and benefits of adding a social aspect to road trips was investigated in more detail. In context of
this project a prototype application was developed that allowed to evaluate approaches and verify
findings of both studies and literature review.
In order to get an insight into the field of tourism and special requirements while driving, recent
literature concerning those two topics was reviewed. A better understanding of what tourists desire
of mobile tourist applications was gained by analyzing the app market of Google and Apple. At
the beginning of the project we held an ideation workshop. Its results provided a plethora of
thoughts about how tourist guides should be designed. The discussion after the workshop helped
forming first concepts. By way of doing an actual road trip, the project’s focus was narrowed to
the targeted use case scenario. The road trip further helped understand the social dynamics and
uncover potential challenges. Based on the findings of those studies, a first prototype was created.
After having it reviewed by experts, this prototype was improved by designing two additional
versions for the application idea. The third prototype follows the approach of having reduced
features but focusing on the core functionality. Mock-ups of all prototypes were presented to
participants in context of a paper prototyping session. This commented comparison highlighted
the importance of individual aspects of each prototype. Finally, a final version was implemented
and tested during another road trip. The user studies conducted as part of this project not only
helped improve the prototype but also offered an extensive insight to drive tourism and how tourists
interact with mobile technology during their holiday. Without exception all participants noted that
recommendations are their preferred source of travel-related information and getting those from
locals or experienced travelers made them even more valuable. While some participants claimed
that they would be hesitant to contact strangers, they did see the benefit of getting highly relevant
and up-to-date information.
Moreover, by offering the option of composing either text or audio-based messages, the user stud-
ies could also be consulted to analyse which input and output respectively users prefer and in what
situations they prefer to send audio messages. Whereas participants repeatedly stated they would
primarily use audio to converse with friends, they actually sent significantly more text-based mes-
sages during the road trips even though the other participants were close friends. Yet, participants
elaborated on the advantages of having audio as it facilitates sending messages opposed to typ-
ing long messages on small displays while moving. Especially the drivers commented on speech
being a wonderful feature allowing them to follow conversations and listen to recommendations
without having to look away from the road.
Participants often contradicted themselves. On the one hand participants found that the prototypes
had too many features but on the other hand they still wished for more. The same was the case
with personal data and privacy issues. While being concerned about revealing too much about
their person to complete strangers, being able to see users’ profiles and view their interests was
rated as an important feature.
In general, many participants stated that having a tool that enables communication with strangers
and also an exchange of recommendations did enhance the overall experience of the road trip.
They recognized the application’s potential to meet new people and discover new things.
Future work should include final bug fixing of the application and adding an individual design to
the interface. At several points in this work, it was proposed to explore various aspects through
further user studies. For instance it should be investigated how long the life-span of messages and
user profiles needs to be set to both avoid losing data and keeping data relevant.
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